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Statement
Some time back, we wrote the following: "We believe that

the production of a magazine accounts for only half of its life—
the other half begins only after it reaches the hands of the
reader." We still believe in that proposition. In fact, the prob-
lems we have encountered during the last couple of years have,
in our eyes, confirmed that mutual responsibility shared by editors
and readers that is indispensable for a magazine's creation and
consistent development. This double issue of the Journal is a
case in point. The reason we decided to publish the fall and
winter issues jointly was because, frankly, we had no choice.
When the time came for the publication of our fall issue, we
had very little material worth publishing, and, of course, rather
than print anything at all—as many magazines are wont to do—
we waited. Fortunately, toward the end of last year, we received
a number of excellent contributions which allowed us not only
to proceed with our fall issue, but to publish our winter issue as
well. However, to compensate for lost time, we decided to merge
the two numbers into a double issue.

This time we were lucky. However, we do not want to be
captives of chance. Thus, once again, we would like to stress
the responsibility of our readers to the Journal's continuing
growth. To put the matter simply: we need your participation.
We know that most of our readers are either affiliated with
universities, or are members of one of the major professions,
which is to say that they are all extremely thoughtful people.
Again, as opposed to most other scholarly journals, we have
always welcomed the freelance submission of articles. Indeed,
from the outset of PELLA'S reorganization of the Journal, we
have conscientiously sought out the work of younger scholars
and graduate students. Needless to say, while we are proud of
our record on that point, we cannot do the job completely by
ourselves. If nothing else, we just do not know everyone who is
working in the field of modern Greek studies—especially if one
is young and so, almost by definition, "unknown."

One thing is certain: we absolutely refuse to lower the
Journal's standards. If we cannot commission, find, or receive
contributions worthy of publication in this magazine, we would
rather curtail—or cease—publication than degrade our uncom-
promising sense of the Journal's intellectual integrity. Many



people have condemned modern Greek studies for being a non-
existent discipline, in fact, an intellectual fraud. Obviously, we
believe—and have always believed—otherwise. We undertook
the direction of the Journal precisely because we were convinced
that a quarterly review of modern Greek studies, published in
English, was neither an "immature" nor a "quixotic" venture
(to mention two of the epithets that have been hurled against
us during the last few years). In the end, however, we cannot
possibly continue unless others—many, many others—feel as
strongly as we do about the matter.

Nevertheless, although it took some time to put together,
we believe that the current issue is one of the finest we've ever
published. The lead article, "To be a Writer in Greece: A Dis-
cussion with Vasilis Vasilikos," is, we think, if not a definitive
interview, at least a very crucial—not to say rare—examination
of Vasilikos's work and the motivation behind it. On the other
hand, the article by Xenophon Yataganas, entitled "The Supra-
national Nature of European Institutions and the Sovereignty
of the EEC Member States," continues the Journal's profound
commitment to the ongoing development of contemporary
Greece. It should be clear, of course, that publication of
Yataganas's essay does not, in any way, imply endorsement of its
position—far from it. In fact, we are publishing it as a provoca-
tion to further—and, we hope, dissenting—discussion on the issue.
In any event, we believe that it is an unusually sober and lucid
defense of one side in the current—and continuing—controversy
over Greece's accession to the European Economic Community.
We would be delighted to receive, and to publish, equally sober
and lucid defenses of the other position on this question.

Finally, we are enormously pleased with a felicitous conjunc-
tion that illustrates, better than any words possibly can, our dual
commitment both to continuity and growth in modern Greek
studies. The excerpts from Nikos Kavadias's TheWatch have
been translated, in what we consider to be a particularly visceral
style, by Alec Kitroeff, while the essay entitled "The Greek
Seamen's Movement, 1940-1944," has been written by his son,
Alexander Kitroeff, a young historian currently finishing his
studies at Oxford University. This is the kind of multigenera-
tional investment in modern Greek studies we would like to see
more of in the Journal—and, for that matter, in other publications.

—The Editors



To Be a Writer in Greece:
A Discussion with Vasilis Vasilikos

Vasilis Vasilikos is, without any doubt, Greece's most prom-
inent writer and, with the exception of Nikos Kazantzakis, its
only novelist to gain a widespread reputation abroad. Indeed,
Vasilikos's work has been translated into more than twenty lan-
guages. His recognition outside of his own country, however, is,
essentially, a secondary matter. What makes Vasilikos so sig-
nificant is his fundamental and singular contribution to the lit-
erature of modern Greece. The extent and breadth of his writing
is both prodigious and unique. In a period spanning over thirty
years, he has produced more than fifty books. In addition, through
those books, Vasilikos has not only reflected the development of
his own psyche—the most common esthetic strategy in modernist
writing—but, and this is what makes him truly a rare example in
contemporary literature, he has mirrored the conflicts and con-
tradictions of his age and his nation.

In December of 1980, Vasilikos gave the Journal of the
Hellenic Diaspora the unusual opportunity to question him at
length about his career, his work, and his feelings and concerns
about art, politics, and the condition of his homeland. His extra-
ordinary honesty, combined with an acute sense of perception—
and, we might add, humor—gives the discussion that follows an
inimitably direct quality. Normally, interviews are exercises in
dissembling and self-justification; our discussion with Vasilikos
is a critical, passionate, and particularly sensitive reflection on
the meaning of the writer's presence—and the trials and respon-
sibilities of his craft—in this age of the increasing impoverishment
of our literary culture.

—Dan Georgakas and Peter Pappas
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PP: Let's start at the beginning. You studied to be a television di-
rector in the United States many years ago. However, as far as I know,
you've never been involved with television or film production on that
level, but have exclusively devoted yourself to writing. Why was it
that you studied one medium and ended up working in another medium?

VV: First of all, I studied law in Salonika. As it happened, I didn't
like it from the beginning, but, in Greece, law doesn't mean anything
specific; it's a general course of study that most writers follow. And so,
since I had a scholarship to come to the United States, I decided to
study something in which I was really interested and which would be
needed in Greece since, at that time, 1959, television was about to come
to the country. When I went back to Greece in 1960, however, there
was no television, and so there was no work to be done. It was finally
introduced on an experimental basis in 1965-1966, but its boom started
with the colonels. At that time, I was in exile, but, when I came back
in 1974, it had become something which one did not want to touch.
It was so bad and misused that, I remember, when I saw Greek tele-
vision for the first time, I was dumbfounded. There was not only no
interest in it for me, but it was beyond any possible interest I could
have had.

PP: You started writing before you came to the United States, in
the Fifties. What moved you to enter literature?

VV: It's difficult to trace the original motivation, but I think I've
found an explanation, which is biological. When I was a boy, I started
going bald suddenly, and my parents took me to a hospital in Drama,
where they gave me X-ray treatments. From the time of those treat-
ments, I changed completely; until then, I was very outgoing, I liked
nature, I was a member of the Boy Scouts, but from that time on, I be-
came introverted, I began reading and writing. At that time—I was about
fifteen—I also felt my early adolescence, the various sexual problems of
the age, and I think the two things combined and made me start
writing.

PP: Much of your work—Z, The Portrait of a Fighter: Nikes
Zambelis, The Coroner, Cafe Emigrek, The Trial of the Six—is based
on actual personalities or events. It seems that you've decided to devote
yourself particularly to chronicling the times in which you live. A lot
of people—especially critics—say that a writer should try to escape the
times in which he lives, and only return to them years later, so that
he can gain a distance from them. Do you believe that a writer should
do that, or is it worth while both for the writer and his times—and, of
course, his readers—to immerse himself in his age, as you have done ?

VV: I don't have a preconceived idea of what a writer should do.
Taking myself as an example, I find that I started one way, and I con-
tinued in another. I started from pure literary interests; my teachers in
writing were the French stylists: Andre Gide, Andre Snares, who is now
a totally unknown writer, Valery, and so forth. My first books were
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impregnated by this school of writing, which is purely literary. Then one
day, in 1955, Albert Camus came to Salonika, and gave a lecture about
the artist and his time. I went to his lecture, and I remember I felt—
this is the writer's imagination, of course, but it may also have been
geographically true in the room—that he was addressing himself to me.
This lecture, and Camus's personality—the whites of his eyes as sharp
as knives—and the fact that he disappeared at the end of the lecture,
when the applause started and people were ready to converge on him,
influenced me so much that, from that time onward, I started reading
him, and, through him, I read Sartre, and, with Sartre, my whole orienta-
tion of the artist as being someone separated from his time, and more
or less gazing at eternity, changed. And finally, reality itself came to
change me. That is, as I look back on my thirty years as a writer in
Greece—and this is important—I always had only one aim above all
things: I wanted to be a writer, that is, to live by my writing. In
Greece, this was inconceivable—and it still is, more or less. No one
understood how the two things can go together. Don't forget that, in
Greece, writing is a part of, aside from, something else. I remember
having long discussions with my father, who used to give me examples
of famous Greek writers, saying, "Look, they are not really writers, they
are something else, even Kazantzakis. ."

DG: That's not so different in the United States either. If you
don't have a university connection, it's actually very difficult to live
from your writing. ...

VV: Yes, but in Greece, there are not even any university connec-
tions, so that you have to be either a lawyer or have some other job.
Venezis, for example, worked in a bank; Karagatsis was in advertising;
Theotokas was a lawyer. So, looking back on my thirty years of writing,
I see that the modes of expression I adopted corresponded completely to
the political situation of my country. That is, my early books, such as The
Tale of Jason, Victims of Peace, and The Plant, The Well, The Angel, were
symbolic because a certain amount of pressure being exerted on the political
and social atmosphere did not permit another kind of expression. After
1958, however, following the twenty-five percent of PANT, I changed,
and I became more extroverted, more sociological, in my writings. Finally,
at the peak of the movement for liberation, during the governments of
George Papandreou in 1964-1965, and the the unyielding struggle of
1965-1967, I wrote my most polemical books, such as Z. Then, when
the junta came, and I went into exile, I faced the situation completely
differently, that is to say, from the point of view of the militant. When
the junta fell, I wrote a large novel again, Glafkos Thrasakis, which,
while not being symbolic, was disengaged from the immediate reality
of its author. Finally, since 1977, with the collapse of everything that
we thought had been a serious effort at our country's reconstruction, I have
followed another line of expression, which has nothing to do with political
motivation, but is concerned with the much subtler notion of the very
meaning of expression and writing.
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PP: Besides being a chronicler, you've mentioned yourself that you
are also a militant writer. One of the criticisms that people make of
militancy in art is that it interferes with the artist's esthetic "good
sense," that the fact that you have to make a political point, or even
propagandize—since, if you're really a militant writer, you have some-
thing specific you want to say or support—interferes with the production
of the art work. First of all, I want to know what your opinion of that
notion is, and, secondly, I want to know if you think that a person
can be a good writer and a good propagandist at the same time.

VV: First of all, when I used the expression, "militant writer," to
describe myself, I was mistaken because I don't want to consider myself
a militant writer, an engaged writer. For me, it was all a matter of im-
pulsive reaction to a kind of reality. I have never had a preconceived
notion of myself as a kind of writer who wants to do something for this
and that reason. Actually, around the late Sixties and early Seventies,
there was a trend toward use of the tape recorder in writing, and I was
excited by it, and I used it in some of my books. For, as a writer, I
wanted to give to the facts their own absolute, immanent importance.
Until I discovered, of course, that this was also a very limited form of
expression, that this was not actually what a writer was called to do.
Zambelis, The Trial of the Six, and The Tape Recorder fall into that
category. And so, to address myself to the wider issue, I don't think
that militant writers are good writers in general because they want to
sell an idea, and, if you want to sell an idea in art, you are forced to
falsify the truth, which is complex. The complexity of reality should
be a writer's main target. Many people who belong to a party, and
want to write according to the party line, are usually untalented writers
who search for a ready-made public. I have never been in that category
of writers. I have created my public in Greece. And I am sure that I
don't have any need of any cover from an organization to make my
books accessible to the public, as is the case with many other writers in
Greece.

DG: To be engaged in Greece is almost to accept a party, which
is to accept a line, which then means that you have to fulfill the line,
even if you have to falsify the truth. In America, where there are no
parties, an engaged writer doesn't have that same problem—he's just
generally engaged in politics. It's more like the Breton-Trotsky position,
which said that a writer is not a part of the party, but is a little outside
of the party, and is not bound by the same rules. What do you think
of that conception; that is, being a militant writer, but not having to
follow the rules of a party?

VV: It's good that you mentioned that example, which touches me
very much—the Trotsky approach to creative writing. I think that Trotsky
was the only "political" person who understood the problem; I think
he expressed better than anyone else what the function of art is in society.
But, of course, we should always dissociate him from what he actually
was because he was a very strong party man. Actually, my view has al-
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ways been very different from all of this. I think it is very bad if a
writer is engaged. That is, he offers nothing of what the complexity of
life presents in front of him. I think the role of the writer should be
akin to that of a virgin, to accept all that comes to him, all that life
presents. But in order to find this virginity, one must have a lot of
strength, a lot of support.

Because I wrote a book like Z, which was made into a film and so
forth, the label of the engaged writer is immediately put on me. I am
engaged, but in the sense of being engaged with reality, with something
that really interests me, not in the sense of a political event, but in a
broader sense, of being engaged against injustice, for instance, which
one sees all over. In underdeveloped countries like Greece and some of
the Latin American countries, the writer dos not have the right, the
freedom, to be disengaged. Even if a writer starts from another point
of view, whether he wants to or not, he eventually falls into engage-
ment because there are always juntas in these countries that create the
engagement of the writer. The classical example is Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, who was not an engaged writer until One Hundred Years of
Solitude; or Julio Cortazar, who was greatly inspired by Borges, but
is now writing furiously against the Argentinian regime. In an in-
dustrially developed society, I think the problem is one of being read.
A writer can belong to an extreme left-wing party, but, in his writing,
be as unapproachable as the most hermetic poet. This is the case with
many writers in Italy, who are not even members of the Communist
Party but belong to extraparliamentary formations to the left of the
communists. This is a choice that they have made in order to put a
distance between themselves and the masses. Even so, one can still say
that this kind of writer can disengage his political activities—which can
range from bombings to whatever—from his work, which is completely
outside of this frame of reference. For example, Philippe Sollers in
France, who says that he belongs to the Communist Party and recog-
nizes the Communist Party as his father; nonetheless, his writings are
unintelligible not only to workers but to intellectuals.

In our countries, however, where there is not this level of in-
dustrialization, that is, the separation of engagement and art, the
two mix—or, at least, they mixed in my generation. Don't forget that I
belong to a generation that still had an idea of combining the two, that
is, journalism and literature, militancy and art, which is no longer the
point of view of the younger generation, who have split the two com-
pletely from each other, which, by the way, I think is a much truer at-
titude, much more correct. But I still belong to that postwar generation
which believed in a lot of ideas which were not feasible, not realizable,
such as combining these two different aspects of human activity.

DG: Do you think that the work of somebody like Pablo Neruda,
who was not only a member of the Party but almost an icon of the
Party, suffered because of that?

VV: No, I don't think his work suffered because of that because
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his work surpassed, transcended, this kind of line, which is deadly for
a poet. In reading his poetry, I have the feeling that there is a positive
worth to life, that life is worth living, that there are many beauties in
this life; his maturity, his juiciness, his humanness, have nothing to do
with his political stance.

DG: But do you think he's an exception to the kind of writer who's
in the party?

VV: Yes, because his talents transcended—by a great deal—his polit-
ical affiliations. The case of Ritsos in Greece is the same as Neruda.
Ritsos's poetry is not as positive as Neruda's, of course; Ritsos writes
about decline, whereas Neruda writes about things that are to come,
but this has to do with the social situation in Greece. By political stand-
ards, as a poet, Ritsos can be considered to be a poet of decadence, be-
cause what attracts him is a house that is falling apart, the corruption
of things. This is not the idea of a miltant poet. Of course, he has written
militant poetry because he wants to belong to the party.

DG: Both Jorge Semprun and Victor Serge have included their work
as party militants, their underground revolutionary activities, in their
literary work. In fact, their literature is full of it, you can't separate
the two. What do you think of that as another model of a writer who
uses the party vehicle—although both eventually left the party.

VV: Actually, the case of Semprun is an example of someone who
didn't choose to become a writer, but became one by accident, so to
speak. In any event, I think that Semprun is a political writer, in the
literal sense of the word. He never surpassed the problem of his political
career, and this, of course, in the end, limits one's interest in him—
except for his first book, The Long Voyage—because, in fifty years,
people will not understand what we are talking about, they will not un-
derstand the things that today divide us so passionately, Stalinism versus
anti-Stalinism, for example. For me, the example of a writer who be-
longed to a party, but was completely the opposite of someone like
Semprun, is Balzac. So, what I'm saying is that enormous talent renders
all the categories superfluous, whereas a lack of talent is what invites
categorization. But real talent transcends all of these things.

PP: I'm glad you mentioned Balzac because I have a question which
I formulated thinking of Balzac. The tendency of literature in the
twentieth century—which, by the way, I don't think has anything to do
with militancy or non-militancy—is to become more and more hermetic,
self-conscious, self-reflexive, and to leave the tradition of the great nine-
teenth century novel, which was a novel of social analysis, a novel of
societies being built and decaying. Do you think that this modern
tendency developed because it was natural, a question of "progress,"
that the novel had to leave that kind of social analysis; or do you be-
lieve that it's something that's impoverished literature, perhaps that it
was a framework to which we should consider returning, at least in
some ways, once again using the novel as a mirror of the social landscape?

VV: I think two things marked the literature of this century. The
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first was the work of Saussure, that is, the "invention" of linguistics, a
special category which did not exist before him. Every writer suddenly
became conscious of his medium. The difference between Balzac and a
modern writer is that the latter knows that he is working in a specific
medium, while Balzac might have known this same thing instinctively—
because he used the same words—but he was not so preoccupied with it.
That is, today, you read a novel that, at a certain moment, confronts
you with the problematic of the writer as in the work of the Latin
American writers that we mentioned before, Cortizar and Marquez, and
even American writers such as John Irving. And so, you have this situa-
tion, which is somewhat catastrophic in the sense that it makes the novel
lose the magic of the narration because, on a certain level, a narration
is nothing else than the reader's belief in what the author is telling him
From the moment that the author interferes, as a technician, in what he
is telling the reader, and analyzes his process of creating his characters,
the magic, which normally should exist, is destroyed. You don't believe
it any more. Imagine, let us say, in The Thousand and One Nights, the
narrator stopping and explaining his characters to us, and telling us that
he cannot really portray them. Finally, for me, the other important factor
in this whole development of twentieth century literature is, of course,
the invention of the motion picture, that is, the introduction of pictures
into narration. Actually, what created the great literature of the previous
century was the public's need for myth, for a story. One cannot live
without stories. It's impossible. Life would be unbearable. Now, from
the moment that this thirst is quenched by another medium of expression,
the previous medium of storytelling that existed until that time suffers
a complete shock. Thus, if you are a conscious writer, you seek other
methods to convey your medium's capacities. This is the distinction
between what the novel used to be, and what it isn't any more. Imagine
Balzac today wanting to write a novel like Cousine Bette. Actually, what
he would have done, if it was possible of course, was to make it into
a television series. The same applies to Dostoevski and Dickens, and to
everyone of that time. The point was to quench the thirst of the public for
daily reading. Most of these extraordinary novels were written for every-
day use, for serialization. Actually, the book by Phillip Roth, The Ghost
Writer, is exactly one complete chapter of a Balzacian novel; but then
you ask yourself, Where is the rest of society that surrounds these two
characters in Roth's book. This phenomenon started with Nathalie
Sarraute, who inaugurated the Nouvelle Vague in writing. And she said
the same thing: "Balzac describes a room for four pages. Today, we have
the same description in a still." Balzac believed that he knew everything
that his characters did, and so he wrote from a God's-eye viewpoint.
Today, we've learned from psychoanalysis that we don't even know our-
selves; how can I write now that "She woke up in the morning, got
dressed, walked down the corridor, took the bus, and went to work."
This line is impossible for us. And from the moment that you cannot
write this line, you cannot write. And so, you take details, and you
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analyze a particular element as a whole, but what is actually missing is
the novel that will express the whole. So, you have good books on
particularities.

DG: Or very abstract, symbolic, mythological books like those of
Asturias. You can never understand what he's talking about—all those
dragons and bats and rats.

VV: That's why a writer like Cavafy in a way synthesized this
Alexandrian period through which we are living. The main character
has become the writer himself, and this is the end. The man in the
street does not need this. So, he goes to see something else, which en-
velopes him in a much more immediate way.

PP: Many critics, especially academic ones, have accused you of
squandering your talent, of being too prolific, and, they say, this has made
you less than "literary." Do you think there's any truth to that criticism;
and, if there isn't, why not?

VV: No, there is some truth in it, but the problem is tied to what
we were discussing in the beginning, namely, the role of the writer.
Take major poets like Neruda, Nazim Hikmet, Louis Aragon,
Mayakovsky, our own Ritsos; they are cataract-poets, writers whose poems
are cataracts that sweep everything else aside. On the other hand, there
are those poets who write only five lines, twenty lines; if we look at
their background, we notice that they are highly bourgeois people. So, it
all depends on what you consider the function of a poet working in
society to be, and this is tied in with a poet's economic and social
origins. The aristocrats are people who, during their entire Jives, never
believed in, or wanted to, work—or needed to work. I am speaking here,
of course, only of talented poets because there are untalented poets on
both sides of the camp—in fact, there are more untalented political
poets than non-political ones. The point is that we must investigate who
creates the standards. In Greece, for example, the received wisdom is
that one should never publish a novel without having let at least three
years elapse since the last work. I ask you: Why? Who made this law?
This law was created by the fact that no one can write more often
because one must work to support oneself. But from the moment that
you say, I do only this, and nothing else—as, for example, Ritsos said
that he never worked as a lawyer, doctor, or diplomat, and that he never
had money from his family, so he either had to translate or write to
eat—you create an immediate contact with your work, something that is
usually impossible in a country like Greece. That was the case with me,
that is, I did not accept any other work, although it was offered to me,
and so I lived by my journalism, my screenplays, and writing in general,
which were my only means of survival. Ritsos had his wife, who was a
doctor and supported him; I had my wife, who was a teacher and sup-
ported me. But we did not have any other money with which to support
ourselves, and we were bound to a class. For instance, most of the
people whom we call major poets in Greece—Elytis and Seferis, for
example—were people who had a great deal of economic ease in their
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lives. Take the six poets represented in the anthology by Keeley and
Sherrard. It included only one person who, according to the imagination
of the bourgeoisie, supposedly belonged to the working class, Takis
Antoniou, who was a ship's captain. The bourgeoisie acknowledged him,
stressing in this way that it is not dosed as a class, that it accepts people
outside of its class, assuming, of course, that they fulfill its standards.
And so, poets such as Ritsos and Vrettakos, and other poets of that
generation, were excluded.

As for my prolificness, what I have finally come to understand is
that nobody has considered the matter historically. Many of my books
which were published at a much later date were actually written when I
was very young, when I didn't have the money to publish them; about
ten books of mine which were published after 1974 were written before
1955. And so, I am forced into the category of a "prolific" writer. But
everything will find its place in time. I have noticed that each genera-
tion returns to the writers of the previous one, and each decade recog-
nizes the previous decade. In the Sixties, they liked the books I wrote
in the Fifties; in the Seventies, they liked the books I wrote in the Sixties;
in the Eighties, perhaps they will like the books I wrote in the Seventies.
Thus, you are always confronted with the lack of correspondence with
your own time, especially when you deal with matters that count today.
When I wrote Z, it was an absolute failure, not only in the literary
world, but in the larger intellectual world. Whenever I wrote books
based on actual events, people said to me, "We know about these things,
why do you write about them?" Then, ten years later, nobody knows
about them, and the books are no longer judged from the perspective
of the immediate time surrounding them. If I have talent, and I can
make the book interesting for the next decade, it survives; if not, the
book is forgotten, just as any other book would be forgotten, even if it
were dealing with eternity. In my case, there is always the difficulty of
the literary world accepting actuality as a subject matter worthy of a
work of art. They do not accept that. Nevertheless, I tell you that, for-
tunately, there are other people coming for whom these things will not
be actual but will be myths. And so, books of that kind gain from the
passage of time.

DG: How much of a disadvantage is it to be a writer working in
a very small language group, which is almost like an incubator where
everybody knows everybody?

VV: It's tragic. I know that it's a lost case. I do it out of meraki.
I do it so, in this way, we can continue our language, which has re-
mained our only source of identity as a nation; there is no other iden-
tification, no values, no philosophy, nothing Only the language has
remained. Of course, to perpetuate this thing is a completely lost cause
when you have a possible readership of eight million, and, out of these,
four million don't read, and, out of the remaining four million, there
are only ten thousand consistent readers. My problem is that both my
mentality and character are such that I would like to be a writer with a
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larger outreach, but I carry within me a country and a society which
are shrinking. Fortunately, there are the translations to carry the message
out, but one writes for one's fellow people, who speak his language.

PP: To pursue this issue of the limitation of the language, two
Greek poets have won the Nobel Prize, which is an enviable record for
a country of Greece's limited size and influence. However, the interest-
ing thing for me has been the fact that both writers have indeed been
poets, and that there haven't been any prose writers awarded this dis-
tinction. Do you think that means anything, or is it just a coincidence,
or is it possible that Greek poets are better than Greek prose writers, or,
finally, is it just a matter of what we've been describing, namely, that
the language limits the writer and will never allow him to escape his
borders, especially if he's a novelist?

VV: First of all, let's not forget that one writer who was mentioned
very often as a recipient of the Nobel Prize was not allowed to become
one by the Greek government, namely, Nikos Kazantzakis. On the other
hand, it's true that Greek poetry—and we shouldn't forget that poets
are always more independent of their social environment than prose
writers—is one of the greatest national poetries in the world. And this
is the case because it was never interrupted. It continued in one form
or another, from the demotic songs, to the miroloyia, to the patriotic
songs, always being kept alive. On the other hand, prose was never
kept alive. Never. Our prose starts and ends with Papadiamantis. There
is no other writer; and Papadiamantis absorbed a great many foreign in-
fluences, having worked as a translator. So, to answer your question, the
fact that the Nobel Prize was given to poets is characteristic of the level
of poetry in Greece. Although, unfortunately, the prize was given to two
poets of the same generation, more or less, while, if it had been given
to Seferis, and then to a post-Elytis poet, it would have meant a kind
of real continuity.

DG: I think that, at least for the last twenty years, the Nobel Prize
committee has shown that it is much more inclined to give its prize to
a poet. I think also that the case of the 1981 prize had very striking
political overtones that were almost as important as the literary ones.
How does this fact relate to this issue of the awarding of poets?

VV: Well, it relates to it in a very clear way, that is, it reveals a
great truth, which is the fact that, whenever the Nobel Prize was given
to poets who were unknown, such as Aleixandre, Montale, or Elytis,
the translator of each one of these poets was part of the committee
that awarded the prize. For example, two years before Elytis won the
prize, I knew that he would receive it because his Swedish translator
had become a part of the committee.

PP: To get back to the issue of prose, however, do you feel that the
positive aspect of not having a tradition is that you can create a tradi-
tion, and that, being a prose writer, you can contribute, in no matter
how small a fashion, to the creation of a tradition—and a continuum—of
prose writing?
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VV: I never thought of it in those terms, but perhaps you are right,
there is some contribution being made. The problem is that, if you don't
have a tradition, it is not possible to create art. To me, writers can
only exist if there are hundreds of them together. When there is not an
entire movement around them, when there is not a real convergence of
many talents, then no writer will ever emerge. In Greece, particularly in
the last twenty years, this kind of convergence existed only in music,
and in poetry somewhat, but not in prose.

DG: Maybe the Greeks are like the Irish, in the sense that their
form is Less the novel than perhaps poetry or music?

VV: No, no, that's not true. If we want to say something in gen-
eral about how Greece confronts a phenomenon like literature, we can
say that there is a complete lack of any kind of continuity. Continuity,
however, is extremely important both in life and in literature. If there
is no continuity, the greatest problem that confronts a writer is not to
die, for the moment he dies, he is forgotten. No republication of his
work, no criticism, no reviews, nothing. There is the extreme phenom-
enon of Karagatsis, who died twenty years ago, and no one in the
Greek press—literary or otherwise—mentioned anything about him So,
as a kind of provocation, I wrote about him in my column in Ta Nea.
In Greece, a writer's physical death leads to his spiritual extermination.
I am talking here, of course, about the critics and the so-called literary
world. I am not talking of the public, which is innocent of this sort of
thing. But it doesn't count, in the sense that it doesn't speak, it doesn't
write, it doesn't protest. You have these literary professors who are
exactly like coroners; they wait for someone to disappear so they can
have the body of his work at their disposal—but they don't want too
big a body because that would mean a lot of work for them—and then
they work on it and preserve the pieces. But I believe that all these
things will change drastically; in fact, they are already beginning to
change. In the past, people thought these criticisms that I made were
foolish and unrealistic; lately, however, many more people have begun
to realize these things, and there is a great deal of interest in them.
Yet, there is no correspondence between the interest and the ability to
expose this situation because the positions of institutional power—ta
Hotta, as we say in Greek—are still in the hands of those people who
consider the culture of the country their private property.

DG: Two subjects which would be perfect for prose works—and not
for poetry—are the German Occupation of Greece, and the ensuing
Civil War, and the Asia Minor Disaster of 1922. Maybe I'm wrong,
but why haven't these subjects been addressed in major works of fiction?

VV: There have been very important books about 1922 which deal
with the specific side of the problem, that is, we have The Number
31328 of Venezis, Aichmalosia by Doukas, and a major novel, The
Bloodied Earth by Didi Sotiriou, who, in my opinion, is one of the best
writers in Greece. The problem with the subjects of the Occupation and
the Civil War is that it was forbidden to write about them until 1960,
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and really the first novels about them are beginning to appear now.
To me, the most important is The Box by Aris Alexandrou, which is a
fantastic, Kafkaesque picture of this issue.

DG: That's what I was thinking; the' War and Peace of this subject
hasn't been written yet.

VV: Again, the analysis has to take into account the fact that the
subject is a matter of actuality; but being actual, it did not concern
writers. All the writers who might have been concerned with it were
killed, and then you have a book like Night by Petros Haris, which is
the only one serialized on the Greek television, which deals with the
Occupation and the Civil War from a right-wing perspective. The in-
teresting thing is how these right-wing writers became "progressive"
during the junta, by opposing themselves to the military There is a
whole category of them, who are now still in power, and are considered
progressive because of their anti-junta attitude; but, of course, every-
body has forgotten what they did during the Civil War. This entire
situation justifies what a friend of mine told me on April 22, 1967,
namely, that the junta would become the baptismal fount of the right
wing, that is, that they would enter it crippled and full of guilt, and
would emerge from it hygienically pure. Which is what happened. By
opposing the military, a whole part of the right, which was equally
guilty until that time, became resistance heroes.

DG: Do you think that part of the 1922 problem is that Greeks
haven't confronted the dilemma of what to do with Turkey, and that
even progressive Greeks aren't clear on what the Greek-Turkish rela-
tionship means ?

VV: No. For instance, the book that I mentioned, Sotiriou's The
Bloodied Earth, portrays exactly how life was for the Greek community
in Asia Minor before the Greek expansionist campaign. It was a fan-
tastic life. Greeks and Turks lived very happily together; they were
well-adapted to each other, but suddenly the Greek expansionism of the
Great Idea disrupted this serenity of life and provoked the catastrophe,
as happened in Cyprus, where the Greeks and Turks had been living
quite well. However, the Greeks from Greece, not the Greek Cypriots,
wanted the coup d'etat. Finally, the attitude of mainland Greece toward
its offspring outside of it—regardless of whether it is Greek Alexandria,
Constantinople, Asia Minor, Cyprus, the Greeks in America, the Greeks
of Canada, or the Greeks of Australia—is one of revenge because the
diaspora is always blooming, because it is very well-off. Greece wants
to take whatever they have and to destroy it. This is what happened in
1920, when the Greek government wanted the Greeks of the United
States to pay taxes to Greece while they were working here. It was the
American government that protected the Greeks of America against
Greece. I have written about this attitude of the Greek government,
specifically as it applied to Cyprus. The result? Nothing. Not even a
protest. I have portrayed Greece as a vampire that ventures forth jealously
to destroy the flourishing Greek communities outside of Greece. This
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happened in 1922, and it will continue to happen until things change
drastically inside of Greece.

PP: Don't you think, however, that there are a lot of Greeks who are
resentful of other Greeks who left the country .

VV: Resentful? When we exiles returned in 1974, you can't imagine
the gloom that spread all over the country. Gloom. Because they said
that we were coming back to take away their positions.

PP: Exactly. Don't you think there's some truth in that, however?
After all, many of us who have lived outside have led relatively easy
and good lives. What gives us the right to go back and take away
somebody's position? Don't you think there's some truth in the feeling
that if you want to be a part of the country, you have to stick with it
no matter what happens ?

VV: What is true is that, as a society is organized, space should
exist for everyone to offer it what he knows and what he has learned
through his own, many times bitter, experience. We Greeks have that;
it's difficult to explain, but we feel we owe something to our country.
But this is not permitted. The Greeks of Greece don't want it. I have
defined this as the "elbow complex," in other words, you have the
feeling that every forward step of yours is elbowing somebody else out
of the way—and this is tragic. And this is not because of the Greeks
themselves; it's the structure of society again. The definition of a Greek
is as follows: while he lives in Greece, he wants to leave it, and when
he leaves it, he wants to return.

PP: With the exception of The Portrait of A Fighter: Nikos
Zambelis, which is dedicated to Yorgos Panagoulis, all of your work is
dedicated to your wife. Why is that?

VV: Because I wrote all of these books with Mimi; and because she
supported me while I was writing. She was the only one who believed,
not in me, but in the function of a writer, that is, that one should try
to become a writer. Being born in America, she was not predisposed
against this possibility. She knew as a child that a writer can be accepted
in his own right; one of her professors at Cornell was Vladimir Nabokov.
She insisted that I only be a writer, and not do anything else, although
we passed through times that were hellish, economically and otherwise.
Still, she insisted that I become neither a theater director, as was
proposed to me in 1962, nor a journalist, as was proposed to me in
1965, nor anything else. She insisted that I be a writer. That is the reason
all my books are dedicated to her. Without her, I would not have been
the same, and I believe enormously that the wife of a writer plays a
catalytic role, either for good or ill. In that sense, it was the least that
I could do for her.

PP: What do you think of the Greek literary world today .
VV: Shit, shit, shit! It's the only word I can use. I cannot elaborate

on the word, shit. The fantastic thing is that, while people such as
Antonis Samarakis are enormously talented, I cannot say this publicly
in Greece because my colleagues will all violently attack me. They
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don't like him because he is read. In other words, in order to be of
"quality," you should not be read, you should be a member of the fan-
tastic minority. You can, of course, have many objections against
Samarakis's work—and he himself is aware of many of these objections—
but one thing counts in today's situation as it is. Shall we continue the
trend to cultivate the one thousand readers that exist for any kind of
experimental writing and poetry, or shall we pass beyond these one
thousand—among nine million, I mean—and expect a few more readers
to join us ? That is the great problem. Of course, those who are contrary
to this broadening of the readership are the entire university-literary
establishment, which only exists by virtue of the accusations hurled against
it by me or someone like me. Otherwise, it doesn't exist; it is not some-
thing that counts. It only counts in the sense that when these people
take intellectual power, as when they did by opposing themselves to the
junta, they develop a kind of access to the students, whom they really
influence—and they influence them in the wrong direction, to those
selective, esoteric, minority, unintelligible books that presumably make
them a part of the "enlightened few." However, without this aura of
the resistance around them, they would have absolutely no appeal. The
reason I am saying this is because there are many writers of talent, such
as Samarakis, such as Menis Koumandareas, such as Ioannou and
Tachtsis—all of these people from my generation.

PP: What about younger writers?
VV: There are also younger writers—Mato Doukas, for example. I

immediately thought she was one of the best of those who came after
1970, and she's proved to be so. Now, she has become successful with
the public, now she has reached the public, and now, of course, she is
accused of being too prolific, of not being selective, because her last
book was a best seller, going through five printings in six months. So,
of course, she was immediately attacked. But everyone who passes through
this phase understands me now because I have always been under this
kind of attack. I was never accepted by the intelligentsia. Never. On
the other hand, there is a thirsty public in Greece which I consider to
be one of the best, that is, ready to accept everything you offer it. But
you never see this public. You have to follow it on the street; it does
not express itself, it does not have the means of expression. It is not
organized into book clubs, or any other independent forms, to which
you can give books and it can respond to your offer. So, between the
transmitters and the receivers, which is this public that exists in a pure
stage but is very unorganized, the mediating elements—that is to say,
literally, the media—which normally serve as the channels between one
and the other—critics, professors, universities, television—are all shit!

DG: Is there a correspondence between this and the clientelistic
system of politics. Are certain journalists, in other words, connected
with one writer or publishing house?

VV: No, no, they are just connected with their own personal in-
terests.
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DG: Is it conceivable that Greece could ever develop what here in
America is called the small press movement ...

PP: In Greece, everything is a small press ...
VV: Actually, it is an anarchic press, that is, everyone can become

his own publisher. These days, there's a great deal of confusion be-
cause, in the final analysis, nothing differentiates one from the other.
My profound problem has always been how to reach the public, which
I know exists, without forcing the publishers to spend a lot of money
on my books because books have always been expensive in Greece, and
are now very expensive. That's why I've always tried to have what you
call here a pocket book edition of my books, although there is no such
thing as pocket books in Greece. There are Viper, Nora, and a couple
of companies which publish either translations or very bad literature.
Finally, seeing that the demand existed, but the money did not, I ended
up selling my books by the kilo. There is a publisher in Greece who sells
his books by the kilo, that is, you can buy books by the three-kilo weight
and above, and because of this you can buy them for a very cheap price.
And so, I sold him seven books, and I have taken a position in favor
of him, which has created a lot of enemies for me, who are shocked
that I have actually dared to associate myself with a kilo-publisher, but
I found that the public was really absorbing the books because they did
not cost much. I would go to his store whenever my morale as a writer
needed boosting, having come out of my other publisher's bookstores
seeing that they were like funeral homes, with no one buying anything.
I knew that the readers exist, but no one can afford ten dollars for a
paperback edition. In order to pay ten dollars for a book, you must
really be rich, and I am not interested in selling my books in Kolonaki
and Syntagma, where practically ninety percent of Greece's writers and
poets sell their books. My objective was always to move beyond. So, I
gave this publisher my books and, in order to make the three kilos,
because my seven books made up a total of two kilos and eight hundred
grams, I gave him two hundred books by Che Guevara, which weighed
200 grams each, and be bought the books, and so it went.

PP: Do you think that the situation you described in the Greek
literary world—where there is no mediation between the transmitters and
receivers—is a general phenomenon in Greek culture, in the intellectual
world in general?

VV: It's the case with everything. The things that people love are
completely outside of those things that the newspapers pick; there's
absolutely no connection between what the critics claim to be fantastic
and what the public actually goes out and buys. For instance, just to
take an example from the record business, the record that sold most
copies last year was Ta Agrotika because it addressed itself to the
agrarian population, which bought the album, but you don't read or
hear anything about this record.

PP: You said before that critics don't like to talk about your work ...
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VV: Well, things have changed now, but, in the past, it's true that
there was a general silence.

PP: That's what I'm interested in. Why do you think there was a
silence; and, secondly, do you think it was you, or is it a general response
to people they feel have become successful?

VV: Exactly. The specific case of that is Ritsos. For forty years—
forty years, a lifetime—that is, from 1932 until 1971, nobody wrote one
review of his poetry. Nobody, except Karapanos. And then, under the
junta, when he started becoming a kind of national hero, all these
"honors" were suddenly bestowed upon him, especially after 1974.

DG: Also, his international reputation .
VV: Exactly, his international reputation boosted him in domestic

eyes. There used to be pages upon pages of the most hermetic, esoteric,
elitist analysis of every line Seferis ever wrote on the one hand, and
then, on the other hand, you have Ritsos's vast work and there was not
even a comment on how to guide one through this colossal work—with
the exception of Chrissa Papandreou's tentative article, written in 1965,
as a guide to Ritsos's work. I have written fifty-five books, and there
is not one essay that even attempts to support a general line, saying that
he's written these fifty-five books, and he wanted to say this particular
thing in these books. It's a labyrinth in which everyone loses himself.
Of course, I know that my time will come. The only thing I'm sure of
is that they will understand one day that all of this effort was not out of
a kind of madness, or out of ambition, because there's no ambition here.
I mean, there is an ambition, but not in the way they think. There is
something else behind all of this. But they refused to see that, and so
they tried to cut my contacts with the public. Fortunately, for me, there
was the film Z, which created an interest in my work; if there hadn't
been this film, I would still be in the category of the indefinite, politically
disoriented, prolific writer. I say this because I'm on the Communist
Party's blacklist. By chance, someone told me before I left Greece, "Do
you know that you are considered a communist in Kavala?" He said
this with such ironic laughter, as if implying, "Can you imagine such a
thing?" He couldn't understand that I write for the communists, of
course. What ever I write doesn't count because I don't follow the
party line. The situation is horrible.

PP: Do you consider yourself a Marxist
VV: I consider myself a Marxist, and I consider them as orthodox,

dogmatic monks, who have nothing to do with Marxism. I have written
books on this issue, I have written analyses of the Eastern European
countries, but nothing ever passes through. So, I write for the news-
papers, I take my books, I recopy them, and I present them as new
work. As I did with Poland recently. I had written a book about Poland,
which nobody has ever read, and so I retyped it, published it as an original
piece in my newspaper column, and people were asking me, When did
you come back from Poland?

DG: "Why is it so difficult for there to be a Marxist left in Greece
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outside of the aura of the Communist Party? It seems to be almost the
only country I can think of in Europe where there's not a lively non-
Party Marxist presence.

VV: Actually, there is the Party of the Interior, which could have
played that role of a pole attracting independent Marxists, but they
messed things up, they lost their base?

PP: Why do you think they messed things up?
VV: In the last elections, they sold out the title. When a person

has gone to prison for thirty years because of this damn Kappa Kappa,
and you come to the election as the Alliance, this person is not a profes-
sor at the Sorbonne, he does not understand your moves, or history, or
party pluralities, or the irrelevance of names, he has been the victim of
the local policeman and the torturers only because of one thing—they
only wanted one thing from him: to renounce these two letters. And
he refused to renounce them, and now you, the leadership of the party,
sit down at a table with the representatives of the social democrats, and
the Church, and some other left-wing socialists, and you create the
Alliance, and you demand from this person who followed you—who was
intelligent enough to follow you when you split from the others—into
the Kappa Kappa of the Interior, you demand from him to understand
that he must vote for the Alliance. Never. They didn't vote; the base
did not vote for that kind of betrayal.

PP: Do you think a base still exists?
VV: No, no, there is no longer a base. Gaffes in politics count. You

can excuse one, two, three, four, but when, in a history of forty years,
you have made forty gaffes, the other person doesn't follow you any-
more. He'll go back home asking to be left alone. Actually, the whole
dispute was over who will be called Kappa Kappa. The others said,
leave Kappa Kappa, take another name, and we'll collaborate; no, said
the Party of the Interior, we are the original Kappa Kappa, although
we're not recognized by the Soviet Union, so we'll have two Kappa
Kappas. All right, you have two Kappa Kappas. You split. The move-
ment follows, a little into one side, a little into the other side, more
for the other side than for your side. And then, during the crucial
moment of the elections, when your follower wants to vote for Kappa
Kappa, you disappear. The base was not asked if they wanted that coali-
tion. Now, they have again taken back the title of Kappa Kappa of the
Interior, but it is too late.

It is a reflection of the split that exists between the base and the
leadership, on all levels. What actually has been produced in Greece in
our society during the last fifteen years is a differentiation of people
into two categories. Not poor and rich, not left-wing and right-wing,
not fascist and communist, not southerners and northerners, none of
these categories, but only one category: the eponymous and the anon-
ymous. Those who have a name and those who have no name. The
eponymous is the one who has a name which is well-known and which
provides him with security, special treatment in case of imprisonment,
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special treatment in going into a tavern; the eponymous will get fresh
fish, the anonymous will get a fish that is called fresh but is actually
coagulating. It happened to me. I was served some old fish, and then
someone recognized me, and rea 1 ind that I wrote for the newspapers,
and suddenly asked to be pardoned, took the fish away, and brought
me another one. This is the tragedy which has brought me to the point
of saying that between an eponymous tortured and an anonymous tor-
turer, I am with the anonymous torturer. Because he has no future.
This is actually what happened with the junta. The junta accentuated
this thing completely. When you were in prison, and you were epon-
ymous, you got special treatment from your jailors because they saw in
you the potential leader of tomorrow, which was true. The anonymous,
however, could be made to disappear completely. All of Greek society
accentuates this distinction. This is actually the class structure of Greece
today. What has happened to our society is horrible.

PP: Now that Greece has joined the European Community, do you
think that we actually belong to Europe?

VV: Even if we wanted to, we don't belong to Europe. We cannot.
When Flaubert wrote Madame Bovary in the mid-nineteenth century—
the perfect depiction, in my opinion of the bourgeoisie—and meanwhile,
at the same time, we had foustanelles and palikaria in Greece, how can
a writer, knowing that, and about Kolokotronis and Makriyiannis—all
these elements, which are beautiful but have nothing to do with Europe—
dare to compete with European writers. When Flaubert wrote Madame
Bovary so long ago, how can I catch up with today's writers in France;
and yet, I tried, because what we haven't said about Greek literature
is that every Greek writer worth mentioning imported a foreigner into
the country.

PP: Which foreign writer did you import?
VV: Until now, I have imported five of them. I started with Gide;

my first book was a complete copy of his Theseus. Then I imported
Camus; my second book, Victims of Peace, was exactly like his The
Plague. Then I imported Kafka plus a bit of lonesco; that's the trilogy
The Plant, The Well, The Angel. Then after my visit to the United
States, I imported Truman Capote.

PP: You are known internationally as a novelist, but you've also
written a great deal of poetry, of which most of your non-Greek audi-
ence isn't aware. In addition, you've written plays and worked as a
journalist. Obviously, you don't believe that a writer has to be restricted
to prose or poetry or even to that elusive category of creative writer.
You have, for lack of a better term, an integrated vision of the writer.
However, there is a sentiment that believes a poet should be a poet, an
essayist an essayist, a novelist a novelist, and so forth, because mixing
forms adulterates them. Why do you mix modes as you do?

VV: Many people do as I do. I think it is all part of the language
problem. When in exile, for instance, I wrote poetry because it was
concentrated, cheaper to publish, and easier to sell. I wrote a lot of
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poetry when I was sixteen and seventeen, but I never published it until
last year. For me, poetry is an intense mode of expression to be used
when needed. I also have many unpublished plays because I started out
as a playwright. I have a large group of plays written well before 1973,
at which time I began to use that form again.

DG: Do you think they should be staged now, that they have some-
thing to say?

VV: I don't know. I really don't. I think it would be more useful
if I told my story as a writer. That would provide a lot of examples
for others to avoid. I wanted to become something that did not then
exist in Greece, to be a writer whose time was spent writing. I tried to
set an example.

DG: Is your struggle to be a writer in the modern sense of writing,
a changing of the definition as far as Greece is concerned, symbolic
of Greece's attempt to become a modern nation?

VV: As I said before, things such as that do not happen with one
person. There must be a movement. Or at least there must be two
people, for, in Greece, things work by couples. Many times I've told
a fellow writer, we should create a literary counterpart to Theodorakis
and Hadjidakis. We would be opposed but united in what we repre-
sented, we would become a kind of polarity. Greeks like that: Karamanlis-
Papandreou, King Constantine-Venizelos, Communist-Fascist. But no one
would take me up in this game. Now it is much easier, I think. For
the generation presently in its twenties, it is not so crazy to say, "I
wish to be a musician." When the father asks why, they can say, "Don't
you see how much money Theodorakis and Hadjidakis make?" The
same with acting. It is not the same with writing, but it is much better
than when I was twenty. This affects the mentality of the parents. If
someone in Greece should ever use my career as an excuse for being a
writer that would be the justification for everything I've done, just to
be able to set an example for even one person, regardless of whether
I am a good or a bad writer. In this, all of my colleagues—I speak of
the colleagues in my age group—have failed. They are either working
in ministries, or are straight journalists, or worse, they've wasted them-
selves on Greek television. For you to ask them what they are doing
for a living, and have them reply, "I am a writer," would be most
unusual.

DG: How would you advise the Greek-American community to re-
late to this literary tradition and to the Greek language?

VV: The first thing is to forget about the two languages. The only
possible channel for the language here is the church—and that is useless.
We should have a pure language on both sides, and then whoever is
interested can find out about the other through linguistic and literary
channels. One can be sensitive to roots, but trying to force the language
and culture of the old country onto children is not productive. I know
about this personally. I lived through it with my wife. It is catastrophic.
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Greek-Americans should have no complex about not knowing Greek—
none at all.

PP: That's contrary to what a lot of political activists believe, par-
ticularly leftists here in the United States.

VV: That's not natural. Coexistence is not natural. What is not
useful will disappear—that is natural. We should realize that, sooner or
later, Greece will disappear as an independent country. The sooner we
realize this, the better. Then we will have no problem. Now, with the
Common Market, it will be simple for the multinationals to take over.
In four years, the Greek press will be owned by the Dutch. The record
business will be American. It doesn't matter if they keep the old names,
the multinationals will own and control everything.

DG: Given this situation, what are your present projects?
VV: I must confess that something odd happens as soon as I return

to Greece. All my appetite for work disappears. There is something
there which kills creativity in me, and that is why I cannot live there.
Nicos Poulantzas was the same. Once, I asked him about this, and he
said, "Vassili, I cannot even read there." After 1978, I began to feel
the same way. I can create creative space for myself in Rome or New
York but not in Greece. This leaves me two possibilities. I can do
crucial things, which have to be done immediately, or I can make movies.
The greatest compliment I've ever had as a writer came from Antonioni,
who said that I was the most cinematic writer he'd ever read, not so
much the writing itself, but the conceptualization of my subjects. This
year, I was ready to try to make movies, but, as soon as I arrived in
Greece, I couldn't work. The solution is to do it all outside of Greece,
write the movie, cast it, finance it, and then go to Greece to film, be-
cause you don't have to be inspired to do that. My immediate project,
however, is something else: to organize my collected works. I've al-
ways worked under pressure. I've had thirty-five publishers. Now, I'm
going to put all my work in chronological order and have it printed
in one place without the typographical errors I've always suffered. This
scattered body of work, whatever the form, will be reorganized and put
in serial order. Then, I can write another book or make a movie.



General Papagos and the Anglo-Greek
Talks of February 1941

by JOHN S. KOLIOPOULOS

The Anglo-Greek talks of February 1941 are one of the most con-
troversial issues in the historiography of World War II. The talks were
held in Athens to discuss Britain's decision earlier in that month to help
Greece against a possible German attack, and to agree on a line of
defense which could be reasonably expected to check the enemy ad-
vance. In addition to the strength of the forces required to hold the
enemy and the allocation of these forces, the representatives of the two
'countries were obliged to take into account two important factors:
(a) the attitude of Yugoslavia; and (b) the time factor. In accordance
with the agreement reached late on February 22, the British would send
to Greece, in addition to their air force units already operating in the
country, five squadrons of aircraft and land forces equal to four divisions.
The British troops would arrive in three installments, and would be
deployed on a line to the west of Salonika, running from northwest to
southeast along Mt. Vermion and Mt. Olympus, the "Aliakmon line,"
as it was called. The Greeks, on the other hand, would provide four
additional divisions (thirty-five battalions) from Thrace and eastern
Macedonia for the defense of the Aliakmon line, and one division in
reserve at Larissa. By the same agreement, Anthony Eden, the British
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, undertook to approach Yugoslavia
in order to enlist its military cooperation with Britain and Greece. A
week later, disagreement arose over the timing of the withdrawal of the
Greek forces from their advanced positions in northeastern Greece. Eden
and the other British representatives maintained that, according to the
agreement of February 22, the Greeks were required to commence the
withdrawal of their troops immediately after the agreement, irrespective
of Yugoslavia's attitude. General Alexandros Papagos, Chief of the Greek
General Staff, on the other hand, maintained with equal force that it
had been agreed that the Greek decision to withdraw should be held
over until a reply had been received from Yugoslavia to Eden's ap-
proaches. It is essential to note in this connection that the Aliakmon
line abandoned Salonika, the port city of northern Greece—and the only
safe and effective means by which Yugoslavia could be supplied by
Britain in time of war—to the enemy.'

'The principal sources until the opening of the British archives at the Public
Record Office have been: A. Eden, The Reckoning (London, 1965); A. Papagos,
The Battle of Greece, 1940-1941 (Athens, 1945—English edition, Athens, 1949);
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A recent study has attempted to solve the problems of the interpreta-
tion of these events, as well as related problems such as the broader
question of the motives behind Britain's decision to help Greece against
the Germans early in 1941, 2 bypointing out that, "on balance, history
must support Papagos's version of exactly what was agreed on at Tatoi." 3

This conclusion has been based on ample archival evidence and par-
ticularly on the British record of the Tatoi conference. A safer conclusion
might have been possible if Greek General Staff papers had been ac-
cessible. Unfortunately, the papers concerning the Anglo-Greek talks of
1941 have been out of reach, their fate still a mystery, assuming, of
course, that they were not actually lost during the evacuation of the Greek
government in April 1941? Nevertheless, the issues involved, and par-
ticularly Papagos's position and attitude at the conference and afterwards,
might be approached with the assistance of available Greek sources, and
an effort could be made to see these issues in the light of Greek strategy
and tactics as well as Anglo-Greek relations at the time. This approach,
although it may not add much in the form of conclusions, might perhaps
provide additional insights or at least a broader perspective. Such ques-
tions as Greek war plans, and priorities and aims in 1940-1941 and prior
to the Italian attack on Greece, are not irrelevant to the problem at hand;
on the contrary, they may go a considerable way in explaining Papagos's
attitude at the conference of February 1941.

Anglo-Greek relations since the Abyssinian crisis of 1935-1936 were
friendly and left little to be desired, at least from the point of view of
British interests.' Britain could rely on a friendly Greece in an emergency
in the Mediterranean, avoiding at the same time any inconvenient com-
mitments which would arise from an alliance with Greece. In April
1939, in place of something more concrete and binding, the British
government publicly guaranteed Greece's independence: it was a solemn
and face-saving gesture, but empty of any substantive commitments.
Several months earlier, in October 1938, the British government had
turned down a proposal by loannis Metaxas, the Greek dictator, for an
W. S. Churchill, The Second World War, Vol. III (Boston, 1950); L. Woodward,
British Foreign Policy in the Second World War, Vol. I (London, 1970); C.
Buckley, Greece and Crete (London, 1952); and F. de Guingand, Operation
Victory (London, 1947).

'Martin van Creveld, "Prelude to Disaster: the British Decision to Aid Greece,
1940-1941," Journal of Contemporary History, IX(1974).

'Ibid. pp. 85-86.
4Col. A. Korozis, The Wars, 1940-1941: Successes and Responsibilities (in

Greek), Vol. I (Athens, 1978), pp. 7-8. Col. Korozis was a Staff Officer and
very close to Papagos. He maintains that, in April 1941, Papagos's personal papers,
as well as a number of General Staff papers, were withdrawn at Papagos's orders
and put into safe hiding.

'Anglo-Greek relations during 1935-1941 have been the subject of the author's
Ph.D. dissertation at the University of London (1972), published under the
title, Greece and the British Connection, 1935-1941 (Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1977).
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Anglo-Greek alliance. Britain needed a friendly, not an allied, Greece,
so as to avoid both offending the Italians and undertaking undesirable
commitments.' The war led to closer Anglo-Greek cooperation, but also
sowed seeds of future discord, which had to do with different strategic
considerations, if not interests. British planners were interested in Greece
mainly as an air and naval base from which air attacks could be launched
against Italy and communications in the Aegean Sea controlled. Greek
strategy and war preparations, on the other hand, had been directed to-
ward covering a static defensive war against Bulgaria; so much so that,
until April 1939, when Italy occupied Albania and posed a direct threat
to Greece, Greek war planning was concerned exclusively with defense
against Bulgaria. In April 1939, the Greek General Staff was caught
off-guard and facing the wrong enemy. There was no mobile expedi-
tionary force; the air force lacked modern equipment; A. A. defenses
were poor; and coastal defenses were non-existent. Considerable funds—
and pride—had been invested on the elaborate fortifications sealing off
Bulgaria, the line which was named after Metaxas.

Papagos later admitted that the Greek government had stated that
the single aim of Greek military preparations was to deal with Bulgaria
in the event of a Greek-Bulgarian war, with the initiative being left to
the enemy. The aim was also in accord with Greece's obligations arising
from the Balkan Pact of 1934, of which Greece was a member. "Never
had the Government," he goes on to say, "considered the possibility of
a war against Italy as an aim of our military preparations." Greece even
lacked a plan covering the Italian danger.' As was to be expected, the
Italian occupation of Albania sounded the alarm, and, on May 4, 1939,
the General Staff produced the first war plan covering both Italy and
Bulgaria, Plan IB. The new plan, after taking into account the help
that Greece might reasonably expect from its Balkan partners in the
event of a Bulgarian attack, as well as what help Greece might hope to
receive from Britain, divided Greek ground forces into two lines of
defense. Thus, the fully mobilized forces of Greece were allocated as
follows: five divisions and two brigades to the Albanian sector, six
divisions and one brigade to the Bulgarian one (not including the forts
garrisons), and five divisions and one brigade as general reserve, of
which the Albanian sector received two divisions, while the rest were
stationed in the Salonika area.'

This allocation, which clearly favored the defense sector facing
Bulgaria, has been defended by Papagos as satisfying the need to hold
Bulgaria at all costs in order to enable Turkey to come to Greece's as-
sistance.° But the preoccupation, as we shall see, hardly explains by

'Foreign Office correspondence relating to Metaxas's proposal and its recep-
tion at the Foreign Office in PRO, F0371/22362.

Papagos, The Greek Army and its Preparadness for War, 1923-1940 (in
Greek, Athens, 1945), pp. 253-326.

'ibid., pp. 327-328; Korozis, I, pp. 611-613.
9A. Papagos, The Greek Army, p. 328; Korozis, I, p. 613.
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itself the emphasis laid by the Greek General Staff on the defense of the
Greek-Bulgarian frontier, and on static defensive warfare in general.
What seems to have been the case, besides Greece's obligations arising
from the Balkan Pact and its alliance with Turkey, was the deep-rooted,
if understandable, Greek fear of Bulgaria, as well as a state of mind—the
Maginot mentality of the Greek General Staff in the interwar period. 10 It
is worth noting in this context that spending on the fortifications facing
Bulgaria was not reduced after April 1939, as might have been ex-
pected. On the contrary, out of 851 million drachmas spent on defense
works in general between April 1939 and October 1940, the Bulgarian
sector drew 769 million, while the Albanian only 82 million, approx-
imately 93% and 7% respectively." In terms of total spending on de-
fense works in the period 1936-1940, out of 1,458 million, more than
half was spent in the post-April 1939 period." The General Staff had
been preparing for a static defensive war against Bulgaria for many
years, and, after 1939, it was obviously reluctant to direct Greek strategy
and war preparations to face the more real danger. Thus, in 1941, when
it became abuandantly clear that the Metaxas line would have to face,
not Bulgaria, but the might of the German armor and air force, Papagos
was very reluctant to abandon the fortifications without a fight: the
pride and professional judgment of the General Staff, among other less
unrealistic considerations, rested there.

Another point which must be kept in mind, and which is again con-
nected with Greek strategy, concerns the attitude of the Greek General
Staff toward the threat posed by Italy after April 1939, as well as toward
the Albanian front following the Italian attack on Greece in October
1940. Prior to the attack, the General Staff, and particularly Papagos,
had no great faith in a successful stand against the enemy on a line
along the Greek-Albanian frontier. Orders to the field commanders in
Epirus indicate that the Greek forces were expected to give ground to
the enemy and to fight merely a rearguard action until Greek mobiliza-
tion was completed and forces from Larissa and Salonika, the two main
centers of mobilization, were transported to the front. The main task
of the defenders was to fight for undisputed control of the Metsovon
pass leading to both central Greece (Larissa) and Macedonia (Salonika).
Papagos has been criticized for these conservative tactics; but in view of
the enemy's superiority in terms of air forces and deployed ground forces,
Greek tactics at this point seem to have been generally sound. So long
as Greece could not fully mobilize before the Italian attack, the best
possible course seems to have been to fight rearguard actions until the
front was stabilized on the Epirot and Macedonian mountains, as mobiliza-
tion was completed and forces deployed as they reached the theater of

"Gen. D. Katheniotis, The Main Strategic Phase of the War, 1940-1941 (in
Greek, Athens, 1946), pp. ii-vi.

"Korozis, I, pp. 154-155, 638-639, 641, 649.
12/bid., 1, pp. 154-155; A. Papagos, The Greek Army, p. 220.
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operations. In the light of these considerations, the Greek stand near
the frontier, and the successful counterattack that followed, became pos-
sible almost despite the General Staff, and had to do rather with the
dash of the field commanders and troops. In fact, the stiff resistance
offered by the Greek forces came as a great and welcome surprise to
the General Staff." As we shall see, the Greek victories of November
1940 and the advance well into Albanian soil created a situation which
made the Greek General Staff very reluctant to consider a tactical with-
drawal back to a line covering, in addition to the Italian invaders, a
future German invasion from the northeast, a situation which would have
made the Greek position in Albania untenable. Sound tactics on this
occasion were sacrificed to the honor of the Greek army, which, it was
decided, was to remain victorious against the Italians at all costs. The
German threat had a terrible and paralyzing effect on Papagos and the
General Staff: resisting the Italians from a victorious position was thus
an honorable outlet.

But even this victorious position gradually became vulnerable and
finally untenable. As a result of the initial successes in checking the
enemy advance, the General Staff undertook an offensive in mid-Novem-
ber which enabled the Greek army to give the Italians a sound thrashing
and to bring the Greeks within reach of the enemy's bases and supply
lines in Albania. The Greek offensive began on November 14 and of-
ficially came to an end on January 6, 1941, but for all practical purposes
it lost its impetus by early December. About the same time, the field
commanders, among them General Pitsikas, commander of the Western
Macedonian Army (III and W Army Corps), General Tsolakoglou, com-
mander of the III Army Corps, and General Kosmas, commander of the
I Army Corps, recommended to Papagos a more vigorous offensive and
a thrust in the middle to capture Kleisoura and cut the enemy forces
into two. On his first visit to the front, Papagos held a conference in
Korytsa on December 5, and this recommendation was put forward by
General Pitsikas. But Papagos discouraged the ambitious plan of the
commanders. Instead, he laid down plans for limited offensive opera-
tions and a long winter campaign.' It is difficult to claim, as it has
been subsequently maintained, that a great opportunity was missed by
not putting more steam into Greek offensive operations at this stage of
the war; because, even if the will had been there, certain factors con-
spired against a vigorous Greek offensive: bad weather, lack of trans-
port, and insufficient supplies.

Metaxas followed the slow progress of the Greek advance with in-
creasing concern. On November 28, Under-Secretary of State for War

'3D. Katheniotis, Account of War Operations, 1940-1941 (in Greek, Athens,
1945); part I, pp. 52 -58; Katheniotis, Strategic Phases, p. 41; A. Papagos, Battle
of Greece (Greek ed.), pp. 199-202; Greek General Staff (Army History Sec-
tion), Causes of the Greek-Italian War, 1940-1941 (in Greek, Athens, 1959),
pp. 150ff.; Gen. G. Tsolakoglou, Memoirs (in Greek, Athens, 1959), p. 16.

14Katheniotis, Strategic Phases, pp. 71-76; G. Tsolakoglou, pp. 45-48.
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Papademas complained to him about the slow progress; but although he
shared the Secretary's anxiety, Metaxas made an effort to explain it
mainly in terms of insufficient transport and supplies, hinting for the
first time that Greek military fortunes had run into serious trouble.
At the same time, he gathered from recent information that Germany
intended to intervene by force in the Greek-Italian conflict. As a result
of all this, and in the presence of the king, he analyzed the situation to
Papagos, making it plain that Greece ran the risk of a German attack
unless the war in Albania was brought to an end soon by knocking out
the enemy." On December 1, he again impressed on Papagos the need
for vigorous action. The following day, Papagos left for the front,
accompanied by Prince Paul, heir to the Greek throne and King
George's brother. Metaxas saw trouble ahead on account of insufficient
supplies of ammunition, and he wondered whether it would not be ad-
visable after all to "halt." 16 Improvement of the weather on the fifth of
December and a temporary solution of the supplies problem gave the
Greeks a brief respite. On December 6, Santi Quaranta was captured by
the Greek army, but Metaxas still considered the advance very unsatis-
factory; so much so that, even when Argyrokastro was captured on
December 8, he was unable to share the people's enthusiasm: he simply
saw "no way out."" The "attitude" of Papagos now seems to have
preoccupied him seriously. On the sixteenth of December, after seeing
Papagos off to the front again, Metaxas was left with the impression
that there was something to be desired in his relations with the general.
To make matters worse, Papademas now worked behind the general's
back: he drew Metaxas's attention to an order issued by Papagos promot-
ing certain officers involved in a military coup in 1935. Metaxas's anxiety
increased as a result, and so did his reservations about Papagos's con-
duct of the war as commander-in-chief. On the same day he noted in
his diary: "What is in store for us? Especially with Papagos disobedient
and God knows with what aims in mind."" It is said that about this
time he became convinced that the general was not equal to the task."
Toward the end of December, Metaxas's anxiety increased even more.
The change of guard at the Foreign Office was not exactly calculated
to fortify him, and he wondered with apprehension about his relations
with Eden. At the same time he was disheartened by the Greek advance,

'5Jobn Metaxas's Personal Diary (in Greek), Vol. IV, 1933-1941 (Athens,
1960), p. 540, entries for Nov. 27, 28, 29, 30, 1940.

"Ibid., p. 541, Dec. 1, 2, 3, 1940.
p. 542, Dec. 6, 7, 8, 1940.

"Ibid., pp. 544-545, Dec. 16, 1940.
"Metaxas's daughter, Ms. Loukia Metaxas, and Col. Korozis have maintained

to this author, in July 1970 and March 1972, respectively, that Metaxas was con-
sidering a change in the army command about this time and was sounding trusted
officers about a successor to A. Papagos. But this came to nothing because
Metaxas fell ill and died a month later.
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which he had really expected to be "faster." On Christmas eve he was
in a terrible state of mind."

A further point, which must be made clear before turning to the
Anglo-Greek talks of 1941, concerns British and Greek views of the
threat posed to Greece by Germany and ways to meet it. Pre-January
consultations had made it clear that, although policy toward Germany
did not differ as yet, there existed a crucial difference of approach with
respect to a possible British base at Salonika. As far as the British were
concerned, the establishment of a base at Salonika, from which air at-
tacks could be launched against the Rumanian oil fields, was a tempting
but distant possibility for the time "when adequate forces (had) arrived in
the Middle East." 21 A British military presence at Salonika, therefore, was
considered as an offensive move against the enemy, and fell within the
bounds of overall strategy. The Greeks, on the other hand, although
they frequently paid lip-service to the long-term Allied aims and in-
terests, saw the problem presented by Germany mainly in the light of
their own limited interests. For the Greeks, and more particularly for
the government, what counted most at the time was not one more strike
against the Axis, but to avoid a German attack, or at least to postpone
it; and if they wanted the stationing of British air force units at Salonika
at all, it was primarily to ward off a German attack, not for attacks
against German interests in Rumania, which would not fail to provoke
a German invasion. What the Greeks essentially meant by a Balkan front
was not so much a theater of offensive operations, but a deterrent to
Germany. The Greek position was made clear to the British on Novem-
ber 17, in connection with an invitation to Greek representatives to at-
tend a conference of Allied nations in London. On this occasion, Metaxas
was very reluctant to accept the British invitation, because he feared that
Germany might consider a similar step as a provocation to it. When
pressed by Sir Michael Palairet, the British minister in Athens, to put
aside his reservations and fall into line, he asked the minister point
blank whether the British wanted to provoke a German attack on Greece,
and whether they were prepared to share responsibility for such a step.
In a note for the Greek foreign ministry, putting on record his con-
versation with Palairet, Metaxas wrote that he had drawn the minister's
attention to the consequences of Greece's participation, which might
provide Germany with the pretext to attack. And he went on to say:
"If . . . the British Government believe that it is opportune to provoke
such an attack, he [Palairet) must state that categorically, aware as he
is of the consequences and the responsibilities we have accepted in com-
mon. If that was the case, he must see to it that we are supplied with
aircraft, not only against the Italians—inadequate in the first place—but
against the Germans as well, whose air attacks against us must be given

"Diary, pp. 546-547, Dec. 24, 1940.
'C.O.S.( 40 )942 (3.P.) . Nov. 15, 1940, F0371/24920.
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very serious consideration."" Naturally, no reply was given to this in-
convenient inquiry.

The question of a possible front in northern Greece came up again
in mid-December. On this occasion, the British expressed the wish to
send a small reconnaissance party to report on airfields in northern
Greece, with a view to operations in the spring. Churchill and the Chiefs
of Staff were excited by the prospect of large-scale air attacks launched
from Greek bases. In addition to the possibility of hitting Germany in
the Rumanian oil fields, the presence of British forces in northern. Greece
would greatly facilitate the dispatch of help to Turkey, if the need arose.
Moreover, airfields in that area would be of considerable value in the
event of a German invasion of the Balkans. Plans and preparations,
however, stumbled on Greek reluctance to risk incurring a German at-
tack." In late December, the question was referred to the Foreign Office,
where persuasive arguments were always in reserve. Palairet was in-
structed to press the point on Metaxas anew, emphasizing that the
measure of British assistance to Greece depended on airfield facilities
prepared before the Germans attacked." The new approach, which came
from the British Military Mission, produced a favorable response. On
December 30, Metaxas withdrew his previous objections, and accepted
the British proposal to use Salonika as an air base, "despite the danger
from the Germans " But the next day he virtually withdrew his con-
sent for the establishment of a base at Salonika, explaining that the
British must do nothing to provoke Germany until Italy had been dealt
with and the attitude of Turkey and Yugoslavia ascertained beyond
doubt.' Metaxas's sudden change of mind is not difficult to explain:
he had never really put much faith in a front at Salonika. On the sub-
ject of the German threat to Greece, words carried little weight with
the Greeks, and the British had little else as yet to put onto the scales
besides words. Moreover, although the Greeks had few illusions at this
time about German intentions, they hoped, even when there was little
ground for it, to avoid a German invasion, or, at best, to postpone it
until they had dealt with the Italians.

The January talks, which took place two weeks later, seem to have
had their origin in Athens, and particularly in Metaxas's concern over
the war against Italy, as well as his fear of a German attack in the
spring. On January 5, Metaxas cabled Charalambos Simopoulos, the
Greek minister in London, instructing him to impress on Eden "the
very serious danger facing the Balkans as a result of the concentration
of German forces in Rumania"; and to assure him that, "if attacked,

"Diary, IV, p. 537, Nov. 18, 1940.
"Athens Tel. to the Foreign Office, No. 1349, Dec. 16, 1940; Churchill to

the Chief of Air Staff, Dec. 15; Foreign Office to the Chiefs of Staff, Dec. 19;
and C.O.S.(40)434 Meeting, Dec. 20 in F0371/24921.

"Foreign Office Tel. to Athens, No. 1212, Dec. 29, 1940, F0371/24921.
'Diary, IV, pp. 549-550, entries for Dec. 30 and 31, 1940.
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Greece will unhesitatingly defend herself to the finish."" But Metaxas's
main concern was over the war he already had on his hands, which now
claimed all his attention. Requirements for the Albanian front were
considered at a war council on January 4. Those present were Metaxas,
who presided over the council, Papagos, Papademas, and the members
of the British Military Mission. After giving a lengthy account of the
situation on the Albanian front, Metaxas asked the British to supply
Greece with additional aircraft, for attacks against Italian bases in
Albania, as well as transport vehicles. He also asked for an increased
effort by the British to cut Italian communications with Albania."
Metaxas's concern over the Albanian front was not unjustified because
the Greek advance, as we have already seen, had slowed to a standstill.
Later on the same day, Metaxas impressed on Palairet the urgent need
for transport vehicles, aircraft, and a greater effort to prevent the enemy
from being reinforced in Albania; the king made a similar appeal to the
British Military Attache."

The Greek appeal had an immediate effect in London, but not exactly
in a way wanted by the Greeks. The question of help to Greece was
referred to Churchill, who in turn invited the Defense Committee to
consider the matter." On January 8, the Defense Committee considered
the Greek war effort anew, and decided to help the Greeks and to ap-
proach them at the same time about the possibility of sending British
forces to Salonika. If the Greek government agreed, General Wavell,
Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, would be instructed to proceed to
Athens in order to confer with the Greeks." Metaxas's reply was prompt
and in the affirmative.'

It is very likely that at this point the two sides had different ex-
pectations from the forthcoming talks. Although Metaxas's attitude in
agreeing so promptly to confer with Waxell is hard to explain at first,
it becomes meaningful when seen in the light of his main preoccupation,
which was to secure British aid for the needs of the Albanian front. In
the Foreign Office instructions to Palairet no mention is made of the
Defense Committee decision to dispatch an expeditionary force to Greece,
let alone of the estimated size of that force. Metaxas refers to the matter
as a proposal by Eden that Wavell should proceed to Athens for con-
sultations." Perhaps he expected these consultations to concern exclusively
his appeal for assistance against the Italians, although it is not unlikely

"B. P. Papadakis, Diplomatic History of the Greek War, 1940-1945 (in
Greek, Athens, 1956), p. 131; Diary, pp. 555-556, Jan. 4, 1941.

"Athens Tel. to the Foreign Office, No. 26, Jan. 5, 1941, F0371/29818.
"Diary, p. 555, Jan. 4, 1941; Athens Tel. to the F.O., No. 26, Jan. 5, 1941,

F0371/29818.
29W. M.(41)3, Conclusions, Jan. 7, 1941, Cah65/17.
"F.O. Tel. to Athens, No. 57, Jan. 8, 1941, F0371/29818. See also Churchill,

III, pp. 15-16; Eden, Reckoning, pp. 186-187.
"Athens Tel. to the F.O., No. 39, Jan. 9, 1941, F0371/29818.
32Diary, p. 557, Jan. 9, 1941.
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that he did not exclude the possibility of broaching the question of the
German threat; otherwise, he would not have tried to impress this threat
on Eden, as we have already seen. Whatever the case may be, Metaxas
did a considerable amount of soul-searching as the day of the meeting
approached, wondering whether the end of Greece was not near." In
London, on the other hand, there was little soul-searching. As a result
of the decision of January 8, the Chiefs of Staff instructed the Middle
East Command to allocate forces for operations in Greece at the earliest
possible moment." Middle East doubts as to whether the Germans really
intended to invade the Balkans at that time of the year were silenced
by Churchill without much ado' In the afternoon of January 13, Wavell
arrived in Athens.

A lengthy review of the situation on the fourteenth of January led
nowhere, except producing a conviction in Metaxas that the British had
very little to spare for Greece; and the same can be said of the meeting
on January 15. Wavell put together tanks, A.A. and A.T. guns, but
the sum total left the Greeks unimpressed. In any event, from the Greek
point of view, help against a German attack took second place to the
war already at hand. Nevertheless, Metaxas could not help wondering
in private: "If we were to allow the dispatch of even a small force to
Salonika, would this not sweep along the other Balkan states ? Wouldn't
it ?" It was a "terrible dilemma " But the more he thought about it, the
more convinced he became that he had done well to reject the British
offer, for the British had "next to nothing.' As might be expected,
the needs of the Albanian front were given priority by the Greek side,
which produced a formidable list of requirements, mainly in transport,
aircraft, A.A. and A.T. guns. Wavell tried to meet Greek needs, but
not to the extent the Greeks wanted. On the other hand, he offered to
send a combined A.A. and A.T. regiment for use on the Albanian front,
but the offer was turned down, no doubt to avoid the presence of
British forces in northern Greece, which might be interpreted by the
Germans as a provocation. Essentially, the top-level military consulta-
tions stumbled on the diverging views of the two sides: the Greeks
were mainly concerned over their requirements for the prosecution of
the war against the Italians, while the British were almost exclusively
interested in preparations to anticipate a German invasion of the Balkans
in the near future. Such opposite views and aims were impossible to
bridge. Wavell maintained that the presence of British forces at Salonika—
two to three divisions—would act as a stimulant to Yugoslavia and
Turkey and would convince them of Britain's determination to support
Greece against Germany, and at the same time would discourage Ger-
many from undertaking an advance southwards. Metaxas's view was

p. 557, Jan. 11 and 12, 1941.
"The forces were one squadron of heavy tanks, one regiment of cruiser tanks,

ten regiments of artillery, and five squadrons of aircraft.
Churchill, III, pp. 17-19; Woodward, pp. 519ff.

36Diary, p. 559, Jan. 15, 1941.
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entirely contrary. The dispatch of these forces, he maintained, while not
sufficient to defend Salonika, would precipitate a German attack; and
he put forward what preoccupied him most: "Once [the) Albanian
situation was cleared up large Greek forces would be available for [the]
Salonika front...."" A last attempt on January 16 to make the Greeks
reconsider their position did not fare any better."

In view of the unyielding attitude of the Greeks, the Defense Com-
mittee decided that the British point of view could not be pursued
further, and that there could be no question of forcing British help on
them. But the Foreign Office could not take no for an answer, and
made a fresh attempt to persuade the Greeks to accept the British offer,
only to receive the following reply from Metaxas in the form of a note:

We are determined to resist by every means and at all costs
a possible German attack, but in no case would we provoke
this attack, unless Great Britain were in a position to make the
necessary assistance available to us in Macedonia.... What has
been offered to us is absolutely insufficient.

Metaxas went on to say that, while the presence of the force offered
by Britain would provoke a German attack on Greece, the insufficient
strength of that force would condemn the operation to disaster. A landing
of British troops in Macedonia, he finally said, should not take place,
unless German troops crossed into Bulgaria."

When seen in the light of General Staff estimates and plans, the
Greek rejection of the British offer admitted only part of the truth. In
a memorandum of January 11, which dealt with the prospect of British
help against a German attack, and which was submitted to Metaxas,
Papagos began by stressing two important desiderata: (a) that the Al-
banian front should not be stripped of any forces; and (b) that the line
of defense against the Germans should be along the eastern Macedonian
fortifications. Greek forces in eastern Macedonia amounted to three divi-
sions at this time, while the forces required to hold the line effectively
were estimated at no less than nine divisions. Moreover, to avoid the
danger of being outflanked from the west, two to three divisions were
required to check a possible enemy advance along the Axios River.
Therefore, up to nine additional divisions were needed, besides air-
craft, and A.A. and A.T. guns in sufficient strength. Needless to say, these
forces had to be supplied by the British." According to this estimate,
not one inch of Greek soil was left to the enemy; the Metaxas line was

'Wavell to the C.I.G.S., Tel. No. P.26 cipher, Most Immediate, Jan. 15,
1941, F0371/29813.

Papagos, Battle of Greece, pp. 257-259.
39Diary, pp. 560-561. Official note dated Jan. 18, 1941.
4°A. Papagos, Battle of Greece, pp. 327-329; Greek General Staff (Army

History Section), The Greek Army in the Second World War: Fighting in Eastern
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not abandoned without a fight; and the Albanian front was left intact.
One and a half months later, Anglo-Greek consultations would stumble
on exactly these Greek priorities.

In the next round of Anglo-Greek talks, which were held at Tatoi
Palace outside Athens on February 22 -23, an important person was
missing: Metaxas. He had died on January 29, and the significance of
his passing for Anglo-Greek relations hardly needs to be emphasized.
Alexandros Koryzis, who succeeded Metaxas, although he was an honest
and honorable man, was not equal to the task of this critical moment.
On February 8, Koryzis handed a note to Palairet reaffirming Metaxas's
declaration of January 18, but stating at the same time that it remained
"to settle the size and the composition of the British force" which would
be sent to Macedonia if German troops crossed into Bulgaria. He also
stressed the dangers inherent in a "premature despatch of insuf-
ficient forces."" Writing to Simopoulos two days later, Koryzis elaborated
the Greek position, explaining that, after all, it was not unlikely that
Germany might not invade Greece after entering Bulgaria, since the
main German aim was to prevent the Balkan states from forming a
common front under British auspices, which Germany might consider
"might well be achieved by her mere presence in Bulgaria." This, he
said, "would afford Greece the time needed to bring the war in Albania
to a victorius end."" There can be little doubt, therefore, that, even as
the Greeks were preparing for the Anglo-Greek talks on steps to meet
the German threat, the Albanian front was very much on their mind.

The Greek inquiry came at a very propitious moment: Benghazi had
been captured, and Churchill and the Defense Committee were consider-
ing a fresh "employment" for the Middle East forces." Important deci-
sions were now being taken in London, irrespective of Greek misgiv-
ings: Greece had become the focal point of British strategy with respect
to the Balkans. Assistance to the Greeks, to assure that they would fight
the Germans, was considered to be necessary; because, if the Greeks
yielded without fighting, the Turks, too, were not likely to fight. These
considerations, and an order to earmark for transfer to Greece the largest
possible land and air forces, were cabled to Wavell. At the same time,
it was decided that a top party, headed by Eden and Sir John Dill,
C.I.G.S., should fly to the Middle East to negotiate both the political
and military aspects of the decision to help the Greeks.' Once in Cairo,
and before starting for Athens, Eden, Dill, and the Commanders-in-
Chief, Middle East, agreed on the following line of approach to Athens:

41Athens Tel. No. 194, Feb. 9, 1941, F0371/29813. See also Papadakis, pp.
144-146.

"Demetris Kitsikis, Greece of the "Fourth of August Regime" and the Great
Powers (in Greek, Athens, 1974), pp. 133-135.

43W. M.(41)15, Conclusions, Feb. 10, 1941, Cab65/17. See also Woodward,
p. 522.

"C.O.S. to C-in-C, Middle East, Tel. Secret, Feb. 11, 1941, Premier 3/209;
Churchill, III, pp. 65, 66.
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the Greeks should be persuaded to accept the British expeditionary force
at the earliest possible moment, and should be asked for information
about the forces which they would be able to release from Albania to
form a line against the Germans. It must be added here that, although
the British preferred the Aliakmon line, the question of the line to be
held was left to be decided in common with the Greeks'

The strategic situation from the Greek point of view, as we have
seen, revolved around two main concerns: (a) the war in Albania; and
(b) the wish to abandon eastern Macedonia without a fight. The Greek
General Staff hoped to avoid, or at least to postpone, provoking the
Germans, in order to finish first with the Albanian front. But if a
German attack could not be avoided, they were determined that the battle
should be fought on the eastern Macedonian fortified line. But since
withdrawal of forces from the Albanian front was ruled out, and the
Macedonian fortifications would not be abandoned, it was necessary to
make the best of the situation because an uncertain factor had to be
taken into account: the attitude of Yugoslavia. In case Yugoslavia ac-
tively joined Britain and Greece, Macedonia and its port base of Salonika
would not be abandoned to the enemy, since it constituted the only ef-
fective way of supplying Yugoslavia; therefore, the Anglo-Greek forces
would have to hold the Germans on the fortified line along the Greek-
Bulgarian frontier. If Yugoslavia remained neutral and did not allow
the Germans to pass through its territory, eastern Macedonia would
have to be evacuated, and the line of defense moved to the west of
Salonika, on the Aliakmon line, which abandoned Salonika to the enemy,
but was short and defensible. Finally, if Yugoslavia remained neutral
but was forced to let the Germans pass through its territory, or simply
joined them, the Aliakmon line lost all its strategic value, since it ran
the danger of a flank attack from the west, while the Greek position
in Albania ran the danger of a flank attack from the east and rear.
In that case, the best line of defense would be one running from the
eastern to the western coast along Mt. Olympus, the Aliakmon River, the
Venetikos River, to the Ionian Sea, close to the Greek-Albanian frontier.
This line was rather long, but it would be defended by the whole weight
of the Greek army plus whatever forces the British would be able to
make available." But this line was never considered by the General Staff
as a real possibility, and in fact was turned down when, as we shall see,
it was put forward at a later stage by the field commanders. Yugoslavia's
uncertain attitude and their own desiderata made it almost impossible
for the Greek General Staff to formulate realistic plans.

Papagos was convinced that to evacuate Macedonia and abandon Sa-
lonika were steps which, if carried out "prematurely and before Yugo-
slavia's attitude was ascertained," might well strengthen its objections to
joining Britain and Greece, and might even provide it with grounds for

45"Note on Approach to the Greeks," Feb. 21, 1941, F0371/33145.
"A. Papagos, Battle of Greece, pp. 262-263.
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collaborating with Germany. Therefore, the battle would have to be fought
in eastern Macedonia, if only for the sake of Yugoslavia. Equally, to
divert forces from Albania was out of the question, since there would
not be sufficient forces left to maintain a successful resistance against
the Italians. For these reasons, Papagos decided that, in the event of a
German attack, "the main Greek effort should continue to be exerted
on the Albanian front" irrespective of developments on the Macedonian
front. The Greek army would not "jeopardize its position as the victor
against the Italians." 47

By the time of the February round of talks, therefore, Greek ap-
preciation of the situation was influenced by two priorities which, al-
though they were never explicitly described to the British as paramount,
were sacrosanct to the Greek General Staff: (a) to leave the Albanian
front intact and not to jeopardize the position of the Greek army as the
victor against the Italians; and (b) to hold the Germans on the fortified
line in eastern Macedonia—the hope of winning over Yugoslavia argued
in favor of this line. In the light of these priorities, therefore, it is not
difficult to see Papagos's attitude in the February talks, notwithstanding
the arguments he actually used at the conference. Thus, talking about
the choice of a line of defense, the Greeks, he said, aimed "to establish
a front behind which forces from Albania could withdraw, since the
moment Germany attacked, operations in Albania would have to be re-
stricted to the defensive." If Yugoslavia joined Britain and Greece, "the
line to be held would be one covering Salonika," that is, the fortified
line. Otherwise, there could be only one possible line, the Aliakmon
line. "If this was held, all troops to the east of it must be pulled in to
hold it," or they ran the danger of being cut off by the enemy. Papagos
also realized "the extreme importance of time, which made it impossible
to wait for Yugoslavia and Turkey to declare themselves." He had there-
fore asked his government for permission to begin the withdrawal of
troops from Macedonia and Thrace before a German advance made the
withdrawal look like a retreat. When asked how he would propose to
employ the British expeditionary force, "if it were accepted as offered,"
he replied that "it would all be needed on the Aliakmon Line." But
Papagos returned to the question of the Yugoslav attitude. "If Yugoslavia
said tonight that she was going to fight, the Greeks would hold the
Nestos line [The Metaxas line} and ask the British to land at Salonika
and Kavala." To the question of whether any forces could be released from
the Albanian front to cover the Aliakmon line, Papagos replied "no." It
is interesting to note that, at the end of the first meeting, the British
representatives expressed their agreement with Papagos on his military
views.'"

The least than can be said about Papagos's attitude at the military
meeting at Tatoi is that it was ambivalent. In principle, and in the light

47A. Papagos, Battle of Greece, pp. 254, 263.
48Record of the military meeting held at Tatoi, Feb. 22, 1941, F0371/33145.
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of Yugoslavia's uncertain attitude, he seemed to prefer the Aliakmon
line, on which he was prepared to withdraw Greek forces to the east
of that line. Yet, the prospect of Yugoslavia eventually deciding to join
Britain and Greece made him very reluctant to abandon the forward
line based on the Nestos River and the fortifications. On the basis of
this ambivalent and inconclusive discussion, the British representatives
held a separate meeting at which it was decided that "in view of the
doubtful attitude of Yugoslavia, the only sound plan from the military
point of view was to stand on the Aliakmon line." At the same time, it
was realized that the question of the line of defense still remained to be
settled in agreement with the Greeks."

At the last meeting held at 10:45 on the same day, Papagos stressed
anew the importance of Yugoslavia's attitude, "on which depended the
choice of the line to defend Greece." Wavell stated the British view
that, in the light of the dubious attitude of Yugoslavia and Turkey, "the
only reasonable course was to make certain of the line indicated by
Papagos," that is, the Aliakmon line. Wavell went on to discuss disem-
barkation, accommodation, maintenance, and command of the British
forces, on the basis, of course, of the "reasonable course" he had stated.
At this point, Eden joined in to bring up certain "political questions,"
since the military seemed to be in agreement, in principle, on what
constituted the best line of defense. This effort to separate political from
military considerations was very clever, but, nevertheless, unfortunate,
because, in Papagos's view, political and military considerations were es-
sentially the two sides of the same coin—and here perhaps lie the roots
of the misunderstanding. The attitude of Yugoslavia, Eden said, "made
it desirable, from the military point of view, to organize the Aliakmon
line at the earliest possible moment." Whatever attitude Yugoslavia
adopted, work on roads had to be pressed forward. Koryzis expressed
agreement with this view. Eden then went on to say that "military
requirements demanded an immediate withdrawal of Greek forces in
eastern Macedonia to the Aliakmoa line." But, in view of the "political
aspect," he gave the following alternatives: (a) to withdraw the troops
without waiting for Yugoslavia to declare itself; (b) to begin the with-
drawal concurrently with an approach to the Yugoslav government; and
(c) to wait until Yugoslavia had made its intentions dear."

The first alternative was preferred by the military of both sides, by
the British since it satisfied military considerations, and by the Greeks
for the same reason, but only in principle. The third alternative was
contrary to the British decision to send forces to Greece at the earliest
possible moment, no doubt to influence the attitude of Yugoslavia and
Turkey and thus gain both political and military benefits, as well as to
make certain that the Greeks would fight against the Germans. This al-
ternative, however, corresponded with the Greek plans and disposition of

"Record of meeting of the British representatives, Feb. 22, 1941, F0371/33145.
"Record of the final plenary meeting, Feb. 22, 1941, F0371/33145.
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forces; and, although Papagos did not explicitly express his preference
for this alternative (according to the British record of the conference),
there is little doubt that he preferred it to the other two. The second
alternative was essentially a subtle rearrangement of the first—so subtle
that it conflicted with the political end in mind and was, therefore,
self-defeating—because the withdrawal of Greek forces from eastern
Macedonia ruled out any cooperation with Yugoslavia. As we shall see,
the agreement reached at the end of the Tatoi conference included
elements of all three alternatives.

To return now to the proceedings of the final meeting, Eden said
that he was not hopeful of obtaining a "satisfactory indication of
Yugoslavia's attitude too soon," but he was prepared to approach it by
sending a staff officer to Prince Paul. Both sides, however, were doubt-
ful as to how much could be disclosed to the Yugoslays, and readily
agreed to disclose as little as possible for security reasons. This was
another weak point which, interestingly enough, failed to draw the at-
tention of the representatives (if they did not intentionally turn a blind
eye to it) : the Yugoslays were not quite prepared to declare themselves
unless they knew as much as possible about Anglo-Greek aims and actual
plans. Eden suggested that Prince Paul should be told confidentially
that the choice of a line of defense for the Anglo-Greek forces would
depend on the attitude of Yugoslavia: if it joined Greece in case of a
German attack on the latter, a line covering Salonika could be seriously
considered; but so long as Britain and Greece were uncertain of
Yugoslavia's attitude, only a line to the west and south of Salonika
could be contemplated. Papagos was reluctant to disclose to the
Yugoslays even that little. Finally, Eden suggested that decisions should
be taken on the following three points: (a) whether a British staff
officer should be sent to Belgrade (this was agreed upon, but the
decision was afterwards revoked, and instead it was decided to convey
a message on the same lines through the British minister in Belgrade);
(b) whether preparations should at once be made and put into execu-
tion to withdraw the Greek advanced troops in Thrace and Macedonia
to the line which they should be obliged to hold if the Yugoslays did
not come in (it was agreed that this should be done) ; and (c) whether
work should commence on the improvement of communications to facili-
tate the deployment of British mechanized forces (this was also agreed
upon)."

That is the official British version of the Tatoi conference. Eden's
account, although it omits many important points, is basically in accord
with the official record.' Papagos's account, on the other hand, presents
a completely opposite view. The Chief of the Greek General Staff later
maintained that, before arriving at the gave decision to abandon Macedonia
and Thrace, it was necessary to ascertain Yugoslavia's attitude beyond

52Eden, Reckoning, pp. 200 -201.
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any doubt, and that, "according to the reply received, the order for the
evacuation and withdrawal would be issued or not, as the case might
be."" Papagos refers to the conference in rather general terms, and it
seems that he was writing from memory or with the assistance of notes,
if he did not intentionally choose to pass over many interesting details
referred to earlier. One important omission concerns the actual decisions
taken. According to the official British record, a decision was taken
separately on each one of the three points agreed upon, that is, the
approach to Yugoslavia, the withdrawal of Greek forces to the Aliakmon
line, and the improvement of communications. Thus, the decision to
start and put into effect "at once" preparations to withdraw Greek troops
to the Aliakmon line stood, irrespective of the approach to the Yugoslays
and the reply to that approach. At first sight, therefore, Papagos seems
to have gone back on his word. But the wording of the second point
raises problems of interpretation; for "preparations" to start the with-
drawal of Greek troops left enough room to Papagos for an almost
honorable departure from the Anglo-Greek agreement. Moreover, these
preparations to withdraw the Greek troops to the line, which would
be held "if the Yugoslays did not come in," further complicates this
point. It is not unlikely that Papagos did misinterpret the eventuality in
quotes as a condition for starting the withdrawal.

Before leaving the subject, it is necessary to make a further point,
since it may well explain Papagos's attitude, and, in fact, goes some
way to support his position. It concerns again the problem of whether
the Yugoslav factor did constitute a condition for starting preparations
to withdraw Greek forces to the Aliakmon line. In his telegram to
Churchill following the Tatoi meeting, and after explaining the in-
surmountable difficulties in attempting to hold a line other than the
Aliakmon line, Eden refers to the first of the three decisions taken in
agreement with the Greeks in the following terms:

(a) In view of the importance of the Yugoslav attitude as af-
fecting the deployment of troops in Greece, it was agreed
that I should make a further effort to attempt to persuade
the Yugoslav Government to play their part."

The other two points, that is, the one about preparations to withdraw
the advanced Greek forces and the other about work on communications,
are almost identical. Although at first sight there seems to be no con-
flict between the telegram and the record of the meeting on the first
point of the agreement, there is definitely more emphasis in the former
on the Yugoslav attitude. Again, it is not unlikely that Papagos did
come away from the meeting with the impression that withdrawal of
Greek troops must await a negative reply from Yugoslavia; or—and this

"A. Papagos, Battle of Greece, p. 265.
"Eden to Churchill, Athens Tel. No. 262, Feb. [23], 1941, Cab105/2. This
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seems to have been more likely—that both sides understood what each
desired, and interpreted the decisions reached accordingly. Essentially,
the two sides approached the whole problem from different points of
view, and the fact that no agreement was signed left some room for
different interpretations. The British were determined to send help to
Greece mainly for political reasons: (a) to commit Greece to fight the
Germans; (b) to placate world public opinion, and particularly American
opinion, since Britain had solemnly assured the independence of Greece
in April 1939; and (c) to draw Yugoslavia and Turkey into the war.
Moreover, British help had to be sent at the earliest possible moment,
both in order to prevent the possibility of Greece coming to terms with
the Axis and to make resistance against the enemy worthwhile. The
Greeks, on the other hand, and particularly Papagos, already had
an awful lot on their hands in the shape of the war against the Italians
and plans and priorities which left out the kind of campaign the British
wanted to fight in Greece. Thus, while there is little doubt that the
Yugoslav factor preoccupied Papagos seriously, it is not unlikely that
this factor was merely a pretext for not withdrawing forces to the
Aliakmon lines In the light of Yugoslavia's attitude, the British forces
which could reach Greece in time to fight the enemy, and Greek
priorities and plans, it is even questionable that Papagos had ever in-
tended in the first place to dismantle the Metaxas line and settle for
one that left most of northern Greece to the enemy without a fight.
With respect to the Greek position during the talks, the official history
of the Greek army in World War II states: "This composite problem
(i.e., the military and political aspects of the question) had an addi-
tional side, a psychological one; because no one in Greece could seriously
consider, except in case of grave necessity, the abandonment of the for-
tified position Beles-Nestos [i.e. the Aliakmon line), on which so much
toil and money had been expended, nor could he overlook the serious
repercussions of a similar evacuation on Greek morale"

The second round of Anglo-Greek talks (March 2-4) came as a
result of the "unfortunate misunderstanding" a week earlier. The reason
given by Papagos for his failure to withdraw the agreed Greek forces
to the Aliakmon line was that he had put off the withdrawal expecting
a reply from the Yugoslays. He also maintained that a similar move
after the first of March entailed grave dangers: the Germans had en-
tered Bulgaria and thus threatened to catch the retreating troops on the
move." For his part, Eden had returned to Athens empty-handed: both
the Yugoslays and the Turks had been evasive to the point of outright
refusal to be accommodating in any way." The talks, therefore, did not
start with the best of omens. The British received an unpleasant surprise

55Greek General Staff, Fighting in Macedonia, p. 49.
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and the Greeks a great disappointment. The four meetings of the first
day of talks made one thing painfully clear: the discord that existed
between the two sides. The British labored to convince the Greeks to
withdraw forces to the Aliakmon line, while the Greeks dug their feet
in on the Albanian front and the Metaxas line. Eden was obliged to
bring over Wavell, and mobilize the services of the king, whose in-
tervention with Papagos produced some agreement: the British forces
would deploy on the Aliakmon line as they arrived, while the Greeks
agreed pp provide two divisions—one of them newly formed—for the
same line. It was a rotten compromise, but all that Eden could carry
home.58 The agreement and the allocation of the Anglo-Greek forces
guaranteed that they would be picked up piece-meal by the enemy and
piece-meal would be destroyed. The Allies had made one thing certain:
that they would lose everything except their honor. This applied espe-
cially to the Greek General Staff, which was determined to make a last
stand and fall honorably on both the Albanian front and the Metaxas
line. On the first, rested the honor of the victorious Greek army; on
the second, the Greek General Staff's investment of both funds and
professional judgment.

As the last act of the Greek drama was nearing its end, the Western
Macedonian Army put forward a plan on March 1 covering the pos-
sibility of a German attack. To guard against the danger of being out-
flanked by the Germans from the right and the rear, the Western
Macedonian Army, which held the right of the Albanian front, proposed
to retire south on a line running from east to west, Aliakmon River-
Venetikos River-Pindus Range, while the Epirus Army would hold the
line to the west. The fall-back from the Albanian front would be
facilitated by placing three divisions to hold the approaches from the
east, on a position approximately the same as the Aliakmon line. It
was believed that, if this tactical retreat was carried out in good time,
there were reasonable chances of successfully defending Old Greece
throughout 1941, and the Greek army remaining "an important factor
in the Balkans." This plan was submitted to the Greek General Staff
on March 4, but was turned down." A fresh attempt on the same lines
later in the month met the same fate." Papagos would prefer to leave
the Greek army victorious against the Italians and have it fight against
the Germans merely to save the honor of Greek arms. His initial position
remained unchanged." On March 2, a last attempt was made by the
British to induce Papagos to order the Greek forces in eastern Macedonia
to retire to the Aliakmon line, offering to transport the troops." At a
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meeting in Athens on March 26, General Kotoulas, commander of the
Greek forces on the Aliakmon line, and General Bakopoulos, commander
of the forces on the Metaxas line, supported the British proposal, main-
taining that to abandon the troops on the advanced line condemned them
to captivity. Papagos, although he was alive to this danger, stood firmly
by his decision, and made it clear to the commanders that what was
expected of the troops on the Metaxas line was to fight only for the
honor of Greek arms." The general was courting quick and hon-
orable defeat, which he met at the hands of the Germans; but honor
was felt to have been saved. The Greek forces on the Metaxas line
put up a stiff resistance, but laid down their arms soon after the fall
of Salonika; the forces on the Albanian front, with the exception of a
few units which engaged the enemy and gave battle, either disintegrated
or surrendered to the enemy—both German and Italian. The British
forces on the Aliakmon line—the Greek units went through only brief
action—fought, retreating south, making a last stand at Thermopylae.
In terms of military gains, neither Greece nor Britain could take pride
over the last stage of the Battle of Greece; but the British could find
solace even in defeat, which was preferable to doing nothing at all
in Greece.

"Katheniotis, Strategic Phases, g. 150.



The Poetry of Lambros Porphyras:
A Selection

Lambros Porphyras was the pen name of Demetrios Sypsomos,
the sensitive and gentle Greek poet who was born on the island
of Chios in 1879 and died in Piraeus in 1932. Porphyras grew up
and lived his entire life in Piraeus—with the exception of a brief
trip to England, France, and Italy. He enrolled in the Law School
of the University of Athens, but never received his degree.

Porphyras started writing poetry when he was still in high
school. He was accepted immediately into the literary circles of
Athens; Palamas called him a jeune maitre and Nirvanas praised
him as "the young prophet with the fragile frame of a life entirely
dedicated to the worship of a melancholy beauty." Porphyras pub-
lished only one book of poems while he was alive, Shadows
(1920), which contains some of his finest work. After his death,
his brother published his uncollected poems under the title of
Musical Voices (1932).

Porphyras's poetry is characterized by pure lyrical and gentle
tones; he did not write patriotic, political, or social poems. Kostas
Ouranis commented that, in Porphyras's poetry, there was no un-
evenness of inspiration or style: "All his songs bear the same seal
of perfection and beauty and draw their inspiration from the same
gentle, pure and sorrowful spring. Porphyras's poetry is the pure
lyric poetry that sings of the eternal themes lyric poetry loves:
nature and time and the eternal human feelings before these two
elements." Porphyras's poetic model was Dionysios Solomos, who
strove for pure and ideal expression, for a balance between form
and content. Like the French Symbolist poets, Porphyras tried to
express, with pathos and incurable melancholy, the feeling of
attrition and ruin and the impact of time upon both men and
things His emotions, poetic images, and ideas are unaffected,
sincere, and profoundly humane.

—Athan Anagnostopoulos
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riA (MA !BYNOYN

112‘ xpiva avUoyiCop,at, xAtoitat %at paytaplva,
craOt 6axpua pawctattiva
iroya-ctItU cOrilg,

Tea pdaa to gxucsay Otyy6v, &vOtvov otitta aydat
a' OtOthrtito xcavaXt,
aviiv ciptcatit r4; TN.

Tat optiXAct stal. Tat ainvespa, sou cpstlyouv xat TZEOOLIVOUV,
tex. Siv.tpa va Onop,ivouv

ttolpa Tour notpa,
Eyrt	 p.sEvat axtrtrao %at xa0e-rt nob nip-cat,

arijc Attawylg Iby xatOpiaprq
Taa vaticpcapca %Jalapa.

Kt axdp.at auXAoylCapat, p,i tat& OA tttiyii gvvotaa,
tia xipta via xepivta
—6! anapayp.bc xpucpbs !-

xi iaac lacatdotta. noi.) .1auxct, xatto 	 6Xicpcapa mac,
ac& altaratvac yap& acs,
6aatAatPs .c6 apcbg
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FOR ALL THINGS THAT VANISH

I think of the lilies, pale and torn,
sprinkled with the tears
of compassionate dawn,

the roses which slowly shade the pure flower-blood
into an unseen canal,
into the earth's embrace.

The leaves and the clouds, which depart and die,
the trees enduring
their fate sadly,

whatever remains motionless and whatever falls
on the mirror of the lake—
the dead water lilies.

And still I think, with a sorrowful care,
of the waxen hands
—oh! secret rending!—

and you, dear eyes, where quietly, beneath your lashes,
in your dark waters,
the light has set ...

—translated by Bette Anne Farmer
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TO DYAAO

naive %ott nal,' -cat 6).6apoact -cat op6AAot! Ndt -cm 7cdtlt
no6 7c6cptotiv &rat &Tat

Bp6i.tot.); xcti a' ct6Aig.
KiTCOM %M001) Itott Trim!) -cot4 TptCet 6 nvtntivog tcoc,

xai Tc6cFcauv %doom Uri);
IttAtet, aatv .71,G OxiG.

Kt &a6 cpttox6, no6 'c 	ttv.4;	 atepvh cram ntvetG
xcti Tpit.tetc, tpep,oa66vetc
plg	 cpWao6oXii,

aillyetg tby xXthvo pit-cctta, aphatc ?tat Atyo cist6i.ta,
as at6p,ot -c' &XXo at6t.tct
ce roptap.o0 pat ...
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THE LEAF

They'll go and go, the fresh leaves! See them again,
falling very gently
on the roads and yards.

Some roll, and behind them rustles a muted sound,
and some fall without
a word, like souls.

And you, poor one, who drink the last drop of life
and tremble, and trembling fade
and the falling leaves,

you cling to the branch in vain, cling a moment more
like one mouth to another
in a parting kiss ...

—translated by Katharine F. Pantzer
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'ES@ avilv gpval 1tsrn,
noU 6 Emccog inAccvliest
pa; appcpceic eiviTycrcoc,
at& xpoucrccaAivta 66071,

rt.& tits vutporiAs; too vepor)
%al	 ircteic .r6v
cnscpewc eve dcypcoAoRouSar
xpaimb xc dtcpceptbvto

llopax,ccX6') ..c1; xocXctitag
IA T00; cc6Xo6g OActip,iva
vac xeXoCiao5v &p al=
Xoyemca Tat a6uailin.

Kai Tilv	 =6 wawa,
To5 6pixou,	 stip, axpLct,
vac x6vv, adc cri X).x,u0o
tick itoucsmet	 Sixputz.
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EPIGRAPH

Here at the deserted spring,
where wandered the untouched
shadow of a beauty
in the crystal depths,

For the water nymphs,
on the willow branch
I hang and dedicate
a wreath of wildflowers.

I implore the reeds
with their flutes mournfully
to sing the hushed
unspoken words,

And the spring in the hollow
of the rock, there at the edge,
to shed, as into a lekythos,
its musical tears.

—translated by Mollie Boring
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LACR I MAE RERUM

"Aptxpli! tb antsixt 'Jac &a.cotxetwasv
d7c6 TIN Ottopcpci aou t OAcp,ivn*
crcoilg -coixouc, aT6v xabp€T-c-rl, at& sixovtapa-ra,
durcb	 6p,opcpci aou wiTc

Katt	 p,6axou p.upwati, xt Ce7cAtbvtat
xat Tb Fccox6 crnmixt Tckrip,p,uptCec,
xem ascpaysccap.cc, OoA6 xc biyytrco,
xt, 67COU xepva aty& tb xdcOs ayylCsc.

"OE.11), 6ccptS, p,oy6Toyo cinxdatap.a,
Sipvst, v C7'zirj pas' xal TOTE dcv-cipa,
Tic rcpdciphax, 7to6 cirekaave Ta& xipta aou,
rip)gouy gym xAcipht 	 xt gvix xlciptc

Kc &E' yomet, 6 xcabs -4; AAOTig o-t5v-cpoopoc,
etycuclipivo pixG 7tcat6 poA6t,

pocyouatattc, -co0 xp6vou, %c akbg lacclowcag,
puepiCer, cipyck, cpptxtri, -cb twcpoAde....
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LACRIMAE RERUM

Hapless girl ! Our little house is haunted
by your beauty so saddened;
on the walls, in the mirror, the icons,
something from your beauty remains.

Something like perfume of musk, and it spreads
and floods the poor little house;
something like a ghost, blurred and intangible,
and where it gently passes it touches everything.

Outside, heavy, monotonous drizzle
lashes our roof; and then, together,
the things which your hands sanctified
begin a lamentation . . . a lamentation...

And from the corner, the good companion of Lethe,
our beloved old clock,
singer of time, he too, weeping,
regulates slowly, horribly, the keening...

—translated by Bette Anne Farmer
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Nladtxt	 atb cpcbg dca&Aeuto
xat TC4Wetist etriAta avh
vats to tixoGg .cts cpXota6o aT6 ytaX6,
ackv ibco drub aup[til 6dtpxac v& 0615vet.

'Avotyouv att trceptet, atan %Ono tou,
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Oap,n6 Auxvdtpt vris aTO xipt.
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ya !It& xat 7Cat TO6C yxpet4ouv.
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not; tat xapcgta Vcvotne tb SpOp.,o,
xat cpontaitiva to crzo)xat 7CMpriOupa
oat lava 6Ainouv 7cipa aypto TpOp.o.

Kat va! xat tlaupocpdpa to wilato0
atoO 6petxou -c6 btx)alacfcxt to rive6afvet,
xat	 p,n6pa, 7005 tI aipvet,154)thve-cat
a& vavat etn' t 1.11Aupaa vric eyccAtlivn.

"A! t.taupocpdpa tau, aou naEs ttoviX 71 (mu
dtvettlis4 XeCTCOLO pc% Gib exovoaviat

yt,a4 xsivov not; Otyanat	 Odtlaaaa,
/am; %at vat dtvaa tou Tan cp-r&aet.

"A! Itaupoydpa aatS, OXtRtivn xt lowm,
acre, t' ipy6 aou cixoAou06vTag 61.ta,
vatpeat %en's& aou xt (Purii tou etOdvittn,
nap' Try xc ilteErri etizivw &TO)

Kt atvip,saa neVtyou xt chpavoi3
crtb knittoxXilac, crco5 ptpstio5 Ta4
rat	 1.1carrl etvettlne oE sub p.aV,
rat Tip 'Ayducil atxofm-co xavrat.
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LIGHT IN THE STORM

Little island steady in the light
and it travels slowly in the calm;
hardly do you hear the splashing on the shore
like the fading sound of a boat's wake.

On the land, in its bay, the sails
of windmills and caiques unfold in the wind,
as dawn comes down the mountain
with her dim lamp in her hand.

And now see it in the storm
through misty waves which build in mid-air
their towers with foam,
one instant, then tear them down again.

See it in the vast fog
where ships lose their way,
and the poor lighted windows
peer like eyes, wild with fear.

And look ! An island woman dressed in black
climbs to the chapel on the rock,
and in the storm which drags her, rises
as though born from its blackness.

Ah, woman in black, you who go alone
to kindle a light at the iconostasis
for him whom you love at sea,
perhaps one ray will reach him.

Ah, you woman in black, grieving and alone,
let my soul come near you, unseen,
following your slow steps;
take it, too, over the waves

And in the chapel between the sea and sky,
at the brink of the cliff,
let them both together light
a sleepless vigil candle for Peace and Love.

—translated by Georgia Theophillis Noble
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tipco, nee vac a o0 t ehtai. M& S Sp6itoc rig Ta, 6pac,
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THE THEATER

I don't know how to tell you. But last night the street
in the ash-like cloudiness had turned into a theater;
the stage was barely visible in the thin darkness
and the actors seemed like distant shadows.

Houses far off, courtyards, branches, all together,
you'd say they were old, faded stage sets,
and the actors came and played their eerie drama,
and you heard groans, and you heard happy laughter.

I really don't know. They kept coming, mingling, leaving,
and it was a performance both mournful and beautiful,
and—my God !—the night came, while they were performing,
it came—my God !—and brought down its black curtains.

—translated by Alban Anagnostopoulos
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TA EPHMOKAHE I A

Ely= at& int oxXilata, nob rtpepgorcat
Rtilive;	 xAtottig elx6yE,
cc2 llovaxac ecyandive Tat iypcoAoRouacc:
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THE DESERTED CHAPELS

In deserted ruined chapels there are
sad Blessed Virgins, pale icons,
and they only love the wildflowers:
lilies, cyclamen, flax, anemones.

Like rustic and ephemeral censers,
scattered or bound in awkward wreaths,
they scatter their blossom-souls,
expiring into incorporeal incense.

Ah ! whoever goes there to the wildflowers
at his first touch the door opens,
adorned all about with nests,
embroidered with the weeds of oblivion.

The door opens as only
the wind usually opens it,
as if the Blessed Virgin were opening it
with the anxious air of a dear mother,

a bereft old woman, forgotten
in her poor desolate home, waiting
for those who will come from a sea
eternally dark, tempestuous .

—translated by Emanuel Alaxivell
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Mig ate Xeuxt	 Itecp.apa.
61a gxouv .c6pcz Xeicinc,
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Sipvec aiwvca utvcc,

ack vac 6orrecat a-cac	 .r%
Too roXyail pirc6pa.
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THE ROOM

In the white room
everything is now gone,
and only the icon's sorrow
remains on the wall.

—Golgotha rises up,
clouded and stormy,
and on its summit, without light,
dies the Crucified—

And the room has taken on,
in its great desolation,
something of its holy icon,
something of its tempest.

Another kind of wildness
has lashed it for ages now,
as if in its depths were moaning
the storm of Golgotha.

—translated by Mollie Boring
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Xptati pou, Sde 'COD	 Xapdt, c 1161071 7COU 117CopoSas
v& aoti	 fiTC&W.1) btEi vocrccxXycx&	 'LOU,
xeive .tb	 xt 6,0E Toy vac Ulost STctoc gotioe
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N&voct ti& 6p6cxca, sTbv yxpeph 6oc0c& zoocpcacccap,ivcc,
vaxec olopticsec Odaccoaa 	 dcp.p.ouScac Tat cptilcca,
xr, dcpdcacc &pact atb yccab Sevin, dcacocnapivcc,
v& acyoTgouv	 CFCLOXa& ZZ6CG0ITC1COL %OdICGC6.

Nivcct virscdrzcacseg of yptig xG ot vcig oi 7ce0c4plveg,
c4'5"t; Tc06 its eXtiliVcC "1-)5 PA'S gAEYe icstoPteG,
v& yvi0ouv tib Acvdcpc oE yrac aviiv nOptoc xccOcolcive,
xat St7cXoc as& rcapiOopcc v' dcyKouv of yo4leq.

Kc b'atepoc dcscbptc, v&vac €Xc €s, xat	 XUTCCLpEcsata
axup.iva v&vccc scat tib cpelig dcxvb vac 7tpoaxuvays,
vac -cdve nepcitivouve crcbv 	 -cat tox),..liacec
scat ti v xacp.7civoc TOUC VOC,XplA of ecyyiXot vac xtunive.

Ada' TOD, Xpcati tou, c crcepvt xacp& v& /Set scat 7cOac
yvd)pc/A Tot)	 Cm) xorrac Cre dcxpoOocAdtaac,

,:lx1 trot &Elfin xc Itat etTaac xc dcyvac Ttv eixe clAXec,
nob Tlc giCec hat thA&	 p: ackbv v' dcycdcast
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PRAYER FOR PAPADIAMANTIS'S SOUL

My Christ, grant him the joy, the only one his soul,
out of nostalgia, could ask of you up there;
work the miracle and let him live, as he lived,
in a place which somehow might resemble his island.

Let the rocky cliffs be deeply hollowed,
let the sea pile seaweed on the sandy shore,
and side by side at the beach, tied and tired,
let the poor caiques of Skiathos creak softly.

Let there be old island women and young girls—
those dead whose sad stories he told us—
let the old women spin the flax, sitting by the door,
and the mimosas blossom beside the windows.

Then let there be olive trees and cypress trees—
let them bow down and worship the dim light,
let the chapels await him in the fields
and their bells far away let angels ring.

Grant him, my Christ, the last joy, to see again
the life so familiar to him by the seashore;
ah ! so innocently, so simply and purely he has sung it
that it deserves to be sanctified on high along with him...

—translated by Athan Anagnostopoulos
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ArAITS2

'Aya7c6	 1,0µa-ca icon ecnoab ttcacrcpdat,
Tat tpc6ist xat aipotca, stab axopizoOv pmcpudc,
Te4 TCOGVC& crcb nilayog, Stay ydat, etydat
xp156oycat, aril? &%pca Toll %Gti Tat Xd4YELg ILLOG.

'Ayandi Tex xl-cptvoz. cpaAa =by etyipot,
-cob; -ccarrivow 7otaucsav Ttg crctox1/4 swvig
%at xtvc7cy vat cpOyowic xc ciyanito Tcipct
..c6v xcucvb Tco6 eipDalsoc nivto du c' ti.g Oak,

Tbv mo7v6, no6 attOoyco; nem) &zee aoiva
phyoc xt aop.6vaxog gxeL 6paZtcarcei.,
nob yupvcist xt Ovccipczxog—i-cat 6aaty ap.evo&—
rciet ash vi5xta notSpxvcat, v& atyoa6ucnel: .
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I LOVE

I love the waves which the gentle north wind
pushes, and driven they scatter afar;
the sails on the sea, when ever so slowly
they hide at its rim and then you lose them.

I love the yellow leaves in the wind,
the gypsies who have struck their shabby tents
and started to leave; and I love
the smoke, far off, silent above the olive trees,

The smoke, which, silent up there, always
alone and solitary, overtaken by evening,
wanders, and undisturbed—just like me—
goes into the coming night to vanish quietly .

—translated by Katharine P. Pantze ►
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Mc64 cpartagyri acycatdc, Tco5 ai 6ou66
116aa	 6Xce xatTov-cat a-cbv fiAto vapxwitiva,
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%Cah Ac6i6t, co76 lcapvo0v cipyck	 6xv6:. -cat 666ca,
xc Ccatpiptet i66) & atpw-c6; ytaX6; xi-ao 6,7c' .t& xolicpta 6paxca.
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XL of. Ei-cupot xpucporqpogy %at nortipec yaXotive,
&WI") a-co6; 6xToug yipyouve -c' ripp,ovtx& xaXdctua
xat atyoclau4ov-ca; -c6v llatva Op.voXoyo6ve.

El (.00* axAa6thyouv 'coos xogto6; -SA/ 8€1/-cpow	 oE cpX006sc,
'coO yiposou 'coO Ta&-cavou -11 xoucp&Xa a-cotxstevivii,
xt Eicsa;	 1Viecri 6A6yupa, 	 xp/vou; Tce-caAo06a;,
-c6aa ne-ca5va nvalitta-cm, xc "Epto-ca; -cat, 66yet.

Mdc axt*	 ai µc.& wriyiri cot ecAurcpLk %at axotvot
-HD/ scp156ouv, xat a-ctg 'Aye; 	 7Lpocntuvrrn5, Sailaou,
va a-ccgouve XOLYTOTLY&	 cm-cavil yaAiivri,
1705 8Aa -cat ax€7cec rip) pa; xc piaa crct) tPuril aou.
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THE WORSHIPER

A bright lit stillness, where in mute intoxication,
all things lie benumbed in the sun,
from the trees to the poor spider, who has set
her fine-spun web on a motionless branch.

Ahead the field spreads out in golden wheat
and the meadow where the listless oxen pass by slowly,
and here the smooth beach gleams below the hollow rocks.
And you, all Creation, calm at weddings and at funerals.

All at once the leaves rustle for an instant,
and the sleeping wilderness awakens to their message,
a shudder stirs the still waters everywhere
and the Gods go by slowly in their ethereal passage.

Only faith has perished, but the grace of the Gods
still watches over your faithless road, wayfarer,
in their sacred grove you will find a sanctuary,
and the pathway leads you to their unbuilt altar.

Always the kindly goddesses wander in the rivers
and the Satyrs watch in secret and slyly laugh,
while the harmonious reeds bend over the river banks
and softly whispering, sing hymns to Pan.

Fairies in the trunks of trees, the tree-bark binds,
the hollow of the old plane tree is haunted,
and like so many May butterflies on lilies everywhere,
spirits take wing, but Eros keeps them.

But you, worshiper, bend over a spring that osiers
and rushes conceal, and pray to its nymphs
to let the bright calm trickle out eternally
sheltering everything around us and within your soul.

—translated by Emanuel Maxwell
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THE SEASHORE

You are not of the ocean's infernal orchestra,
which rises out of the abyss and howls mournfully,
with trumpets and drums, and cymbals and tambourines
for the devils' dances hovering over the waters.

The joyous breeze slowly unfolds you
alongside the green rocks, by the barren shore,
your waves heave like an amorous breast;
just listen! like lips giving countless kisses.

In your depths spread narrow roads and paths,
in the quiet of the shallow waters slowly pass,
the jellyfish and the crab, solitary travelers,
and shadows of swift , winged seabirds.

A motionless Pompeii, drowned in the depths,
sleeps in your flood tide and your ebb,
old houses entwined in seaweed and towers in ruin,
castles, churches sealed shut, belfries silent.

You are not of the ocean's infernal orchestra,
which rises out of the abyss and howls mournfully,
with trumpets and drums, and cymbals and tambourines
for the devils' dances hovering over the waters.

Blue and golden sun, down to your tender shoots
rolls on and sows the joy of a wild festival,
you are a crystalline lyre, a consoling lyre,
and the moon's light drinks of your sound.

Your murmur compelled the nightingales of spring
to sing, to lament separately then all together,
so as to awaken a life which sleeps eternally,
and yet while sleeping it lives in its dream.

—translated by Georgia Tbeophillis Noble

The previous poems are from Lambros Porphyras's Selected Poems, translated by
the Thursday Night Group, which meets in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and is corn-
posed of students of modern Greek literature under the direction of Athan
Anagnostopoulos.



The Greek Seamen's Movement,
1940-1944

by ALEXANDER KITROEFF

The Greek seamen's movement during the Second World War is
both a milestone in Greek labor history and a significant chapter in the
epic of Greece's wartime trials. This study attempts to accommodate
both aspects.' While Greek history between 1940-1944 has been well
researched, the same cannot be said for Greek labor history.'

The seamen's movement is an important sector of Greek labor by
virtue of its connection with Greek shipping, the prominence of which
hardly needs emphasizing here. In examining the seamen's movement
during the wartime period it has been necessary to deal with, and ac-
count for, matters relating to the maritime policy initiated by the
Greek government which, in May 1941, had been set up in exile
under the premiership of Emmanuel Tsouderos. The real author
of this policy, however, was the British government on which the
Greek government-in-exile depended. Britain, in fact, was the main
center of Greek shipping, as Greek ships during the first half of the
twentieth century were employed on the principal trade routes which
ran between U.K. ports and those of the American continent and India.
Consequently, the great majority of Greek shipowners and shipbrokers
were based in London. Another center of Greek activity in Britain was
the Welsh port of Cardiff—a loading point for coal exports. By 1910,
many Greek shipping offices had established themselves in Cardiff and
a Greek community was formed there. As far as can be ascertained, this
was the only Greek community abroad which allowed Greek merchant
marine officers to become members.' During the Second World War,
Cardiff became the focal point of the Greek seamen's movement. The
object of this study is to describe the circumstances leading to the vigorous

'Important material was made available to me at the Public Record Office,
London; at the National Greek Statistical Service, Athens; by the Internal Sec-
tion of the Panhellenic Seamen's Federation, Piraeus; and by Mrs. Marion Sarafi
(League for Democracy in Greece, London), for which I am very grateful. I
would also like to thank Dr. V. Metaxas, who made helpful comments on an
earlier, much shorter draft.

'See the opening comments in "The Greek Labor Movement and the Bourgeois
State, 1910-1920" by G. B. Leon in the Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora, Vol.
IV, No. 4, Winter 1978.

'Statutes of the Greek Community of Cardiff (ictvov tap* t &v Kiip8tcp
TU.0 vs* RotvOrtitog), Athens, 1914, Article 6, para. 5.
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development of this movement and to its support of the Greek National
Liberation Front (EAM) until the time of Greece's liberation in 1944.

The Importance of the Greek Merchant Fleet to the Allied War Effort

At the outbreak of the Second World War, the Greek merchant
fleet ranked ninth in the world in terms of gross tonnage. And of the
nine largest fleets, three belonged to Germany, Italy, and Japan, and a
fourth was French. This meant that the Greek fleet was particularly
important to the Allies.

The Greek fleet consisted of 577 steamships, 500 of which were
cargo vessels. When Italy attacked Greece in October 1940, Greek mer-
chant ships were immediately put to use for defense purposes. Recruits
from the islands were carried to the mainland; arms and supplies were
carried to ports near the front line and casualties were transported from
there to safety. Twelve small cargo ships were converted into tankers
and dispersed to various small ports to protect the country's fuel stocks
from enemy attack while British troops and supplies were slipped from
Alexandria to Piraeus. After Greece was occupied by the Axis forces in
April 1941, the Greek merchant fleet was brought under the direct con-
trol of the British government and became an integral part of the Allied
transport system. (How this integration was achieved will be described
later on.) From then onward, the Greek merchant fleet was employed
in transporting war supplies all over the world and more particularly
along North Atlantic routes.

As far as we know, no reliable figures exist by which we could
assess the precise contribution of Greek shipping in terms of the num-
ber of troops and volume of material transported. It is fair to assume,
however, that, as one of the largest in the Allied camp, the Greek fleet
played a major role in war transport. In any case, we do have figures on
the losses sustained in human lives and in vessels lost, and they bear
eloquent witness to the sacrifice involved.

Out of about 16,000 seamen serving on Greek ships, some 2,000 or
12.5% lost their lives. About another 2,500 were injured, and 150 be-
came psychiatric cases. Of the ships lost through enemy action, eighteen
went down with no survivors' It should be noted here that it was very
common for members of the same family to be serving on the same ship.
In many cases, therefore, all the male members of a family were lost.
The losses in terms of ships amounted to almost four out of five, or
76% of the total. The exact figures are shown below:

4A. G. Lemos, The Merchant Navy of the Greeks (T6 vccumt6 Too TdvooG Ttihr
'EXXlive)v), Athens, 1968, pp. 263-268.
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TABLE I: LOSSES OF VESSELS'

1. Numbers Before the War
Number of Ships

75

Gross Tonnage
Cargo ships on September 31, 1939	 500 1,766,353
Cargo ships bought during the war 6 41,088
Passenger ships 56 66,985
Other 21 3,977

Total: 583 1,878,403

2. Losses Between September 1, 1939, and
March 31, 1945
Through enemy action 334 1,044,057
Accidents at sea 31 110,301
Captured by the enemy 32 94,121
Lost through other causes 32 98,023

Total: 429 1,346,502

3. Vessels Remaining After the War
Cargo ships 136 506,614
Passenger ships 4 23,319
Other 14 1,908

Total: 154 531,901

The importance of Greek ships to the war effort had been gauged
by the British government from the beginning of the war. It therefore
contacted the Greek government in 1939 with a view to making special
arrangements for "cooperation and coordination of maritime policy."
Until that time, Greek governments in general had refrained from in-
terfering with the operations of Greek shipping offices established in
London. Now, the government was being forced to meddle in an area
in which it had little experience.

Government Measures

Among the first proposals made by the British was that ocean-going
Greek freighters should be chartered to the British government. Ambrose
Ziffo, the Greek Minister for Mercantile Marine, appointed in 1938

5Source: E. Babouris, The Greek Merchant Marine During the Last War
(To `EarrocxOv *nom& vccuTtx6v xwcct cOv tsXsocatov naatiov), Athens, 1949,
pp. 36-37. These figures relate to ships owned by Greek shipowners and flying the
Greek flag.
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under the Metaxas dictatorship,
favor with the shipowners.' The
the rise, and it was certain the
lower rates. The fluctuations in
had been as follows:

relates that this proposal found little
reason was that freight rates were on

British government would be offering
freight rates between 1930 and 1939

TABLE II: FREIGHT RATES (in shillings per ton) 7

Year Rate Year Rate

1930 21.30 1935 19.53
1931 20.98 1936 22.51
1932 19.74 1937 33.95
1933 18.98 1938 26.81
1934 19.39 1939 34.39

Ziffo has pointed out that the British proposal was made just be-
fore the start of negotiations between the two countries on Greece's
public debt and on matters concerning British-Greek trade. It should be
noted here that, at that time, Greece was very much within the British
sphere of influence and had always depended on Britain for develop-
ment loans and the absorption of the agricultural products which formed
the bulk of Greece's exports. So when, during the course of the trade
negotiations with the Greek government, the British made it plain that
they would greatly reduce their purchases of Greek agricultural products,
including tobacco, unless their proposal for chartering Greek ships was
accepted, the Greek government had no alternative but to give in to
their demands. The Anglo-Greek Shipping Agreement was signed in
January 1940, and the Greek government brought pressure to bear on
the London-based owners to accept its terms, earning for itself a great
deal of hostility from that quarter.'

The terms of the agreement called for the shipowners to undertake
"to provide thirty-one ships and to ensure that another twenty-nine would
be put forward, amounting to about 500,000 tons."' The highest charter
rates were 19 shillings per dwt., almost half the market rate for 1939!
Further maritime legislation was enacted by the government just before
it left Greece to go into exile in May 1941. An Emergency Law was
passed placing all Greek vessels and other floating craft, and their owners,
managers, and crews under exclusive control and jurisdiction of the gov-

8A. Ziffo, "From His Unpublished Diary" ('A7c6 T6 aN6xilo'co IlltepoX6yt6
Too) in General Appendix to the Personal Diary of I. Metaxas (rev Lx6 IIcepap-
rtwa sib T6 IIpooto7tex6 p.apadyco I. AleTc0), Athens, 1977, pp. 367-368.

7A. G. Lemos, The Merchant Navy of the Greeks, p. 236.
8/bid., pp. 260-262.

Koliopoulos, Greece and the Greek Connection, 1939-1941 (Oxford, 1977),
p. 127.
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ernment." The decree also conferred all offices and duties of Under-
secretary for Mercantile Marine on the Greek Minister in London.

More legislation followed in August and December of the same
year." Its purpose was to close any loopholes in the government's com-
plete control of Greek shipping and the chartering of almost all Greek
ships to the British government. Emergency Law No. 176 of December
7, 1941, stated that the owners of vessels chartered by the Greek govern-
ment to the British government were responsible for meeting all require-
ments with regard to their seaworthiness. The charter fee would be col-
lected by the Greek government and the terms of payment to the owners
or brokers were to be fixed by a separate agreement between the Greek
government and the parties concerned. This system would also apply
to ships chartered to third parties or in cases where the owner operated
on his own. Another restrictive measure was the denial of the right of
the shipowner to collect the full value of the insurance in the event
that his vessel was lost. Finally, any delays in payment by the govern-
ment to the owners would not be subject to interest. On top of all this,
a new set of "special, temporary taxation measures on the profits of cargo
ships" was introduced. A quarterly tax was imposed on the shipowners,
based on the deadweight tonnage of their vessels. The penalty for non-
payment of this tax was a ban on the management of the vessel by
the owner concerned and confiscation of the charter fee."

All these government measures illustrate the restrictions which
severely curtailed the ability of the shipowners to increase their profits
and which naturally created a climate of indignation and considerable
dissent among them. They considered, and rightly so, that the govern-
ment had not thought out its maritime policy to any great degree and
had uncritically accepted all the British recommendations. For its own
part, the government was caught between the urgent need to raise short-
term cash and the political necessity of gaining tacit, if not active,
support from the wealthy Greek community in London.

According to Elias Venezis, the official biographer of Premier
Tsouderos, the income from shipping was the main source of revenue
for the Greek government-in-exile." Significantly, he mentions that the
income from vessels chartered to the British government was £350,000
a year, while the income from the few vessels chartered on the open
market was £1,200,000 a year. Later on, some of the ships in the latter
category were chartered to the British government for a lump sum of
£1,000,000 per year. So we see that the Greek government "chose" the
option of earning quick and necessary cash at the expense of the hostility
of the shipowners. This "choice" was, of course, dictated by the British
government upon which the exiled Greek government was completely

"Greek Government Gazette No. 152 (3/5/41) and No. 153 (6/15/41).
"Greek Government Gazette Nc,. 169 (5/9/41) and No. 176 (7/12/41).
"Greek Government Gazette No. 177 (7/12/41).
"E. Venezis, Emmanuel Tsouderos (Tp.p,avoolp. Toou8ap66), Athens, 1966,

pp. 258-260.
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dependent for recognition and political support. Freely-given support
from the London-based owners would have meant nothing without
British good will."

Anticipating the hostility of the shipowners and aware of its own
shortcomings, the exiled government coopted the shipowners in handling
the business of chartering. An "Administration Service of Conscripted
Merchant Vessels," under government jurisdiction was formed." This serv-
ice was absorbed into the Greek Shipping Cooperation Committee, an as-
sociation of the London-based owners which came into being in 1937. 16

The Committee was enlarged to include government representatives and
was composed of the Greek ambassador in London, the embassy's naval
attache, two representatives of the shipowners appointed by the Assistant
Secretary for Mercantile Marine, four persons proposed by the Com-
mittee, the embassy's commercial attaché, and a person appointed by the
Greek government. This enlarged Committee was entitled to make deci-
sions on all matters relating to the administration of chartered vessels
within the framework of relevant government legislation. Its importance
lay in the fact that it institutionalized cooperation between the govern-
ment and the shipowners. It functioned with a certain degree of au-
tonomy, but the government always had the last word. Thus, by the end
of 1941, the government had regulated its uneasy relations with the
shipowners.

The differences existing between these two parties were bound to
affect the relations of both with the third human factor in shipping:
the crews working on Greek ships. As part of its interest in the smooth
and profitable functioning of the Greek merchant marine, the exiled
government turned its attention to labor problems. What prompted it
to do so was an important seamen's strike that took place in 1940. Be-
fore looking at this strike in detail, it would be useful to cast a glance
at the developments that led to it.

The First Steps of the Seamen's Movement in Greece

The Greek historian, Yannis Kordatos, records the first large sea-
men's strike, which was organized in 1910 by firemen working on

"For Anglo-Greek government relations, see: R. Clogg, "The Greek Govern-
ment-in-Exile, 1941-1944," The International History Review, 1 (1979), pp.
376-98; R. Clogg, "Pearls from Swine," in Anty, P. and R. Clogg, British
Policy Towards Wartime Resistance in Yugoslavia and Greece (London, 1975),
pp. 167-205; A. Kitroeff, Anglo-Greek Relations and the Greek Situation in
Egypt, 1941-1944, unpublished M.A. Thesis (University of Keele, 1979),, pp.
14-33; P. Papastratis, British Foreign Policy Towards Greece During the Second
World War, unpublished Ph.D. Thesis (University of London, 1978).

"Greek Government Gazette No. 176 (7/12/41).
"This Committee is still functioning in London. Unfortunately, no part of

its papers is available to researchers.
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several ships and lasted 25 days." The strike was successful only after
the strikers had marched to the home of Prime Minister Stephanos
Dragoumis and pelted it with stones. At that time, seamen had begun
to organize themselves into separate unions by profession. The first to
be formed were the Engineers' Union, the Masters and Mates' Union,
and the Firemen's Union (St. Spyridon). A Union of Transport and
Communications was also formed, encompassing a broad spectrum of
workers such as able seamen, ship's firemen, stewards and pursers, as
well as longshoremen, carpenters, and miners. No serious strike activity
was launched by this union, and it was not joined by the Engineers' and
Masters and Mates' Unions until a few years later, these last consider-
ing themselves to be the elite of the seafaring profession. A story told
about the Engineers Union illustrates how the hierarchy on board ship,
and its importance among crew members, became an obstacle to trade
union organization even within individual unions. When the engineers
held their meetings, the story goes, the chief engineers sat in the front
rows of seats, the second engineers behind them, and the third engineers
sat in the back and were not allowed to make any suggestions or
proposals."

Finally, in November 1920, all the separate maritime unions merged
to form the Panhellenic Seamen's Federation (IL aveA)orpcoc Nauvivil
Thtocn-cov6toc), known by its Greek acronym as the PNO. The PNO
joined the General Confederation of Greek Workers (GSEE) and the
International Transport Federation (ITF). A general strike was organ-
ized by the then left-wing GSEE in 1922. The reformist leadership of
the PNO agreed to certain terms with the government, but was unable
to prevent its membership from joining the strike. Clashes between
strikers and troops led to the killing of two seamen in Piraeus. The
same pattern of events was repeated in 1923 when the seamen, and the
firemen in particular, came out on strike against the advice of the PNO
leadership, in support of a GSEE strike call. The police reacted by
destroying the offices of the Firemen's Union. Another strike broke out
in 1924, this time with the support of the PNO, among the crews of
passenger ships. It lasted 20 days and ended with partial success, the
government giving in to the principal demand of the strikers for a 50%
wage increase."

Until this time, there had been a continuous struggle between two
contending elements both within the GSEE and the PNO: the reformist
and the communist. The reformists won a majority at the third GSEE

"Y. Kordatos, History of the Greek Labor Movement ('Irrropta. Ton 'Dan-
vnto5 'Epywctxot) Ktviiptecog), Athens, 1972, pp. 190-193.

"PNO Library, Forty Years of Activity and Struggle of the Panhellenic
Seamen's Union (Piraeus, 1961), pp. 11-14. This is the PNO's official history.

"ibid., pp. 15-23; K. Stephanatos, The Seamen's Movement in Greece (Nan-
-cepyrrctx6 Kivigtch TiAdaoc), Athens, 1978, pp. 42-47. This is the only book
written on the seamen's movement. It is a general and descriptive left-wing
account.
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Congress in March 1926, when the Pangalos dictatorship arrested a suf-
ficient number of left-wing delegates to give the reformists a narrow
victory. The fourth GSEE Congress in April 1928 marked the final
split in the Greek trade union movement. The left-wing delegates were
expelled from the Congress and the left-wing unions were expelled
from the GSEE. The Communist Party and its allies responded by
forming the left-wing Unionist GSEE (`Evanc% FZEE) or EGSEE.
These important developments, upon which we cannot expand here,
were reflected in the seamen's movement. The communists and socialists
within it formed the Seamen's Union of Greece (Ncmytepyca* "Ewo-
ses NEE, which joined the EGSEE.

The world economic crisis of 1929 resulted in a decline in freight
rates, lower wages, and unemployment for many seamen. According to
the national census of 1928, there were 34,029 persons registered as
seamen, 81 of them women." Only 3.5% stated they had a secondary
profession to fall back on, which meant that the crisis had a serious
effect on seamen. As their condition deteriorated, the PNO called a
protest meeting in Piraeus, supported also by the NEE. The meeting
developed into a "hunger march" toward the Ministry of Mercantile
Marine in Athens. The seamen demanded unemployment benefits, free
meals for the unemployed, and jobs. The 5,000-strong marchers were
blocked by the police at the gasworks on the city's outskirts. However,
about 3,000 of them were able to slip by the roadblocks and gathered
before the ministry, where a delegation was received by the Minister of
Mercantile Marine and, later, by the Prime Minister, Eleftherios Venizelos.
The government agreed to provide free meals and accommodations for
the unemployed. A register of unemployed seamen was drawn up at the
ministry, and shipowners were asked to include at least some of the
unemployed when making up a new crew for their ships."

The crisis in shipping began to abate in the early thirties, but
wages remained low. The NEE organized a strike on six cargo ships in
Rotterdam in 1934. Twenty-four seamen were arrested by Greek police
officers sent from Piraeus for that purpose." This strike was notable
for being the first to take place on board ship, and it set a precedent
for similar strikes after 1936. Meanwhile, the Spanish Civil War and
the Italian campaign in Ethiopia led to an increased demand for sea
transport and a rise in freight rates. There was a token increase in sea-
men's wages, but the seamen felt it was not enough to compensate for
the growing hazards to ships approaching Spanish waters. There was
agitation on many ships for a war bonus, and it became more widespread
as seamen began to realize that the increase in their wages was small
compared to the large profits the shipowners were making.

Parallel to these events, the NEE had unsuccessfully tried to take

"Greek National Census of 1928 CEONuml 'Arcoypacpt 1928), pp. 160-161.
'PNO Library, op. cit., pp. 24-26; Stephanatos. op. cit., pp. 52-54.
22Rizospastis newspaper (KocniaTiig), July 3, 1980.
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part in a trade union conference organized by the PNO in 1936. Any
chance of a future rapprochment between the NEE and PNO were
dashed by the establishment of the Metaxas dictatorship in August of
that year. The regime transformed the PNO into a rubber stamp organ-
ization, as it did with all other unions. At the same time, arrests of its
members by the Piraeus police and other forms of persecution played
havoc with the NEE, which was forced to move to Marseilles and, after
the fall of France, to New York. But, although the PNO had been
gagged by the dictatorship and the NEE considerably weakened after
1936, the seamen's movement had by no means been rendered ineffective.
Indeed, as evidenced by the demands for a war bonus" and from the
point of view of bargaining power and militancy, it appeared to be
very much alive. This time, the seamen were not on hunger marches,
demanding jobs and unemployment benefits, but on the ships, demand-
ing better working and living conditions and higher pay. An important
change had taken place in the decade following the economic crisis of
1929. The effects of that crisis, the work of the militant trade unionists,
the growing importance of shipping, and the hazards of seafaring had
overcome any traditional inhibitions that may have existed before, and
had opened the way for a confrontation with the shipowners. Slowly,
but steadily, the agitation on board grew. It led in December of 1940
to one of the most crucial strikes in the Greek shipping industry.

The Strike of December 1940

The strike began on December 10, and it involved the crews of all
ships berthed in British ports. The focal point was the port of Liverpool,
where thirty-five Greek ships were immobilized. The striking crews in
all British ports numbered 1,500 altogether. One of the very few sources
of information on this strike is the Greek-language weekly To Vima
(T6 Thipz), which published extensive reports. The weekly first ap-
peared in 1939, and was owned by a Cypriot communist named Evanthis
Nikolaides, who had fought in the Spanish Civil War and now lived in
London. His paper gave full support to the strike and, on December 14,
carried a front page editorial entitled "The Seamen Must Win!" It
also carried the text of an unsigned leaflet circulating among the seamen
and outlining their demands. This text denounced the shipowners for
allegedly attempting to reduce wages by 30-35% and withhold war
bonuses, and refuted the argument that the seamen should refrain from
asking for higher wages and "cash in hand" because Greece was at war."
Addressing itself directly to the shipowners, the text went on:

"Stephanatos, op. cit.
"Until that time, a part of each seaman's wages and his war bonus were

paid into an account with a Greek bank for future payment to the seaman's
nominee in Greece.
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You are lying when you say you are concerned about the
country's foreign exchange position. We have done, and will
continue to do, our duty by sending our money home. But
what have you been doing during one year of war and be-
fore? You took good care to convert your money into pounds
and then into dollars in New York, and now you threaten us
with a court martial. It is you who have withheld our war
bonuses who should be court martialed. You who systematically
violate safety regulations on board and the laws governing the
victualing and the living and working conditions of the crews
on your ships. You abandon the sick and the shipwrecked to
their fate. . . . You call us unpatriotic. Lies! Now is the time
we need our money, earned with our blood and our sweat, to
sustain the orphaned and empty homes of our brothers and
sisters, fighting on the front!'

The leaflet went on to enumerate the demands of the strikers. They
included increased complements for each ship, the abolition of six-hour
watches on convoys, the employment of Greeks wherever possible, the
employment of qualified seamen for specialized jobs, strict adherence to
the regulations for the safety of life at sea, insurance for crew mem-
bers, and accident compensation. The seamen also demanded a new
wage scale and payment in cash, including the war bonus.

The wage demands were inordinately high ranging from £57 per
month for an able seaman to £110 per month for a second engineer.
To Vima also published accounts by seamen outlining various grievances
and describing cases involving the ill-treatment of crew members that
had occurred a few weeks before the strike.

On December 21, To Vima reported that seventeen seamen had been
detained and had gone on a hunger strike. The paper also claimed that
an attempt to recruit strike-breakers had failed. The strike ended after
three weeks without any immediate success. A total of sixty strikers had
been arrested, and many of them were deported to Greece. This served
to sustain the agitation on board Greek ships. The seamen who were
deported were immediately drafted into the armed forces and a law was
passed in January 1941 specifying that all seamen not serving aboard
ships would be drafted." Seamen at various ports who were out of a
job could be excused if the consular authorities considered them to be
willing to sail as soon as a berth could be found for them. This meant
that unemployed "undesirables" could be quickly dispatched to Piraeus.
Meanwhile, the militant support of the strike by To Vima had not
escaped the notice of the Foreign Office and the Colonial Office in
London. Plans were laid for the suppression of the newspaper, but these
were not carried out, most probably because of fears of the protests

"Vima (To litpa), December 14, 1940.
"Ministerial Decree, Athens, January 10, 1941, F0371/28788.
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this would arouse among the Greek-Cypriot community in London."
The strike may have ended without any concessions by the govern-

ment to the strikers' demands, but, because the agitation on the ships
was continuing, the government was privately considering acceding to
the central demand of the seamen: that they be paid their full wages,
including the war bonus, in cash. When the Greek legation in London
informed the Board of Trade of this intention, the Board wrote back
immediately, asking for the plan to be abandoned.' The reason was that
if Greek seamen were paid their full wages and war bonus in cash,
they would be receiving almost three times more cash in hand than
British seamen. And, as the British government was in the process of
persuading other Allied governments to bring seamen's wages down
to British levels, there was the obvious danger that a false move by the
Greeks would have "serious repercussions" among British and other Allied
crews. Realizing that the Greek government had its reasons for giving in
to this demand, the Ministry of Shipping joined in the discussions by
offering its advice:

. . . it should be possible to get over the present crew dif-
ficulties in this country without giving way to the demands of
the Greek seamen now that we can arrange for the return to
Greece, not only of those who have been the leaders of the
strike, but also of those who are not prepared to work on
board Greek ships. I do earnestly hope that you will agree that
it is best to see the effect of action on these lines before the
demands of the men, that they should receive the whole of
their wages and war bonus in cash, are acceded to."

The Greek minister, Charalambos Simopoulos, cabled Athens im-
mediately. The Ministry of Shipping thought it wise that the Foreign
Office should also notify the Greek government on the British position
through the British minister in Athens, Sir Michael Palairet. 8° Mean-
while, negotiations between the Greek government and the Greek
Shipping Committee on the chartering of Greek ships resulted in agree-
ment on all points except for the charter rate and the valuation of war
risk insurance. The Greeks were demanding 18 shillings per dwt. against
the British offer of 15 shillings per dwt. per month, and they also
demanded an insurance rate of £12 per dwt. irrespective of age. The

"F.O. Minutes, June 24, 1941, and Colonial Office report on To Vima
R6313/198/19 F0371/28788, Acheson (Colonial Office) to Howard (Foreign
Office) Letter, November 25, 1941, R10080 F0371/29846.

88Cross (Ministry of Shipping) to Simopoulos (Greek Legation, London)
Letter, January 13, 1941, Ministry of Shipping to Ward (F.O.) Letter, January
16, 1941, F0371/28788.

"Cross to Simopoulos Letter, Ibid.
'°F.O. to Palairet (Athens) Telegram No. 129, January 17, 1941, W677/23/49

F0371/28788.
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British offer was much lower." The shipowners had been forced to ac-
cept the British offers with the agreement signed in January 1940, but
now they felt that since Greece had entered the war and the risks were
higher, they were entitled to a better deal. So, in fact, both the seamen
and the owners were holding out for better terms than those contained
in the agreement of 1940.

Government Measures

The Greek government was unable to deal with these problems in
the shipping industry because of a series of events. Metaxas died in
January at a time when Anglo-Greek military negotiations were dominat-
ing relations between the two countries. Immediately afterwards, German
forces occupied Greece and the Greek government went into exile. A
collective agreement was finally signed in August 1941, in England,
between the shipowners and the seamen. The agreement represented a
compromise between all sides involved. Certain wage raises granted in
March of that year were ratified and a 100% bonus on the lower deck
wage scale was granted, in addition to a 75% bonus on the officer wage
scale, but not as "cash in hand." Because of the objections of the British
government, the relevant clause was not included in the collective agree-
ment but became the subject of a "special arrangement." The signatories
on behalf of the seamen were PNO delegates and also representatives
of the individual unions, one of which adhered to the NEE. Indeed,
both the PNO and the NEE approved the agreement, the latter albeit
less enthusiastically. 22 This common attitude did not lead to any co-
operation between the two sides. In 1939, the PNO had sent two del-
egates abroad, Dimitris Pappas to New York and Evangelos Christ°.
phoratos to London, to stem the growing influence of the NEE. A sign
of the NEE's activity was the formation of the New York Seamen's
Club in 1940.

The PNO delegates opposed the December 1940 strike and, in doing
so, found themselves aligned with the Metaxist consular authorities in
England. Needless to say, they also became very unpopular with the
strikers. After the common signing of the collective agreement, attempts
were made by the British government to bring about an understanding
between the two trade unions. The International Transport Federation
(ITF) became an important mediator. The PNO had broken off rela-
tions with the ITF on instructions from the Metaxas government. Rela-
tions were resumed at the Sixth ITF Convention, held in New York in
November 1941, which was addressed by President Roosevelt. But mat-
ters relating to transport were important, and the ITF chose not to in-
tervene, probably fearing it might recognize a non-representative trans-

"Draft telegram, January 1941, W851/23/29 F0371/28788.
"PNO Library, op. cit., pp. 37-38; Stephanatos, op. cit., pp. 67-68.
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port union at the expense of another one with larger support. The
NEE was able to make its presence felt in all ports, even without per-
manent, full-time representatives in them. Whenever a Greek ship put
into a . large port, the members of the crew who were NEE members held
a meeting and elected a representative. The elected seaman then had to
sign off the ship and remain at that port as the NEE representative, to-
gether with four or five colleagues similarly deposited from other Greek
ships. The NEE was thus able to maintain unpaid representatives in
various ports for a period of a few months, replacing them from other
ships in due course since no seaman with a family to support could stay
ashore for too long. This meant that a local NEE committee could take
up the seamen's various demands with the Greek consular and port
authorities throughout the world. The continuous pressure brought to
bear on the authorities in this way forced them to "recognize" the NEE
representatives in the absence of the PNO, with which they were
legitimately supposed to be dealing."

Having achieved this de facto recognition, the NEE, on the advice
of British trade unionists in late 1941 and early 1942, succeeded in gain-
ing legal recognition as a trade union in Britain, Then, in January
1942, after considerable pressure from the union, the Greek government
granted official recognition to the NEE. This move has been inter-
preted by some observers as an unwarranted capitulation to the left by
the Tsouderos government." But this conclusion is not so easy to accept
if we see this particular move in the context of the policy the govern-
ment was pursuing at that period. At the time, the government had not
even officially revoked the decrees which had established the Metaxas
regime—a move which, according to the Foreign Office, would have
been a first step toward appeasing Greek republicans." The question of
coming to terms with the left had not yet arisen. The decision to recog-
nize the NEE was a rational one, based on the government's awareness
of the growing strength of the NEE and its desire to prevent any dis-
ruption in the shipping industry.

As we have already seen, Greek seamen were "drafted" for the
duration of the war and were considered to be part of the armed forces
doing their service on board merchant ships. Consequently, they came
under the jurisdiction of Greek courts-martial and, if they lost their jobs,
could be inducted into the armed forces at the discretion of the con-
sular authorities. A notorious abuser of this power was the Metaxist
security officer at the Greek consulate in Cardiff, Z. Pappas, who acquired
a reputation for indiscriminately arresting and deporting seamen. In
early 1942, after discussions between the British MI5 and Greek Se-
curity, it was agreed that his presence was causing friction between the
consular authorities and seamen, and he was consequently removed from

"Personal interview, N. Orphanos (ex-OENO member), Piraeus, 10/30/80.

'Lemos, op. cit., p. 261.
"PO. Minutes, November 21, 1941, R9987/8414/19 F0371/29910.
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his post." Nevertheless, the measure remained in force, making Greece
the only country among the Allies to apply such strict regimentation to
merchant seamen. Indeed, Britain and the other Allies rated seamen as
civilians, and this caused the British government to object to Greek
seamen being hauled before a Greek court-martial on British soil. This
problem was overcome by special legislation which made it possible for
Allied courts to operate in Britain." The Greek government established
a Maritime Court in Cardiff in December 1941, which later moved to
London. The powers conferred on this court appear, even to a layman,
to be the powers of a military rather than. a civilian court. It was em-
powered to prosecute any Greek seaman who: "... unjustifiably refuses
to be signed on a Greek ship ... an unjustifiable refusal is deemed to be
the demand of a seaman to be paid a wage or war bonus in excess of
the legal wage or war bonus as fixed by the appropriate authority"
(Article 2). The Court could also punish. " . anyone who provokes,
advises or urges any other person, in private or in public, to disobey the
laws and commands of the appropriate authorities with relation to the
performance of military duty by seamen" (Article 5)." Clearly, the
functioning of the Maritime Court was an important barrier to trade
union activity, thus, recognition of the NEE accompanied by such
formidable legislation for this purpose can hardly be described as a
capitulation to the left. At the same time, naturally, this official recogni-
tion allowed the NEE to operate fairly freely among seamen. This led
to a strengthening of its influence, and its consequent growth made it
necessary to recognize the trade union structure.

The Formation and Activities of the OENO

Since the NEE had gained control over all the constituent unions
which had previously belonged to the PNO, the NEE leadership de-
cided to form a new Federation and to do away with the NEE as a
separate organization. All the individual unions came together in March
1943 and formed the Federation of Greek Maritime Unions (`Op,o-
anovbta, TXX•ylvtxitiv Nautepyomx6v 'Opymithavo), known by its Greek
acronym as the OENO. This organizational step had an obvious polit-
ical importance to the extent that the seamen's movement, now dominated
by the left, presented a collective representative body. It was in this
form that the movement achieved the important gains of 1943, which
were a turning point in its history.

As a trade union, the OENO set itself two main objectives. One

37F.O. Minutes, January 19, 1942, F0371/33179.
'Ea to Halifax (Washington) telegram No. 1450, March 17, 1941,

W2705/25/49 F0371/28788; A. W. Knanth, "Alien Seamen's Rights and the
War," in the American Journal of International Law, Vol. 37, 1943, pp. 74-80.

39Greek Government Gazette No. 176, London, December 7, 1941, Law 3073.
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was to defend the interests of its membership and improve their work-
ing and living conditions. The other, a political one, was to give sup-
port to and make propaganda for the Greek resistance organization,
EAM. As far as the first objective was concerned, success came very
soon in the form of the collective agreement of September 1943. A
veteran OENO member has recently written that the agreement, "in
practice, smashed the medieval living conditions of the Greek seaman
and ushered him into a new, humane and tolerable life."'" The main
points of the collective agreement were as follows: the wages paid to
Greek seamen were the highest among Allied European crews, £64 per
month for chief mates, second engineers, and radio officers, and £30
per month for lower-deck crewmen; there was a £20 semi-annual bonus
and another bonus for hard-lying conditions; working conditions were
drastically improved, with the introduction of the eight-hour working
day, overtime, and payment for extra work; the crew complement was
supplemented by another second mate and a steward for the lower-deck
crew, the ship was obliged to provide bedding, soap, an oilskin, and
rubber boots (until that time, seamen had to carry these items, known
as their "dowry" in seamen's language, with them from ship to ship),
the victualing scale was improved with the addition of milk, butter,
coffee, beer (on Sundays in port), and fruit; in addition to all this, the
shipowners agreed to pay £600,000 owed to the Seamen's Pension Fund
(NAT)." The significance of this agreement lies in the fact that, be-
sides "making life tolerable" for the seamen, it contained a series of
unprecedented concessions on the part of the shipowners. Speaking in
Cairo on February 20, 1944, Prime Minister Tsouderos referred to it,
saying: "... it signifies a substantial improvement in working conditions
in the Greek Merchant Navy, and is the first to set solid foundations
for an up-to-date code for Greek seamen.""

The success of the OENO in gaining such favorable terms was due
to the fact that, for the first time, the shipowners were faced with a
union which represented the majority of the seamen and which was not
prepared to compromise. The OENO executive, most of whom were
almost certainly members of the Communist Party, spoke in the name
of the seamen as a whole and articulated their demands in terms of
class politics. The shipowners could hardly ignore the implications and
could not afford to jeopardize the smooth functioning of their ships.
On its side, OENO had not made any explicit or public threat to strike

"Stephanatos, op. cit., pp. 71-72.
°For the 1943 collective agreement, see: A. Ambatielos, "The Presence of

Greek Seamen in the Resistance" ("To 7Capbv Sv vatrcepywc65v at'1v clvTicrcani"),
in Communist Review (KOMIOUVECTUdi 'ErccOsthpyrs1), No. 5, May 1975, and a
similar article by the same author, "The National Resistance and the Seamen"
("91 gOvnell d,v•cfarocayi %at of vcortepriTec") in New World (Nioc K6atio5),
No. 10, October 1971; and Stephanatos, op. cit., pp .72-73.

42E. Tsouderos, Opinions and Speeches (11v6p.s6 Itcct A6yoL), Athens, 1946,
pp. 93-94.
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if its demands were not met. There can be little doubt that the union
was prepared to use such a threat only as a last resort. In fact, OENO
never called a strike until the end of the war. The reasons for this can
be explained by an examination of the Federation's political objectives.
Adopting conventional Marxist interpretations, OENO eyed the war
primarily as a struggle against fascism. It advocated an all-out war effort
and the rapid opening of a second front. It encouraged its membership
to keep overseas shipping routes open and to disregard all possible
dangers. As A. Ambatielos, the OENO's joint secretary-general said
during his trial in 1948, "We convinced the seamen that, in spite of
the horrible conditions in which they were working, there was an im-
portant battle to be fought.' There are many examples of Greek sea-
men volunteering for extremely dangerous voyages, including participa-
tion in the invasion of Normandy." OENO's slogan was "Keep the Ships
Moving" (Kpovcat-ce c Mora, iv Ktvipet) . The Federation's drive to
keep the ships in action, the broad support it received from the crews, and
its militant stand on behalf of its membership, presented a strong front
that the owners, as well as the Greek and British governments, preferred
to come to terms with. Therefore, throughout 1943 and during the early
months of 1944, OENO had, and took advantage of, considerable free-
dom of movement.

Having fulfilled its "economic" demands, the Federation concentrated
on pro-EAMist propaganda in port and aboard ship through its
newspaper Eleftheros Ellin (Free Greek) and by other means. This was
tolerated by the Greek and British governments as long as OENO was
championing the war effort, as we have seen above. But this balance of
interests was upset by political developments in Greece and, in particular,
by the threat posed by EAM's ascendancy to the Greek government-in-
exile and to future British plans for Greece.

In April 1944, a movement broke out among the Greek armed forces
in the Middle East in support of the EAMist Provisional Government
Committee formed in Greece." OENO openly backed the agitators. In
Alexandria, the OENO representatives became actively involved in the
events. The local secretary was Nikos Karayannis," who had been deported
from England in 1940 for his trade union activities. He was probably
the most experienced and ablest union activist in the Federation. Ac-
cording to accounts by other protagonists of the events in the Middle
East, Karayannis was a member of the clandestine Central Committee of

""They Shall Not Die," League for Democracy in Greece, pamphlet, London,
1949, p. 3.

"See interview of V. Bekatos in Eleftherotypia, 10/26/80.
45For an analysis of these events, see H. Fleischer, "The 'Anomalies' in the

Greek Middle East Forces, 1941-1944," in the Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora,
Vol. V, No. 3, Fall 1978, pp. 5-36, and A. Kitroeff, op. cit., pp. 104-167.

"Karayannis, a radio operator, had fought in the Spanish Civil War. He died
on October 2, 1969, as a political refugee in Rumania.
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Struggle which directed the uprisings." Karayannis addressed a public
meeting in Alexandria on April 3, 1944, demanding recognition of the
Provisional Government Committee and the resignation of Sophodes
Venizelos, who had replaced Tsouderos as Prime Minister of the govern-
ment-in-exile. A few days later, British troops arrested Karayannis, who
had barricaded himself in the OENO offices in Alexandria." This ar-
rest was one of the first to take place in Egypt in connection with the
mutinies which, however, were limited to the Greek army and navy
and did not involve merchant seamen. The importance of Karayannis's
arrest becomes clear when one takes into account a report sent to Wash-
ington a year earlier by American military intelligence (Office of Strategic
Services) in Egypt:

Among the merchant seamen there is probably a higher
proportion of genuine communists than is the case with EAM
and its subsidiaries. It has also been suggested by naval officers
that the political agitation which swept the Royal Greek Navy
during the War was due to the successful indoctrination in these
by protagonists, who were drafted in from the Merchant Navy."

No proof is available to support this assertion, but it is very likely
that seamen, with a working class consciousness, would be more
ideologically committed than the Royal Greek Navy crews, which were
of mixed social origins. The OENO executive in Cardiff sent a telegram
to Winston Churchill protesting the arrest, stating that Karayannis was
responsible for enlisting a total of 2,000 persons to serve in the ranks
of the Greek Merchant Navy". This was followed later by a series of
press releases condemning the suppression of the movement in the Middle
East and echoing EAM's demand that the Provisional Committee should
be represented in the government. The Federation's campaign was ef-
fective. Forty members of the British Parliament and eight members of
the House of Lords demanded the revocation of the death sentences im-
posed on forty-nine agitators by Greek courts-martial in Egypt. Their
protests contributed to effective pressure by the Foreign Office on the
Greek government to refrain from executing the death sentences." In
addition, in spite of its irritation with pro-EAMist propaganda, the For-
eign Office was reluctant to take any administrative measures against

"Personal interviews with Stratis Tsirkas, 9/28/78, and Vassilis Nepheloudis,
9/30/78.

48A. Kitroeff, op. cit., pp. 114-118.
"OSS Files No. 1062, 1943, Memorandum: Communist-led Organizations
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50FGMU (OENO) Executive Committee to Churchill, telegram, April 8,
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the Federation. This attitude is disclosed in a letter of explanation sent
to the prime minister's secretary:

The Federation's newspaper Eleftheros Ellin habitually
contains unbridled attacks on the King of Greece and propa-
ganda in favour of EAM. The Federation has considerable in-
fluence over the opinions of Greek seamen, but it must be said
in their favour that they have always hitherto emphasised the
need for keeping Greek merchant ships running. We have con-
sidered in the past whether we could take any action to restrain
the Federation, but it is doubtful whether we have any adequate
grounds for doing so.'

The failure of the movement in the Middle East, and its unanimous
condemnation at the all-party Lebanon Conference, created a serious back-
lash against all pro-EAM organizations abroad. Even then, the Greek
government maintained a restrained attitude toward OENO. The war
was not yet over, and transport routes had to be kept open. The in-
cumbent prime minister, George Papandreou, decided against withdraw-
ing official recognition of OENO "because an intransigent measure such
as this can give rise to further complications."" The Greek government
chose a more subtle way of weakening the Federation. It asked the
British government to look into various complaints that had apparently
been lodged with the Greek embassy in London to the effect that OENO
was "a terroristic {sic} band which assaults any seaman who opposes
its aims." On instructions from the Home Office, the Cardiff City
Police investigated six separate complaints, but no evidence could be
obtained to warrant any prosecution of OENO. In fact, one OENO
"victim" was, at the time, serving one of several prison sentences he had
received. He had been sentenced by a British court in Glamorgan for
"aiding and abetting an alien to embark from the United Kingdom with-
out leave from an Immigration Officer." In actual fact, he had been
helping the son of a Greek shipowner to flee the country to avoid being
conscripted into the Greek armed forces."

Realizing that the British government and the police were not pre-
pared to prosecute the Federation on such flimsy grounds (which might
also have provoked a reaction from British trade unions), the Greek
government resorted to the Greek Maritime Court to achieve its aim.
At the end of July 1944, eight crew members of the S.S. Archangelos
of S. Livanos & Company appeared before the court, and were charged
with forming a ship's committee on board. This was standard OENO

"Millard (FO) to Colville (Downing Street) Letter, May 2, 1944, R6998/
1465/19 F0371/43750.

"Papandreou to Eden telegram, n.d., R7407/6307/10 F0371/43750.
"Wilson (Cardiff City Police) to Miss Nunn (Home Office) Letter, July

15, 1944, F0371/43750; Holderness (Home Office). to Dew (MVO) Letter,
July 24, 1944, 811707/6307/19 F0371/43750.
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practice, and the political importance of these committees will be dis-
cussed further on. The purpose of the trial was to put an end to this
procedure and thus weaken the union's influence. The defendants were
accused of violating Article 38 of the Merchant Navy Penal Code,
which stated that "if two or more persons on board ship threaten jointly
the personal safety, the health, the personal freedom or power of the
Master, they are liable to punishment." OENO's reply to this accusation
was that the ship's committee's aim was:

... to bring the officers and men together with a view to ren-
dering the ship most effective in contributing to the war ef-
fort. The ship's committee functions on the same basis and
with the same aim as the Joint Production Committees in Britain,
and in no instance has it been proved that the committee has
ever acted against the personal safety, health, freedom or
power of the Master."

The Federation's statement concluded that the court was trying to
deprive the crews of their right of association, guaranteed by Article
173 of the International Seamen's Charter "without interference from
Governments, employers or parties." Since these committees had been in
existence for some time, the timing of the prosecution betrays its pur-
pose. This does not necessarily mean that the committee on board the
Archangelos had not perhaps committed an offense—a matter that would
be difficult to establish now and, which in any case, does not particularly
concern us here. The general principles and the functions of the ship's
committees will be considered when we come to examine the tactics
employed by the OENO. The court, in fact, sentenced the men to two
years' imprisonment. The British Ministry of Transport deemed the
sentences too strict and recommended that they be reduced to three
months." The important thing to note here is that the Greek govern-
ment, by fair means or foul, was attempting to weaken OENO by the
late summer of 1944. Clearly, a government with an EAM minority could
not tolerate a powerful and important trade union staunchly in support of
EAMist policies. There were no other developments in this respect,
however, because other events intervened. Greece was liberated, and the
exiled government returned to Athens in October 1944. There followed
the clashes in Athens in December 1944 and the Varkiza agreement in
February 1945, by which EAM's military organization, ELAS, surrendered
its arms.

'FGMU (OENO) Statement, "On Greek Maritime Court Activities Directed
against Organization of Greek Seamen," August 23, 1944, W13059/167/64
F0371/42302.

"F0 Minutes, September 15, 1944, Kneale (Minister of War Transport) to
Stewart (P.O.) Letter, September 6, 1944; Maritime Court of the Kingdom of
Greece in G.B., Decision No. 23/1944; Stewart (FO) to Kneale (Minister of
War Transport) Letter, September 29, 1944, W13168/167/64 F0371/42302.
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The liberation meant that the PNO, which had naturally been ren-
dered inactive during the occupation, could now operate freely." By
that time, most Greek ships had been sunk and thousands of Greek
seamen, mainly in British ports, were unemployed. From this period on-
wards, both the PNO and OENO coexisted as seamen's federations, the
post-liberation governments favoring the former. The OENO, which un-
til then had been registered as a British union, was officially recognized
by the Piraeus Court of First Instance in April 1945, and moved to
Piraeus in August, seeking unity with the PNO. The PNO refused this.
The conflict between the two sides was inevitably affected by the civil
war in Greece and ended with the proscription of the OENO and the
imposition of death sentences on its leaders, which, however, were not
carried out. Not only was the OENO proscribed, but its members were
blacklisted and denied employment on the remaining vessels and on
the 100 Liberty ships turned over to the Greek government by the
American Maritime Commission. Thus, the PNO was reestablished as
the sole seamen's federation, and it remains so to this day.

Some Conclusions

In order to present certain, albeit preliminary, conclusions, we have
to account for the remarkable degree of "mobilization" (active support
of union policy) and "radicalization" (support of the union's political
objectives) displayed by the seamen in 1941-1944. For the purposes of
analysis, we shall look separately at the factors leading to these develop-
ments. Clearly, these factors were at times indistinguishable and, indeed,
the process of support for both the "economic" and the "political" de-
mands was undivided. The seamen responded to the OENO's campaign
for better living and working conditions because these conditions on
board Greek ships were undoubtedly "medieval." The collective agree-
ment signed in 1943, and introducing such basic amenities as bedding,
a vastly improved victualing scale, and, of course, the eight-hour work-
ing day, was hailed by the seamen as a great victory. This makes it easy
to imagine the situation that existed before, when seamen worked for
twelve hours a day on a diet of rusks and "salado" (a stew), and lower-
deck crews slept all together in the ship's foc'sle. Moreover, the ad-
vanced age of Greek ships in general guaranteed that any free time
would be taken up with constant chipping, wire-brushing, and painting,
which was very rarely rewarded with overtime pay." Needless to say,
work on old ships was also prone to more accidents. In 1929, nine years

"For varied accounts of PNO's activity in Greece, see PNO Library op. cit.,
pp. 41-42 and Stephanatos, op. cit., pp. 81-84. While the "official" PNO history
admits that little was done apart from providing unemployment benefits and
free meals, Stephanatos states that these benefits were gained without support
from the PNO leadership.

58Lemos, op. cit., pp. 441-442.
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after the formation of the Seamen's Federation, only slight improvements
had been introduced, with union activity bearing its first fruit." But
these were quickly nullified, and even reversed, after 1929, when the
Great Depression caused freight rates to drop, and seamen were faced
with unemployment and forced to accept extremely low wages.

For instance, on Greek ships engaged in the wheat trade between
the Soviet Union and Europe in the early thirties, a ship's master was
paid £16 per month, a second mate £8, a cook £6, and an able seaman
£4. An observer has commented that this wage scale "undoubtedly con-
stituted a sacrifice on the part of our seamen, who realized that this was
the only way our shipping could overcome the crisis."'" As we have
seen, the seamen also conducted demonstrations. When the freight mar-
ket recovered in the mid-thirties, wages were gradually improved. But,
judging that these increases did not correspond to the rise in freight
rates and the profits the shipowners were making, the seamen began
demanding further increases in wages. At the same time, the dangers
to shipping from the Spanish Civil War also gave rise to a demand for
a war bonus. Unlike their situation at the beginning of the decade,
when they had to resort to hunger marches, the seamen were now in a
strong bargaining position. They had also acquired a class consciousness,
following their close contacts with the well-organized European unions"—
the British unions in particular—at a time when Europe was witnessing
the solidarity campaign with the Spanish Republicans; but, above all,
it was their recent hardships and awareness of the importance of shipping
at that particular time that crystallized their attitude. Moreover, the threat
to their hard-won gains posed by the Anglo-Greek Shipping Agreement
provoked a fierce resistance which led to the strikes of December 1940.
By that time, the NEE had organized itself sufficiently enough to ap-
pear as an articulate and well-run group which identified itself with
the seamen's demands, thus allowing it to lead the strike and gain the
seamen's confidence.

The manner in which this confidence was retained by the organiza-
tion and, later on, by the OENO, brings us to another important
"mobilization" factor. There are specific problems associated with
trade union organization among seamen. These problems arise from
their isolation for long periods from social and political developments
ashore and from their infrequent contacts with crews on other ships."
Conversely, one could argue that a situation of isolation can bring about
a sense of common condition and also prevent upward or outward

"For the government's maritime policy, see D. G. Papamichalopoulos,
Eleftberios Venizelos and the Greek Merchant Navy (`O 'EAeutlipLoc 13r46Xo6
xoct dpacoptril vctuttXtoc), Athens, 1946.

"Lemos, op. cit., p. 203.
l'iThe Trades Union Congress especially, with which the OENO later had

close relations.
"A. I. E. Korres, The Manpower of the Greek Merchant Navy (T6 `E)..Alvtx6

vounapycmx6 Sovocp.tx6), Athens, 1978, p. 183.
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mobility, with industrial grievances more likely to be expressed in col-
lective action. Another "advantage" of isolation is that the employer is
a remote and impersonal object, more subject to hatred than to respect
and veneration." Above all, there is the problem of the strict hierarchy
among a ship's crew. If we examine the way in which OENO functioned,
we see how it used all the above features of a seaman's life to its ad-
vantage. Isolation from social and political developments was overcome
through regular publication and distribution of their newspaper and other
material, and the presence of OENO offices in all the major ports. The
offices became a meeting place for all Greek crews to discuss political
and other developments. The formation of ship's committees was the
single most important innovation introduced by the NEE. Until then,
the structure of the seamen's union consisted of a separate union for
each profession—what is known as industrial unionism. Each separate
union was represented on the executive of the seamen's federation.
Thus, for example, if the able seamen on board a ship had a particular
grievance, they had to inform the executive of their union in Piraeus,
which then entered into discussions with the Federation or the par-
ticular shipowning firm in Piraeus or London. The forced inactivity of
the PNO during the Metaxas dictatorship, along with the growing de-
mands, led the seamen to spontaneous protest. With suitable guidance
from NEE members, these protests developed into the formation of com-
mittees, especially from 1940 onwards. The most common grievance on
board was the poor food. So, accordingly, the first committees were
formed to petition for an improvement in the diet. Then, other com-
mittees were formed to check that the ship's master did not connive
with the shipchandler in port to buy less than the amount specified for
a long voyage. A committee was also set up to arbitrate on differences
between crew members. It was usually a "mixed" committee consisting
of a lower-deck crewman, an engine room officer, and a bridge officer.
With the presence of several committees on board, it became necessary
to form a coordinating committee which became known as the "ship's
committee." Common participation in the committee system, and the
recognition by all crew members of their effectiveness, helped to break
down any prejudices existing because of hierarchy in the crew structure,
and brought about a sense of common condition. This sense was trans-
lated into a set of concrete demands shared by the whole crew, including
the officers. Thus, the system of industrial unionism was replaced by a
type of "unionism by firm" with three levels: a committee on board each
ship, a committee in each port, and, from 1943 onwards, the OENO
Executive Committee in Carliff. The previously existing "industrial
unions," namely the Union of Lower-deck-Crews, the Masters and Mates'
Union, the Radio Operators' Union, and the Engineers' Union, which
were dominated by the NEE, agreed to the formation of the OENO

"These views were first expressed in 1944 with the Kerr-Siegel "isolation
hypothesis" fully discussed in E. Shorter and C. Tilly, Strikes in France, Cambridge,
1974, pp. 278-289.
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Executive." After the formation of the Executive Committee, the above
unions were retained only in name and their funds were turned over to
OENO. An important feature of the Executive Committee was that there
were two joint secretaries-general: Antonis Ambatielos,' representing
lower-deck crews, and Vassilis Bekakos, an engineer representing the
officers.

Apart from the organizational advantages produced by the com-
mittee system, there were political gains. The physical presence of the
committee made union activity more lively and more meaningful to the
membership. As we saw in the case of the committee aboard the S.S.
Archangelos, the OENO also claimed that the committees brought about
a better atmosphere of cooperation on board ship, making the crew more
efficient. This assertion was not disputed publicly by the government
until after the Lebanon Conference. A well-supported ship's committee,
with its aim to "keep the ships moving," besides supporting the interests
of the crew, was clearly an effective weapon against government and
shipowner policy. Before discussing the political aspects further, we should
also note that the proposition that employer authority was remote and
impersonal, and therefore subject to hatred, does not hold water in the
case of Greek seamen. Most shipowners usually employed crewmen from
their own island or locality, and a seaman would probably have several
relatives who depended on the same owner for employment. The absence
of social security made this dependence even greater. The shipowner
could, therefore, easily adopt the mantle of the benevolent compatriot,
enhanced by his financing of a school or church in the home village.
But the widespread unemployment and the extremely low wages in the
early thirties most surely dealt a blow to this traditional image.

OENO's set of economic demands went hand-in-hand with its radical,
pro-EAMist political line, and it was no secret that the majority of the
Executive was composed of communists or Party sympathizers. This was
the first time that the left had gained over-all control of the seamen's
union. They did so because the growing unrest on board the ships had
become significant in the late thirties, a time when the PNO confined
its activities within Greece, and the only active trade union organization
abroad was the NEE. It is reasonable to suppose that during these
years, and especially during the December 1940 strike, many seamen
saw their interests reflected in, and supported by, the left-wing trade
union activists. We should also bear in mind that left-wing union ac-

"Personal interviews with N. Orphanos and S. Poniros (ex-OENO mem-
bers), October 31, 1980.

'Ambatielos was born in Piraeus in 1914. He joined the Merchant Navy and
became an NEE member in 1938. A founder-member of OENO in 1943, he was
considered the leader of the Federation. Arrested on Christmas Eve 1947, and
charged with aiding the left in the civil war, he was sentenced to death on
November 4, 1948. The sentence was not carried out. At present, he is a member
of the Politburo of the Communist Party of Greece and a parliamentary candidate
for the district of Piraeus.
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tivism was easier in foreign ports, where seamen were beyond the
reach of Metaxist censorship and propaganda. There is also the probability
that not a few seamen were attracted by the Republican cause in Spain
and the Popular Front in France. We should also bear in mind that
many seamen were not unfamiliar with left-wing politics, since a con-
siderable number of them came from areas in Greece with a traditional
electoral support for the Communist Party during the interwar period.
This is borne out by looking at the ten largest ports in which seamen
were registered, and the votes the Communist Party received in the June
1935 general elections.

TABLE III: COMMUNIST PARTY ELECTORAL STRENGTH IN
THE TEN LARGEST GREEK PORTS IN 1935"

Ports	 Percentage of Communist Votes"

1. Piraeus
2. Syros
3. Patras
4. Chios
5. Volos
6. Thessaloniki
7. Mytilini
8. Corfu
9. Chania

10. Alexandroupolis

18.88
0.46
2.6
3.34

20.23 (1933 elections)
12.7

32.29
3.11
3.5
16.3

With the obvious exception of Syros, there is some correlation to
support this hypothesis, which is put here only tentatively. Furthermore,
we should stress that the Federation's political line was identical to that
of EAM: a policy of national liberation and national independence, and
not one of class confrontation. Compared to EAM's policy, the OENO's
attitude was naturally formulated in more overt class terms. The ship-
owners and the government were accused of exploiting the seamen,
obstructing the war effort, and delaying Greece's liberation. There was
a mixture of patriotism, anti-fascism, and class struggle. At the same
time, as EAM grew in stature and popularity, the OENO's image en-
hanced abroad.

We should be careful before drawing any general condusions from
the development of the Greek seamen's movement during the war.
The increased importance of overseas transport, and a general labor

"Sources: Statistical Almanac of Greece (Muccurnxii EICEvripEg Tqc TAM8oc),
Athens, 1936, p. 262; Results of the Parliamentary Elections of June 1, 1935
('A.neycsAaitcmcc 6oaeutLx@v ixXoy6v 11c 'Iouviou 1935), Athens, 1936.

"During these elections, the Liberal Party abstained, so some of its sup-
porters voted for the left.
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shortage, meant that both the Greek and British governments adopted
a restrained attitude towards the OENO, The Federation championed
the cause of the war, and, after all, communist manifestations had to be
treated within the context of the alliance with the Soviet Union. There
was no question of the shipowners intervening openly in opposition to
this attitude. This was prohibited not only legally, but because of their
traditional connections with, and dependency on, the British state." Not-
withstanding this tolerance, however, the development of the seamen's
movement remains spectacular. The effects of the 1929 depression ap-
pear to have been an important turning point in the movement's history.
Other slumps had occurred in the past, to be sure, but by the end of the
decade of the thirties, the seamen emerged with a better understanding
of their social position vis-a-vis the shipowners and the state, and with
a more general awareness both of the economic importance of their pro-
fession and of the circumstances of their exploitation. The demand for
a job, which had previously been their sole petition, was no longer
sufficient. They had placed concrete improvements in their living and
working conditions on the agenda.

But, for all its successes, the movement's misfortune was that its
future was linked with that of EAM and the left during the civil war.
The main factor that had made the government tolerate a left-wing
union—the need for an efficient merchant navy—was no longer an over-
riding consideration. The Greek fleet was by now small enough for the
shipowners and the government to become selective in picking the crews
and effectively banning all radical unionists. Thus the ship's committees
disappeared.

"Indeed, the comments of V. Kremmydas on the way of thinking of the
Greek shipowners in the early nineteenth century remain largely valid for this
period as well. See V. Kremmydas, Introduction to the History of Modern Greek
Society (1700-1821) (Elcsaytarli a'c'v EnTopfot TRIG veoeXilvtx% xotwaviag),
Athens, 1976, pp. 182-183.



Excerpts from The Watch 
by NIKOS KAVADIAS

CHAPTER XII

"Still life with fruit"

"Get any sleep, Sparks? Jeeze, it's hot down there in that hell-blasted
stokehold. I turned the ventilator cowl for you. Why don't you knock
off and get some sleep?"

Tsabournas, the oiler, stands there with his smudged face and half-
naked body and smiles a grimy smile.

The radio officer doesn't answer. He pulls out a drawer and produces
a withered apple. The oiler takes it, bites into it, and stands there,
chewing.

"Don't forget what you promised me some time back," he says,
"any old clothes—anything you don't need no more. My wife fixes
them up for the children. And—and that suit you told me about...."

"Yes, yes. Tomorrow, without fail."
"Want anything? A glass of water, cup of coffee?"
"No, thanks."
The oiler wipes his brow with his sweat rag and leaves.
Yes, now that you mention it, there is a funny smell, like a sewer.

I don't feel well. I think I can't see. There's someone outside. Five
knocks. Remember the five voyages to Australia. I wish I could dis-
tinguish one from the other. The first—yes, the girl with the goiter.
The second—no, wait, yes, I remember—we sailed four hours in the
Gulf of Aden through a sea shimmering with phosphorescence. Aden,
what a fucking place that is with its treacherous reefs. Nothing scares
me more than that black rock—where long-lost Cephalonian boys still
play hide-and-seek among the undersea caves of its dark, sepulchral
bottom.

Where did you go, child of Paris, to atone for your crime? Steamer
Point. The aquarium with the live mermaids—and no water. And that
obscene island at the entrance to the port, with the Lazaretto. Three
reed huts, anointed with whitewash.

I wish I could drive her out of my mind—that Scottish nun with
the ruddy cheeks, still young and working there in memory of a man
called Cyril.

I want to see Port Said again. The Canal Company office, Simon
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Arzt's store, the flamboyants. To see the northbound freighters at anchor
with their blond, half-naked crews, their shoulders red with sunburn
sores, leaning against the rail—happy to be on their way home once
more.

Will I ever go back? It's not the same Port Said you see on the
southbound trip. All you have to look forward to then is prickly heat
powder, epsom salts, and quinine. Bloody quinine and lemons that'll
rot halfway down the Red Sea. Crabs that taste of mud.

Is this the last woman I shall ever sleep with ? How many others
have experienced the same dread. Countless. I am not alone in my fear.
But they won't admit it, although I can see it in their eyes. You're
barking up the wrong tree if you think a sailor'll open up his heart to
you. It's bad luck to tell the truth. Oh, we're honest with ourselves
once in a while—but only with ourselves, and even then it scares us.

We're not afraid of the sea. We command it, and it has its way
with us. Nobody can handle it like us Greeks. Greeks from the Bosporus,
from Marmara and from the Black Sea. Islanders with leathery, weather-
beaten faces and scarred hands—always grumbling, always bitching, al-
ways complaining—yes, it's you I mean—with your splices and reef knots,
fisherman's bends and bowlines.

Give them a new ship and they've mastered it in one watch. By the
second, they've changed everything round and improved on the makers'
patents. Throw them in the blazing heat of the tropics—and you'll find
them bareheaded. Put them in uncharted waters or the trickiest channel—
throw the pilot overboard and to hell with the tugs!

"Always sleep with your door on the hook," an old bosun from
Spetses once told me. "If there's an explosion or a collision, or if,
maybe, you run aground, a closed door's sure to jam."

I laughed and he raised his hand, palm outwards and fingers extended
in a faskelo.*

"Take that, you little s.o.b.," he rumbled, "you're not scared be-
cause you haven't looked at your ass-hole yet."

He died in Piraeus, in an old folks' home, watching the dusty
pepper trees from his window. Yes, he died—and so shall I When,
though ? Not tonight.

We're dose to the shore. I can smell it in the air.
I guess I've got more voyages ahead of me—and ports. It can't be

otherwise. Women. The alleys of San Lorenzo, in Genoa; the Rue
Bouterie that now lives only through the pencil of Dignimont and in
my mind. Narrow streets in China with open doorways reeking of opium
and garlic. Bombay, with iron cages full of black women smelling like
bulls. Algiers, and the steps of the Casbah—a pistol shot in the dark.
Rio—wherever you like—so long as there's a red light over the cross-
roads.

Stand under the light as you did then. Your make-up laid on with

*faskelo, a Greek gesture of contempt.
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a spatula—a painting by James Ensor. Block my path. If I pull aside
the curtain of your face, I won't find anything behind it. I don't want
to, because I know.

"Tu viens, chin?" A cigarette? Take one. You can flick the tip
of your tongue in and out as much as you like, but I'm not coming with
you. I don't want to climb that spiral staircase again.

I know it so well, that staircase. I can show you the missing step
and tell you which of the walls is ready to collapse. The bed with the
broken leg. The wet towel hanging from a nail. The overflowing basin
filled with potassium permanganate, richly purple—a color that Titian
might have envied. The crooked print on the wall entitled Brave Timoclea
Facing the Macedonian.

Then I know exactly how you'll take your shoes off, levering the
left one off with the right without bending, and after that I shall lie
on the bed behind my newspaper, listening to the unholy racket of the
portable bidet between your legs.

No, I'm not coming up. Perhaps I would if I thought I'd find
what I've been looking for all these years.

Stand outside the door. I'll pay you to stand there without moving,
silent, not breathing—an idol for me to worship.

Don't move! Just step aside a little to let that cripple go by, walk-
ing on his hands and with arms that remind me of Karsavina's legs.

What did you say? You're frightened of Riccardo? You're hungry?
It's a lie. Symbols aren't frightened of anything—they frighten others
and they're never hungry.

You smell of fish—like a dead man I saw once in the Kalama River
during the Albanian war.

Take you with me? You don't know what you're saying. You're
always with me, morning, noon, and at night when I'm asleep—on
watch and off watch. You're my dowry, that's what you are—you and
the whole of this street, all the streets, and the fishmarket as well, and
this human heap whose head is where his ass should be—and this dark
cathedral where no services are held. Giorgone di Castelfranco—I who
undressed your models for you. The dwarf from Calabria—give me the
green—where's that tube—clean the brushes—Sandro Dado. We walked
together in Firenze before they murdered you. Georges Pierre Seurat.
The three overgrown children of the palette.

For twenty years I sought the secret of Cezanne—morning, noon,
and evening. At Aix, at Vallons de Laurier, at Estaque. No, don't laugh.
If you dare, I'll hit you on the head with this pair of pliers.

I found his secret at Kifisia one night, at midnight, on the way to
Strofili. I grasped the essence of his matter.

You laugh? I don't give a damn—gold dust on Magellan's beard.
You read the cards and tell fortunes—interpret dreams. But do you

know where the next gun flash will come from? The gleam of a knife
or a lasso come snaking round your legs? Legs—legs again. Ah!
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Marinella's legs in the sidestreet called Juge du Palais—in the brothel
quarter.

You could see a bit of the Vieux Port and the hill of Notre Dame
de la Garde. You were being taken there for your first communion.
The "girls" ran out half-dressed from the Coutellerie, from St. Victoret,
and from the sidestreets all around to admire you. It was a winter's
noon. One of them straightened your hat, another your veil—Mimi fixed
your ribbons. I remember your thin, spindly legs.

I saw them again in the same street, stained and scarred by shame-
ful experience, hanging from the back of the police van they threw
you in after you'd been killed by Anatole—Anatole, the punch-drunk
pug with the sideburns.

Marinella, women have four legs! What, am I counting my own as
well? No, I guess women don't have—don't have legs.

You're delirious—you're sick—and afraid, No. Sick people don't have
scars, they just hurt. I've seen sick people. I've stayed awake all night
outside leprosaria in the South Seas and faced-off fields full of cholera
victims. Epidemic centers.

Tell me about those who saw the mark for the first time between
their eyes when they looked in a mirror—the white sores on their palates,
the red spots on their chests.

Enough! Open your eyes. When they're closed, you can only look
inside yourself—and that's bad. When they're open, you can look around
and see things—up to a point and no further.

That port in Chile where we loaded nitrates. The ice cream cart and
the old woman with the worn, dusty shoes—telling a story that had no
end.

No, leave it for some other time. Just don't think about it and throw
that accursed bottle out of the porthole—it's full of sins and memories.

And so, the little girl was holding onto the woman's skirt with
one hand and an ice cream cone with the other. It was a sky-blue happy
day.

Consuela. Look into my eyes—no, you can't, not with those two red
empty sockets. But tell me, where does that bright, shining happiness
in your face spring from?

Hey! You with the cart. I'll buy all your ice cream, and the cart,
and you too—the whole square, the town itself, and all the nitrates—the
whole world beyond the sea, and I'll set them at your feet like an of-
fering—a toy for you to play with.

I wonder if she knows what colors look like—if she ever gazed on
them before she went blind. What a pity it would be.

"Show them to her."
But she can't see—who spoke then?
"Give her your eyes so she can see with them. You can only give

what is yours to give—as far as your eye can reach, as much as your
hand can stroke, as far as you can hear. The rest is inconsequential, and
beyond your control. Can you hear me ?"
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Yes. I'd die if she asked me to—at her feet.
"I said give her only your eyes."
But—the devil take it! I'm hearing things. This is worse than getting

a fix. If only somebody would come and throw a bucket of water over
my head. If only a wave would break over the ship and wet me through.

And the sound of that cricket. I wish it would stop. It's like an
electric drill tearing through the steel plates of my skull.

Where the hell did he come from? I've searched every corner of
the radio shack, the deckhead, the bookshelf, every nook and cranny.

Did he come on board with the ship's stores, hiding in the fresh
vegetables somewhere, with the scorpions, at Colombo?

We killed the scorpions, I guess—but this invisible monster I cannot
find and catch. Yet, I feel it near me, inside of me.

At first, I thought it was fun. He reminded me of a summer night—
the smell of haystacks, thyme, oregano, cut grass, and stables.

That was the first day. Now I feel it's driving me crazy.
Idiot! How can you go crazy when you were born that way.
Ah! There she is—that poor crazy girl by the ruins of the Vieux

Port—Lily!
The war had just ended. Marseilles. All the right side of the city,

from the Town Hall to the castle of St. Jean, had been laid waste by
the German artillery.

A few cocottes were sitting cross-kneed at the cafes along the
Canebi&e. They were all new, and they looked very much like their
mothers. I realized how old I'd grown.

As soon as it was dark, I slipped like a thief into the Coutellerie.
Three hundred yards further, the ruins began.

I found Penglis. He wore the same beret as before the war. He
sold drinks in a hole-in-the-wall.

"Where are the girls?" I asked.
"You won't find any here," he said. "They loaded them onto carts

and made soap out of them in Germany. Anybody who washed himself
with that soap must've been a lucky bastard. None was left."

"None at all?"
He wiped the bar counter with a cloth.
"One only, and it would've been better for her if they'd taken her

too."
"Who was it?"
<Lily:,

"Where can I find her? Tell me."
"When it gets good and dark, go by the Town Hall arcade, and

walk through the ruins beyond. There's no danger. Nobody sets foot
there. You'll find her rummaging among the broken stones."

"Why does she do that?"
"What questions you ask. Because she's crazy, I tell you. Now leave

me alone 'cause I've got customers to tend to."
A bunch of Algerians had just entered the joint.
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"Come and have lunch with me tomorrow. You haven't changed a
bit, you're the same s.o.b. I knew before the war. Run along now and
mind she doesn't bite you."

CHAPTER XIII

Chagall: Cimetiere

I stumbled over the ruins, walked in mud, slipped and fell a couple
of times. Every now and then I stopped and looked around. If only
the stones could speak. How much energy had been drained by this soil
since the Phoceans first set foot on it.

Suddenly, I saw the lights go on, as they had done then. The bridge
over the Vieux Port came down. Doors opened and closed. I heard
scratchy records playing the songs of 1929, and the smell of cheap eau
de cologne wafted to my nostrils. I heard the rustle of bead curtains in
the beer parlors.

It was on an evening like this, before the war, that I saw the
Argonaut's apprentice—a sixteen-year-old boy—wearing his cap at a jaunty
angle and clutching his money tightly in his hand in case he lost it.

A woman tugged gently at his sleeve and took him up to her room.
"Put your money on the table there," she said to him, "and you

can give me a franc afterwards if you want to."
He doesn't remember her name. All he can recall is that he tore his

foreskin. She was more upset about it than he was. She did all she
could to stop the bleeding. Then she went with him to the corner of
the road.

"Drink a couple of pastis," she said, "and you'll feel better. It could
happen to anybody."

I opened my eyes and saw the ruins. Once more I stumbled on some-
thing, but it wasn't a stone this time.

"Qu'est-ce que to veux?"
"TOY."

"lea-t-en!"
"Lily."
"Laisse mai tranquille!"
"Cinnamon!" We Greeks used to call her that after the color of her

hair. Her legs were the snowiest, purest white I have ever seen.
She made to go, and I caught her arm. She began shouting:
"Police! Police !" I let her go.
"I saw Prospere," I shouted after her, "in Noumea."
She stopped. Her eyes widened and her hands gestured pleadingly.

She came back.
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"Tell me quickly, where is he?"
"Still in New Caledonia. He's served his time, and he's not in the

penal settlement any more. He runs a small store now, and he keeps
asking about you. He asked me to come and find you."

"Is he married?" she asked with a tremor in her voice.
"No. He's coming back, I guess, soon's they give him permission.

Tell me, Lily, how did all this happen—all these ruins?"
"Has he suffered, has he aged ?"
"He's just as you knew him."
"Have the chains scarred his wrists? Do they hurt?"
I recalled the beatings he'd given her with the ham-fists at the ends

of those wrists she was worrying about—the money he'd taken from
her—the hair on her head he'd torn out by the roots.

"Does he have all his teeth, his hair?"
"He's strong and healthy as an ox, I tell you."
"I don't believe you. Did he give you anything for me?"
I opened my shirt and unpinned a small medallion of the Holy

Virgin from my undershirt. I had sold the gold chain during the oc-
cupation in Greece.

I gave her the medallion, and she pressed it against her lips.
When I saw that, I stopped feeling like a heel at the lies I'd been

feeding her.
She sat down on a stone, and I did the same. Her legs seemed to

glow in the dark. We didn't speak for a long time.
Then she said:
"Veux-tu faire P amour avec moi?"
"I want to ask you something, Lily."
"What?"
"How did it happen—the ruins."
"Well, I was in bed with a negro that night. We were woken by

the loudspeaker-trucks. We were told to take a day's supply of bread
with us and come out in the streets.

"There was a machine-gun on every corner. I guess there must have
been about four thousand of us. What a mess!

"Women came out uncombed, unwashed, stunned with fear and
pushing their way through the fags and the gigolos.

"Two Spanish terrorists who'd been hiding in there blew their brains
out rather'n fall into the hands of the Gestapo. One of your kind—a
Greek—did the same. I saw the oldest madam in the place—Madame
Melanie—throwing her jewels and valuables out of a third-floor window
and tumbling out after them.

"Then, until dark, they began selecting us—some for the camp at
Baumet, others for Frejus—still more for shooting on the spot.

"When the whole quarter was empty, they began shelling it. They
spared that block over there because there were one or two old mansions
of historical interest in it. They spared the belfry too, and the Chateau
du Roi Rene.
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"Oh, it wasn't those bastards' fault, I guess. It was our people who
put them up to it. They're the ones to blame."

"And the women?"
"They scattered them among the canteens and army camps, I guess.

Others just died of hardship. None of them came back."
"And Katina. What became of her?"
She looked startled. Then she said:
"Bon soft, Niko."
"Tell me about Katina, Lily. You know, I'm going back to Noumea

one of these days."
Her voice became hard.
"Why do you ask me about her? It wasn't my fault."
I gave her a cigarette. She hadn't smoked in a long while. Then I

took her hand in mine and stroked it. She began crying. I pleaded with
her, and she softened.

"Katina," she began, "yes, Katina. You loved her, I remember. She
owned that wine shop near here during the war. I used to work in it
with her.

"She was hiding some Greeks from the Germans. I had a German
boy friend at the time. Any secrets I could glean from him I would pass
on to her.

"One night, after we'd closed shop, I made to leave by the back
door. She stopped me. She locked the door and pulled me into the
kitchen. She was drunk, I guess. She looked like a demon with her black
eyes and hair—I don't blame you for loving her—and she grabbed me by
the hair and threw me down on the stone floor.

"Then she caught hold of a meat cleaver and began brandishing it
over my head. Madonna ?ilia! I've never been so scared in my life.

"She lifted me up with one hand and slapped me against the wall.
" 'Let's have it out like women, damn you,' she shouted, 'not like

the filthy little stoolpigeon you are !'
" 'Let me go, for Christ's sake,' I said, 'what's come over you all of

a sudden? What have I done ?'
" 'Don't try and kid me,' she said, 'they got Mathio this morning—

grabbed him soon's he came out of this door. You gave him away and
don't try to deny it ! I'm going to slit your throat like a sheep and throw
you into the sewers, you ...! '

"She was interrupted by the knock of a pistol butt on the door. We
smoothed our hair, and she opened up. It was Hans, my German boy
friend. He took me by the arm, and we left.

"Next day, they arrested her. She passed close to me—handcuffed-
and she spat in my face. N-Nikola ..." she faltered, and her voice sank
to a hoarse whisper that seemed to come from an abyss—a yawning
abyss at our feet.

"N-Nikola," she stooped and picked up a stone from the ground
which she brought to her lips. "I swear to you, Nikola, on these stones
where I first saw the light of day, where I lost my maidenhood and
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where I shall die—I swear I didn't betray Katina. On Prospêre's life, I
swear. Believe me, Niko, it must have been somebody else !"

A light drizzle began to fall. I rose. She had lowered her head on
her knees. I trid to help her up.

"No," she said, "I shall stay here. When shall I see you again?"
"Why, in a few months' time, when I get back. Where can I find

you?"
"Right here, on this stone. There. Mark it. It's in a straight line with

the belfry. This is where the Rue de la Prison used to be—remember?
Right here, where I'm sitting—it's the threshold of Prospere's place,
where he cut down three men with his razor one night. 'Twasn't his
fault, though. They were asking for it.

"Tell him I'm waiting for him, will you ?—right here. Bon voyage,
Niko—I'll be expecting you."

I went to Marseilles many times after that, but I didn't try to find
her.

They had begun to build on the ruins—digging and laying new
foundations. They even discovered an ancient temple dedicated to Apollo.

The place became a bedlam of excavators, concrete blocks, steel
frames, and cement mixers.

One day, the builders found a woman's body when they came to
the bottom of a limepit—a woman whose legs had been whiter in life
than the lime that shrouded them in death.

* * *
Women. All kinds. Fourteen-year-olds and those among them who'll

one day turn into the worst kind of whore—and those who'll roll in
filthy sheets, in the streets, in the parks, and under bridges. And those
you'll find in the stand-up brothels with a strap running from their
knee to their shoulder—in the churches, in the Calvaires. And those who
haven't rolled and are no longer fourteen, who'll never lie with a man,
never think of adultery, of guile, of betrayal—who'll never stain them-
selves ever. They're the blessed ones—saints, the lot of them.

Anthea—you must be a saint by now.
Have you noticed that man I mentioned one evening—a short, ill-

clothed, middle-aged man who sits at the corner selling roasted chick
peas and never taking his eyes off your window, day or night?

"Yes, for more than a year. What can he desire?"
Your charms. Call him up to your room some evening.
"You're out of your mind. What does he want of me?"
Your valor.
"Don't be vulgar. I've never gone with a man I didn't like. He

probably stinks, anyway."
So much the better.
I half-expected her to get mad at me. I saw her face darken and

she became speculative. I regretted having said that.
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I never saw that man again. He got lost. I never went to her again,
either.

That's the way it is, Anthea—you can't fight it. And then we call
brave those who aren't afraid to die.

* * *

If only I could find, they say, a woman christened with fish oil.
Her bottom painted with antifouling and her seams caulked with tar—
with brine for saliva, seaweed for hair, and tentacles for arms. Liquid
eyes and legs . . . no, no legs. Just like the creature I saw in a tank at the
Aquarium at—no, nowhere. Only in my dreams. Her name would be
Marina, and she'd speak the language of the fishes.

The engines have stopped. A heap of oily metal parts. 'What if we
collided, or ran aground?

Do we run these ships or do they take us where they will? Just a
collection of steel plates artfully riveted or welded together.

Some ships have masculine names—yet they act like a woman. Others
have feminine names—yet they're masculine.

Others hate you from the very moment you step on board. They
seem to hound you, to push you, to make you stumble over pipes and
in the scuppers. Then there's ships that take an instant liking to you, and
you become part of them, just like another bolt or rivet in their sides.

A World War I vintage Standard-type freighter—a junk heap, that's
all. If only I could put something aside and tell 'em all to go stuff
themselves—retire and keep as far away from the waterfront as I can—
forget about it.

Yet, who's ever looked on a gaping wound more frightful than the
rust on a ship's side, or the red primer showing through the sea-battered
top coating. Who's ever heard a hmnon cry more anguished than a ship's
siren in fog—or the sound of it in a gale, with no hand on the lanyard,
groaning alone as it marries the wind.

Two eyes. One green like a sapphire, and the other red like a ruby.
They call them running lights—but they're eyes. We don't run ships—
they take us where they will.

CHAPTER XIV

Unknown: Self-portrait

I'm seasick. Just as I used to be in my youth. It's the damnedest thing!
Vomit, bile—leaves you like a rag doll. All you can think of is signing
off the ship at the first port. Then, when you get there, you forget
all 'bout it and off you go again. You start gettin' used to it—at least,
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you think you do. The rolling doesn't bother you any more—it's the
pitching that gets you down. Now you've got to get used to it when
she rolls and pitches at the same time. Then when you're through with
one ship and you sign on another—you have to start from the beginning
again, 'cause every ship's got its own peculiar ways. Freighter-men al-
ways get sick on the packets. It's the damnedest thing! The cure? Dry
land, that's all. You never get seasick if you're deaf or if you've lost
your sense of taste—or if you're a nut.

I remember a hick once on his first sea voyage—from Volos to Kavala.
A sleety north wind had brought the water round Cassandra to a

boil. Everybody on the ship was flat on his back.
The rube opened a bundle, pulled out a roast chicken, and began

tucking in heartily.
"Don't you feel seasick, Mac?" I asked him.
"What's that?"
"Don't you feel your stomach heave up when the ship rolls?"
"No. It's Ile riding a mule, I guess," he said with a shrug.
I laid a bet with the purser I'd make the old boy seasick. The worse

she rolled, the more he ate.
"Tell me, Mac, which of us is moving, the ship or that mountain

there on the horizon?"
He sat there for quite a while, looking out at the mountain and the

heaving sea. Then he threw up.

* * *

"You're not so hot!"
Who said that? I'm frightened. It's a voice I know—a voice that's

familiar—but it doesn't belong to any of my shipmates. Who is it?
"So, you who can make passengers feel seasick, you, who've been at

sea these past twenty years and who've crossed the line twenty times,
both ways—tell me, which side do you sleep on?"

Half the night on my right side and the other half on my left.
"And in a storm?"
On my back.
"All right. You'll pass. Now tell me the story of Marie Laure."
Who are you? I can't see ...
"Never mind. Tell me."
Let me sit down.
"No, stay where you are, and don't lean on me because you'll soil

me. Go on."
Marie Laure—I don't recall. Get out of my way will you? I want

to get out of here, I'm sleepy I guess.
"You've got twelve whole days in port to sleep through—if you can.

Go on."
Not tonight.
"I'm waiting."
I don't recall.
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Then two stable boys dragged in a thin Nile donkey, conceived in
August,* and left it standing in the middle of the arena.

A young woman jumped gracefully over the railing and approached
the animal. She wore a black kimono embroidered with red birds—open
from top to bottom. I can't go on. Come again tomorrow and I'll tell
you the rest.

"Go on, you filthy bastard."
Marie Laure stood facing the tame beast and stroked its head.

The tourists, dried-up old ladies, watched every detail carefully
through their rimless spectacles. The girl with the freckles covered her
face with her hands and ran shrieking out of the stable. The two
sailors laughed.

"Hawaga!" an Arab called out to me. "Don't throw your cigarette
on the ground. You'll set fire to the straw!"

A bell tinkled gently, and the show was over.
"Hassan, follow that gharry. Don't lose sight of it, and I'll double

your backsheesh."
Hassan cracked his whip. We raced through the alleys and passed

through Guineneh. The women waggled their bellies at us, shouting
"Wahad shilling." We saw the lights of Ramleh Station, and then we
stopped outside a joint on the Corniche.

I paid Hassan off but he refused to go.
"The effendi is sick. No, I don't care about money. I shall wait for

you until morning."
She was sitting on a bar stool with her back turned to me. In

thirty minutes she downed five whiskies straight. I did the same. Then
I made a sign to the waiter. He shook his head.

"Wait till I knock off and I'll take you somewhere better," he said.
"I want this one," I insisted.
"Listen, Mac. Don't she make you sick?"
I shrugged.
"You take my message to her if you want to," I said, "if not ..."
"Okay, wait," he said.
He brought her outside to my gharry. We went to her room by the

Sporting Club.
When we faced each other, I recited a verse in French she had once

told me always filled her with revulsion:
ai une pitie immense pour les coutures de son venire."

"Marie Laure, remember the pistol shot at Bandol?"
I saw her eyes open wide. Aquamarine. As wide as the deep sea,

and I felt like throwing myself in them to drown.
I found Hassan waiting outside.

*Donkeys conceived in August are believed to have smaller genital organs than
usual.
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"Yes, Hassan, the ship."
I learned later that two months afterwards she was found hanging

from her garter in a cheap hotel at Bandol.
"Why didn't you hang yourself ?"
Me? I hung myself from a rotten beam that night in the stable.

They still haven't cut me down.
"You're a murderer."
No. That's another story.
"You make me sick. I'm off. You stink to high heaven."
No. You'll have to stay now until I tell you to go. I have another

story to tell. It's a story without love, without meaning, without reason.
I want to see you throw up now, with a calm sea outside.

"Nothing doing. I feel sorry for you. I'm off."
Do what the devil you like. Whether you go or stay, me, I'm going

to get it off my chest.
* * *

The Kafar was a three-hundred-tonner. We used to load in Marseilles
and ply the coast of North Africa. We'd slip through the Straits of
Gibraltar and go as far as Casablanca.

What a tub she was! If she'd been a year younger, she'd have been
fitted with paddle wheels. Hadn't drydocked for years and never been
fumigated. The rats used to chirp like canaries at night. Large as cats,
they were.

They gnawed at the nose of an Algerian fireman one night as he
lay sleeping and left him marked for life. They did the same to the
ear of a Frenchman and the balls of a Maltese.

D'you know how they do it? Gently, very gently, and you don't
feel a thing. We sent a cat after them in the hold once. Never saw it
again.

You slept with a gun under your pillow on the Kafar—not for the
rats but your shipmates. The food? Gruel and ship's biscuit. But we
earned good money, I guess. We were loaded with it.

About every two months, we'd put into Marseilles and stay there
for a week. I had a girl friend called Gaby, and I spent my money on
her. She lived in an attic in the alleys below the Accoules.

She was a pretty girl, and lascivious, too—from the top of her head
to the tips of her toes. She was also a liar and a thief.

One night—we were sailing for Algiers at dawn—she woke me two
hours before four o'clock, the time I'd asked her to call me.

She began yacketing away about the different things she wanted me
to buy for her. Bring me this and bring me that, write it down, don't
forget.

Then she saw me off at the top of the landing, holding a candle
to light the way, as the house had not been wired for electricity.

I had hardly gone down four or five steps when she dosed the
door and left me in the dark. I searched my pockets for a match but
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couldn't find one. I wondered whether to go back up and ask for one
or make my way down in the dark. Then, feeling the wall, I made my
way down carefully. There was a deathly silence and a musty smell in
the stairwell. My eyes began getting used to the dark.

Next thing I knew, three pistol shots whistled past my head from
above and two more came from below. Somebody fell on my shoulders,
put his arms round me for support, then collapsed at my feet, and
rolled down the stairs.

A door opened and somebody came out at a run.
I flattened myself against another door and my hands felt the cold

knob. I turned it carefully and silently and took two steps backward.
I was in the room now and I closed the door again. I ran my hands

down my suit. It was wet and sticky in several places. I brought my
fingers to my nose and smelt them.

There was an odor of medicine in the room. I coughed nervously
and cursed myself inwardly for not being able to keep quiet. Then I
heard a soft whistling sound. It came and went regularly like an
asthmatic wheeze. Then it stopped and a light shone full in my face.

The beam of the flashlight made a small circle and stopped a little
to my right. I saw a soft white hand, seemingly suspended in mid-air,
beckoning to me.

"Please lower the light and I'll come," I whispered.
There was a sound like the hiss of a cobra in reply.
The light was lowered and I made my way to the bed. The covers

opened and I lay down, fully clothed, beside a warm female body. I
searched my pockets for a cigarette but I felt a hand stopping me.

Then all hell broke loose in the street below. Motorcycles, police
whistles, barked commands. The commotion made its way up the stairs
and drew nearer and nearer.

The hand pulled the covers over my head, and a warm, human
smell wafted comfortingly over me. There's nothing like a woman's
body to drive away fear. It gives you a feeling of protection and as-
surance. Whether you're lying beside it or on top of it, it makes you forget
that one day you will die. The hand stroked my brow.

The door burst open.
"Permettez, police," a voice said.
How many they were or how long they stayed I couldn't tell. All

I could hear was their heavy tread. They opened the wardrobe and
looked under the bed.

As they prepared to leave, one of them said:
"Excusez-nous mon enfant," and as the door was closing I heard him

mutter: "Pauvre Calamiti!"
Then I heard them on the floor above. A stream of invective from

Gaby.
I uncovered my head and started looking for my Gauloises. She

stopped me again, as if reproaching me. I felt her soft hand stroking me,
but didn't let me kiss her when I tried.
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And all the time we were making love I could hear that maddening
whistling sound—regular and continuous, making my hair stand on end.

I managed to kiss her at last, but it was an empty kiss with some-
thing vital lacking in it. Something that slipped out of it and went
somewhere else.

All was quiet again, in the house and in the street.
What time was it? How long had I been in there? The Kafar was

due to sail. Hold on a minute, just a second. I'll find that damned
whistle and then I'll get up and go.

I stroked her thin face. She had a small nose, thin lips, and a tiny
chin. Her neck—my fingers stopped on something smooth, cold, and
metallic, like a ring. I closed my thumb over it. I felt her struggle and
squirm, and I pressed down harder.

The Kafar was due to sail. I got up and, bending over, I kissed
her brow. It was cold.

I went down the spiral staircase without thinking at all. Murder .. .
police .. . fairy tales. I only rubbed my thumb softly with my fore-
finger.

The street was deserted. I picked up a glowing stub from the gutter
and lit a cigarette. I heard a clock striking six.

I threaded my way through the alleys without hurrying. A woman
I had seen twelve hours before, standing in the same place, was still
dressed up in all her finery, made-up to kill and looking hungry.

She stared at me dully, too weary to give me the glad-eye.
At the next corner, a window opened above, and somebody emptied

a basin of dirty water over my head.
The Vieux Port at last with the abbey of St. Victor opposite. I had

come out on the left side of the bridge. A man dressed in overalls
passed me at a run. He dropped something shiny and, turning by the
Fort of St. Jean, he stopped on the mole.

Opposite, across the water, came the blare of the Legion bugle,
sounding reveille. The man in the overalls dived into the water. Ten
strokes would get him to the other side. The barracks gate would re-
main open for five minutes longer. He had twelve feet to go, would
he make it?

Then I decided to jump in, too. The Legion was as good a refuge
as any. Then a police launch cut across his path.

I turned back and, as I climbed out of the water, I heard a coarse
laugh in my ears, stinking of hunger and stale tobacco.

I ran without looking back. The smoking funnel of the Kafar came
in sight. Three hundred yards, fifty, twenty. I barely made it to the
gangway as it was being hauled in.

Miguel, the bosun, gave me a push, and I fell sprawling on a coil
of mooring line. Somebody threw a bucket of cold water over my head.
Then I felt as if I were drowning in the Hudson River at dawn, floating
among the used condoms.
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CHAPTER XV

"Fear follows crime and is its punishment"
Voltaire

When I came to, we had passed the islet of Planier. The captain
called me to the bridge and showered me with oaths for being late on
board.

I never made a worst voyage. We put in at Algiers, Tenes,
Mostaganem, Oran, Tangier, Rabat, and Casablanca. I didn't go ashore
at any of these ports and I did my shopping from the bumboats. At all
of them, I half-expected the police to come on board and arrest me. I
was scared stiff for no reason. At Tangier I almost decided to jump
ship. At the very last minute I changed my mind.

On a spring noon, we saw the halo of Notre Dame de la Garde
again, breaking through the haze.

Should I climb the north side of the hill barefooted and worship
you? Will you save me from injustice?

We were granted free pratique as usual, and at five, one by one,
the crew went ashore in their Sunday best.

I sat outside the galley, thinking. Nobody had come to arrest me.
Were they waiting to slip the handcuffs on me as soon as I set foot
on shore? Should I go ashore or not?

The cook, an Algerian soak and a hop-head who used to go to the
steward every day with an empty bottle to ask for wine for the
estouffade—we never got anything like that to eat on the Kafar—came
out on deck wiping his pock-marked face with his dirty apron. He
looked at me speculatively and said:

"Greekie, I don't like the looks of you. Why don't you go ashore?
You must've pulled some dirty deal, I guess."

He blew his nose with his fingers and wiped them on the bulkhead.
Then he rolled a reefer, lit it, and inhaled deeply.

He gave it to me, saying:
"Here, take a puff. You've never tasted a better one. Cooked it up

a minute ago."
I drew on it deeply and greedily, and then another.
He plucked it out of my mouth with an oath.
"Not so fast, you Casbah creep!"
Just then, the old man came up to us. He was a middle-aged Corsican

and a fine seaman. I always used to wonder what kept him on that tub.
"Look here, fellers," he said, "you'd better come round to me tomor-

row morning and get paid off. The ship's being laid up and everybody's
being signed off. You're not a bad crowd, I guess—devil's spawn, the
lot of you, but you do your jobs, after a fashion. If you hear the ship's
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being made ready to sail again, come and find me at the Cafe
Samaritain."

It was still light. Early evening's the best time of day in Marseilles.
I decided to go ashore.

Dressed as I was in my dirty overalls, I jumped to the dock, and
made my way nonchalantly to the dock gate.

I stopped by the customs man, who had made no sign to me to
halt, and offered him a cigarette. Then I chatted with him for a few
minutes.

I had nothing to hide except about thirty yards of silk wrapped
round my waist and five pounds of junk tucked away inside that. This
was besides my share of what we would get for the stuff we'd rifled
from the ship's holds.

I climbed the steps of the cathedral and looked down at the customs
man smoking peacefully below.

What if he'd caught me? Bah! Tomorrow I'd be on the beach.
What the hell! I'd made enough to keep me going for a couple of
months.

When I reached the Place de Lanche, it was dark. Children were
still playing in the square. A little girl was standing on one side, crying.
I gave her a bar of chocolate. I was little more than a child myself. The
girl took it, looked at it, then threw it in the mud, and cried louder
than before.

A shabbily dressed woman grabbed the child by the arm, turned it
over her knee, and spanked it. Then she turned to me and gave me a
scolding.

This was a bad sign. Neither children nor grownups would have
anything to do with me.

I found a mirror in a shop window and looked at myself in it. I
hardly recognized the face that stared back at me. It was haggard and
drawn by fear and exhaustion. My ears were pointed like a devil's
horns; my eyes were sunken, with dark rings around them; my lips
were puffed and bleeding where dry cigarette paper had pulled the skin
off. I wore a cloth cap and dungarees that had once been dark blue. No
wonder the woman took me for a bum.

* * *
The Rue de la Loge was in all its glory. The girls were out on the

lookout for clients, but none of them gave me the glad-eye.
I went into the Chinaman's store, and passed straight through to his

office in the back. We haggled for a while and then sealed a bargain
with a handshake. I turned over the junk, and he filled my pockets with
cash.

Now for Gaby. But how the devil was I going to climb that stair-
case again? I remembered my sticky hands and that whistling noise. I
rubbed my thumb with my forefinger.
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Almost in a trance, I reached the house and flopped wearily into a
chair in the café opposite the entrance.

I wasn't hungry for food or women. I just wanted to find out—
to release the coil of fear that was bound tightly around my insides.

Titin, the waiter, brought me a yellow anisette I hadn't ordered. I
was almost suffocated by the smell of his feet.

I kept my eyes glued on the entrance to Gaby's house. The narrow
street was alive with people. Any moment now she would come out
and begin walking it—unless she'd joined a "house" or stopped work-
ing, or died, maybe.

If she doesn't come out in five minutes I must go and find out.
An Indochinese came out, buttoning his trousers. He was followed

by an aging cocotte and then by a fairy who stopped to smooth his
hair. Then a dwarf, an old woman, and a sailor.

A woman picked up my anisette, took a sip, and asked coyly:
"Shall I join you?"
"No."
"Oh, don't be a sorehead. Waiting for somebody?"
"Yes, d'you know Gaby?"
She chuckled.
"There's a Gaby on every street corner, mon enfant. I'm called Gaby,

too. Alors, to viens?"
I gave her a franc and sent her away. A clock struck nine. Nobody

was paying the slightest attention to me—yet I felt everybody was look-
ing at me and whispering behind my back.

I got up and I felt like a tightrope walker who'd lost his sense of
balance. I was only six yards from the door, but I was gripped by the
same fear I always feel when I have to walk a narrow plank such as
fishing boats use for gangways.

Finally, I crossed the street. I hesitated again before the entrance.
Somebody hurried by and pushed me through. I climbed the stairs to
the first floor, then the second and the third. I was inches away from
the fateful doorknob.

The door opened and somebody came out. I almost expected him
to fall on me and collapse in a heap. But all he did was go down the
stairs, two by two, humming a tune.

I trudged up to Gaby's door and knocked on it. She came out, wear-
ing nothing but black stockings.

"Niko, chári," she cried in delight. "Come back in fifteen minutes,
will you? I have a client. What did you bring me?"

"A ring."
"Give it to me, and off with you now."
I waited outside the door. Ten minutes later the client left, and

she let me in.
"Sit down while I wash," she said.
She went behind the screen. I heard the water running. Then she

came and sat on my knees. She was wearing the ring I had given her.
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It had a large green stone in it. She stroked me lovingly, but I failed
to respond.

"You'll stay the night, won't you," she said, "but you'd better go
and do some shopping because the larder's bare. Go on, and don't be
late."

"Look, Gaby," I said, "I haven't slept for two nights, and I'm dead
beat. Here's some money, you go and do the shopping."

She slipped into a threadbare gown and went out.
I sat alone, looking at the faded photographs on the wall, the

artificial flowers, and the pan on the stove with the boiling water
bubbling up and lifting the lid. I took it off, and the steam rose up
in a cloud.

The eternal douche bag was hanging on the wall with the tube
lying against a print of the Corsican in his cocked hat. Under it squatted
the bidet.

It was spring, and grapes were not in season. The previous summer
we had eaten nothing but grapes. She'd plug the bidet, fill it with ice,
and lay the grapes over it. When the ice had melted, the grapes were
ready to be eaten ice cold.

I went to the window. It looked over a dreary expanse of rooftops.
In a corner of the room I saw Samra's wooden leg. Many were the

times I'd helped him stuff it with cigarettes on board ship. It could
take a hundred and fifty packs. Once we even stuffed it with ten pounds
of junk.

He must be wearing a new one now. Gaby worked a long time to
save up enough so he could buy himself an aluminum leg with a bigger
capacity.

They never searched Samra. Although an Algerian, he was a soldier
of France who'd lost his leg at Ypres. He also wore a red rosette in his
lapel.

Gaby came back with her arms full of parcels.
"I got fish," she said, "now you go for a walk while I cook."
I refused, and I lay down on the bed with my shoes on. I laid them

on the faded loth, folded length-wise across the foot of the bed that
you seen brothels the world over.

Gaby emptied the pan and dumped the boiled terry cloths into the
sink. Then she filled it with water and threw the fish in. When she
was through, she came and lay down next to me.

"It's a lovely ring," she said, holding up her hand and admiring it.
"Is it gold?"

"What else," I said. She kissed me.
"What else did you bring me ?"
"A scarf."
"Where is it?"
"Wrapped round my middle."
"Take it off at once, it must be in a terrible state!"
She took my pants off, her fingers working quickly and greedily.
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"Cochon! Why do you need so many safety pins? Ah ! What lovely
silk. Is it for me?"

"No, somebody ordered it."
"Mon loup, then I'll take it off you and keep it for you."
"No, no, they want it tonight."
"But aren't you going to stay with me?"
"I'll go and come back."
"Mon vieux. When are you sailing?"
"I don't know. I may stay on the beach for a couple of months."
"Magnifique. You'll sleep here at night. Won't cost you anything—

at least, not much. Why don't you say anything, tapette?"
"I—I think I'd better find a room of my own. Somewhere near, on

the floor below, for instance. Then we can be near each other. What
about that room on the right, on the floor below ?"

"Nonsense, it's rented."
"How long?"
"Since they found Calamite in it dead, no, not dead—murdered. So,

you'll stay with me then, Niko, and in the summer we'll go to Cassis."
"Calamite ! Who ..."
"Paquita, mon maquereau. A schoolteacher. So, how much money

have you saved?"
"About seven thousand. And how did they find this ..."
"I'll tell you all about it. Seven thousand ! That's a lot of money.

I shall keep it for you. I have an iron box. You'll take the key. Kiss me.
How you've changed. You're all cold."

"About the room. If you'd only ask ..."
"Oh, don't bother me about the room. Even if it were to let, I

wouldn't want you sleeping in it. The girl who lived in it was sick."
"You said she was murdered."
"Come to think of it, it was the night you left. They killed a

Brazilian bosun on the lower floor. It was the girl's fault, and that's
what's liable to happen when you sleep with a woman you don't know.
Yes, it's you I mean, you should be more careful.

"The murderer had the nerve to go into Paquita's room afterwards—
perhaps to hide. She wasn't hurt, but her body and the sheets were all
bloodstained. The swine must have struggled with her to steal the platinum
tube in her throat. Can you imagine the monster? Makes me sick!"

"What platinum tube?"
"Paquita's larynx was blocked. She couldn't breathe, so they made a

hole in her throat and put a platinum tube—a cannula they call it—in
the hole so she could breathe."

"How did her throat get blocked ?"
"Oh, I don't know. Cancer maybe, or T.B."
"Syphilis, maybe ?"
"Shouldn't think so. She was a good girl. The beast raped her be-

fore he left. The coroner said so."
"Did they get him?"
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"No. He joined the Legion, I guess, just before they got to him.
Or maybe he left on a ship."

"Was she pretty?"
"Naw. Just another skinny blonde—but a good girl. Now come on

and kiss me and don't sit there gaping."
"Gaby, tell me, does my voice sound hoarse?"
"It sure does. God knows what you've been smoking and drinking

on that ship of yours."
I got up and said: "I'll be back in a quarter of an hour."
"Okay, but leave your money here. It's not safe at this time of the

night."
"I'm going to get paid off right away."
"I'll come with you to make sure you're not shortchanged."
"No, it won't do. Just shine a light out on the stairs for me, will

you?"
"Shine a light? What the hell for? You're either drunk or crazy."
She turned a switch, and the staircase was flooded with light.
"Don't be late, mon tapette."
I stood for a while outside Calamite's door. I wanted to touch the

knob, just for a second. With which hand? With both hands, then.
Somebody may come out. Somebody's coming up the stairs. I left the
main door half-open behind me. Doors, doors, miles of doors. I never
went through that one again. I never saw Gaby again, either.

Often, in the summer, too, the tips of my fingers grow cold, and
when they get like that I can't bear to touch anything metallic—not even
gold.

* * *

Cocky, the cockatoo, climbed to the roof of the radio shack, folded
his straggly wings and said:

"Mende, Senor del Mundo."
Marmaro, the monkey, dropped the broken leash he held between his

teeth and said:
"You old whore, they never tie you up."
A snake glided up to them.
Cocky drew back and pulled himself up the aerial with his curved

beak. Marmaro approached and said:
"Where did you come from?"
"I came on board at Sabang," the snake hissed.
"Do you bite?"
"No, a medicine man pulled my fangs out."
"How did you come on board ?"
"In a crate of vegetables."
"Why?"
"I was asleep. Where am I? Is this a prison?"
"No, it's a ship."
Suddenly, they heard the cricket.
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"Like a rasp," the monkey said. "If it wasn't for him, we'd all go
crazy in here. Reminds us of ..."

"Land, land," Cocky broke in.
"You're a dope," the monkey muttered. "I've been smelling land

since yesterday. You think you're something because that Portuguese
used to carry you on his shoulder."

"Land, land."
"What good is it to you. You're not tied, and yet you stay on board

all the time. I'm getting off, soon's we dock."
"How did they catch you?" the snake asked.
"In a trap, two years ago."
"What's it like?"
"Hell. Yesterday one of them plastered me with red lead. Don't

ask me why. Polychronis, watch it now, steady as you go."
Then he began singing to the tune of La Donna e Mobile:
"Asses are cheap today, cheaper than yesterday ..."
"Aw, stow it."
"Who's that groaning?" the snake asked.
"Somebody down below."
"Is he dying?"
"Naw, just passed out I guess."
"What do you mean?"
"Drunk, pickled, soused. They spiked my water once. I started holler-

ing and dancing, and then I passed out. Tabacos, cigaros ..."
"Cocky smokes like a chimney. Picks up all the butts. He's a rascal.

That's why everybody likes him in here."
"Omak, abook," the bird said in Arabic.
There was a whirr in the air, and something like a dark cloud

hovered over them. Then a great bird fell before them with open wings.
"Shit !" Cocky said.
"A fine place he chose for a landing!" the monkey commented.
"A hawk! I'm off," the snake cried, and glided quickly away.
"Where did you come from?"
"From the great continent."
"What brought you here?"
"I was on my way to the islands."
"Migrating?"
"I don't understand. I was clearing out. They wounded me. There's

a war on out there, you know."
"Any coconuts?" Cocky asked, climbing down. "Mangoes, pine-

apples ?"
"If you eat carrion, there's more out there than you can cope with.

The water's poisoned and so are the vines, the rice, and the trees."
"Who poisoned them?"
"The Whites."
"And who's doing the fighting?"
"The Yellow men."
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"Why are they fighting?"
"Search me. Too many of them, I reckon. No room for them all."
"Don't they die?"
"More are born."
"Cut off their balls."
"That's what they live for."
The great bird spread his wings and tried to fly. He keeled over

and flopped on the deck before the door of the radio shack.
It was dawn.

* * *
The sun is up. A ray slants across his face. Another one from the

porthole breaks it up into a pattern. He doesn't speak any more. Only
his lips move.

Why are you still here?
"Shut up, you filthy bastard. A rope and a knife, sickness and rot—

you feed on their fetid breath, thrive on it, and grow fat. I spit on
you!"

I can't be bothered to wipe it off. Who are you?
" 'Life at Sea'—remember that dog-eared book you found in the

cupboard at Assos that was full of prints. 'Ben Bray and Little Will,'
`The Baobab Tree,' 'King Dingo Bingo' ?

"We separated one night, many years ago, on the dock at Piraeus,
under the fantails of a line of ships. You carried a kitbag over your
shoulder, and I stayed behind, holding a book in my hand. I was too
scared to go with you."

Yes, I remember you now. You wore a straw hat with a narrow
ribbon—at Fiskardo. You used to go fishing, but all you ever caught
were goldfish and minnows. You never learned to swim like your
brothers. You never caught a jackdaw or a nightingale with bird lime—
only a cuckoo, and they all laughed in the village Summer in the
country. The other boys courted the girls who'd come out on vacation.
I took you by the hand at midnight, secretly, up the rickety old staircase
of Vassiliki from Lefkas, whose mattress smelt of milk and unwashed
laundry. We didn't separate. You ran out on me. Coward!

"Enough !"
He doesn't speak any more. Only his lips move.
Help!

—translated by Alec Kitroeff



The Supranational Nature of
European Institutions and the
Sovereignty of the EEC
Member States

by XENOPHON YATAGANAS

The problem of limiting the national sovereignty of the member
states of the European Communities (E.C.) and the transfer of certain
jurisdictions of national institutions to international ones with inde-
pendent decisionmaking power, whose decisions bind the member states,
has divided both scholars and politicians in Europe since the estab-
lishment of the European Coal and Steel Community.' The dispute be-
tween the advocates of a united, federal Europe and the supporters of
the national sovereignty of member states continues to stimulate an in-
tense intellectual and political dialogue up to this day. On a European
level, this dialogue was reactivated by the direct and universal election
of the European Parliament, while, within the Greek political framework,
this dispute is taking place on the occasion of Greece's accession to
the E.C.

However, the relative discussions in Greece have a tendency to lead
toward a direction that is neither fruitful nor essential. By posing the
question "yes or no to Europe," the final debate ends in balancing
positive arguments against negative ones, arguments which—in their large
majority—are not the result of prior analysis, but reinforcements of some
previously assumed political stance. It may be true that the problem is
a distinctly political one, and that a political choice must be made
single-mindedly. However, it also remains absolutely certain that such a
choice would be more convincing if it were based on the comparison of
some essential arguments, and not on the blind collision of general
aphorisms. Among these aphorisms is the slogan that "the destiny of
our country will, from now on, be determined in Brussels," which is
one of the main tenets of the political propaganda of a large part of
the existing opposition to Greece's accession to the E.C. (made up of
the Panhellenic Socialist Movement and the pro-Soviet Greek Com-
munist party). This slogan, however, has its advocates outside the Greek

This article is based on a lecture given to the Greek Study Group of the Center
for European Studies at Harvard University on May 6, 1980.

1Ch. Zorgbibe, La construction politique de ?Europe, Paris, PUF, 1978.
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political scene as well, particularly among the French communists and
Gaullists, the left wing of the British Labour Party, the Danish anti-
marketeers, and other European political forces. The investigation of this
slogan, therefore, is significant in a broad sense.

All these forces believe, or, at least, are afraid that there functions,
on a European scale, a supranational authority that legislates a suprana-
tional institutional network which is imposed upon national states, binds
them against their own will, and, consequently, limits their national
sovereignty. In this article, I am going to examine the terms of existence
of such an authority in the E.C., as well as the limits of its functions,
so that we can arrive at certain conclusions concerning the so-called
limitation of sovereignty on the member states of the E.C.

There are many approaches to the subject; those most often chosen
are: the political influence exerted by the U.S. on the choices of European
states, or their submission to the economic interests of American capital
and the multinationals, or, finally, the military dependence of Europe
on N.A.T.O. In Greece in particular, the same circles of the opposition
tend to identify the E.C. with the U.S.A., N.A.T.O., and the multi-
nationals. They can thus easily reach the conclusion that there is a decision-
making center functioning in Brussels which is dependent on the U.S.A.
and N.A.T.O., and, that, consequently, accession of a particular nation
to the E.C. clearly and unquestionably limits its national sovereignty
and independence.

By identifying N.A.T.O. and the E.C., however, one ignores the
fact that various categories of relations exist between E.C. countries
and N.A.T.O. (France has withdrawn from the military branch, Denmark
has very few integrated military units, Ireland is not a member of
N.A.T.O.) . One also ignores the European Parliament's plan concerning
a common industrial policy in the field of arms production, which leads
to a common arms production industry aiming at a reduction of de-
pendence on N.A.T.O. and an autonomous European defense system.

The identification of the E.C. with the U.S. overlooks the fact
that the European Monetary System tends to contest the prevalence of
the dollar as a universally accepted currency, while the identification of
the B.C. with the multinationals ignores the internal conflicts of
European and U.S. capital. This is why I believe that these evaluations—
especially if they are expressed in such slogans—oversimplify the facts
and lead to serious mistakes. On the contrary, an in-depth -vamination at
these points could prove to be very useful.

However, the objective of this article is much less ambitious. It limits
itself to the investigation of the institutional aspect of the problem,
examining successively: (a) the position of community law in the in-
ternal legal order of the member states; and (b) the modalities of
establishing this law, thus the decisionmaking mechanism in the E.C.
Undoubtedly, such an approach to the question is not exhaustive, but it
can be helpful in drawing some useful conclusions concerning the degree
of supranationality of European institutions and, consequently, the degree
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of binding, or limitation, of the national sovereignty of E.C. member
states.

A. The Position of Community Law in the Internal Legal Order

Community law does not cover the whole range of social relations,
as is the case with the internal law of states. The sectors in which it
extends are restrictively defined in Article 3 of the Treaty of Rome.
These sectors are: a customs union between the member states of the
E.C.; the common commercial policy toward third countries; freedom
of movement for people, services, and capital; the adoption of a com-
mon agricultural policy and of a common transport policy; the institu-
tion of a system ensuring that competition in the Common Market is
not distorted; the approximation of the internal legislation of member
states to the extent required for the proper functioning of the Common
Market; the creation of a European Social Fund in order to improve
employment opportunities for workers and to contribute to the raising
of their standard of living; the establishment of a European Investment
Bank to facilitate the economic expansion of the community by creat-
ing its own resources; and, finally, the association of the member states
to overseas countries and territories. For all these subjects, as well as
for the European Coal and Steel Community and the European Atomic
Energy Community, the treaties provide concrete legal rules.' It is im-
mediately obvious that neither defense nor foreign policy have become
an object of community regulation. Therefore, both these very important
sectors remain, among others, under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
member states 2a

The founding treaties, together with certain other legal texts of an
institutional nature (protocols on the statute of the Court of Justice, the
treaty merging the executive bodies of the three Communities, treaties
concerning amendments of certain financial regulations, etc.), form the
primary community law which is the charter of the community. 2 How-
ever, it is the secondary legislation which constitutes the bulk of com-
munity law. It consists of regulations, directives, and decisions that
have been issued by E.C. institutions in pursuance of the treaties and in
order to attain their dispositions. 4 All of these rules constitute a sui

'The treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community (Treaty of
Paris, 1951) y the treaty establishing the European Economic Community (Treaty
of Rome, 1957), and the treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Com-
munity (also in 1957).

same coordination of member states' external policy in the framework of
so-called "political cooperation" is a separate problem.

'For a general introduction to the structure of the legal order of the European
Communities, see J. V. Louis, The Community legal order, edition of the Com-
mission of the European Communities, Brussels, 1979.

4For the distinction between different acts of secondary community legisla-
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generic legal order which is separate from both internal and traditional
international law.'

The Supremacy of Community Law

1. The problem of the hierarchical relationship between community
law and the internal law of the member states arose at the outset from
the implementation of the E.C. treaty. Concepts which today, after more
than twenty years, are regarded as commonly accepted have been imposed
through procedures that were slow and often extremely difficult: the
direct applicability of community law in the internal legal order, with
no intervention from the member state; its direct effect, and, therefore,
the creation of subjective rights for individuals—actionable before national
courts; and, finally, the supremacy of community law over the internal
legal order. These are principles which have been gradually formed and
established owing mainly to the courageous and constant jurisprudential
output of the European Court. The recognition of these principles and
the uniform application of community law by the member states is a
necessary prerequisite for the attainment of the objectives set out by
these treaties. Therefore, the supremacy of community law over internal
legal order appears as a self-evident principle which corresponds to the
elementary logic of the realization of the common policies defined by
the treaties. No matter how simple the founding of this principle may
appear to be, its consequences are not always understood by everybody
in the same way. Indeed, there are times when the principle of supremacy
itself becomes the subject of dispute."

tion, see C. F. Ophiils, "Les reglements et les directives dans les trait& de Rome,"
in Cabiers de Droit Europeen, 1966; and J. V. Louis, Les reglements de la
Communauti Economique Europeenne, Bruxelles, 1969.

5For the specificity of the community legal order, see L. Constantinesco, "La
specificite du droit communautaire," in Revue Trimestrielle de droit Europeen,
1966; and P. Pescatore, Droit international et droit communautaire: Essai de
reflexion comparative, Centre Europeen Universitaire de Nancy, 1969.

'For the supremacy of community law, see G. Behr, "How supreme is
Community law in the national Courts?" in Common Market Law Review, 1974;
and J. V. Louis, "Le rang des normes et decisions de droit europeen en droit
interne (roneo)," intervention at the Colloquium of Brussels (April 24, 25,
1975) on the subject, "Les recours des individus devant les instances rationales
en cas de violation de droit europeen." For the principles of direct applicability
and direct effect, see G. Behr, "Les dispositions du droit communautaire directement
applicables," in Cabiers de Droit Europeen, 1970; A. Bleckmann, "L'effet direct
des normes et decisions de droit europeen," at the Colloquium of Brussels, op.
cit. (roneo) ; L. Condorelli, "Il caso Simmenthal e it primato di diritto comuni-
tario: due corti a confronto," in Giurisprudenza Costituzionale, No. 4/6, 1978;
L. Constantinesco, L'applicabilite directe dans le droit de la CEE, Paris, LGDJ,
1970; A. Dashwood, "The principle of direct effect in the European com-
munity law," in Journal of Common Market Studies, April 1978; J. A. Winter,
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2. According to the Court of Luxembourg, the supremacy of com-
munity law is absolute and is founded on "its particular and original
nature."' In some of its later decisions, the court has been even more
explicit, bringing into focus the fact that this nature of community law
is characterized by "the concession by the member States to the Com-
munity of rights and powers that correspond to the stipulations of the
Treaty," and that "this concession involves the permanent limitation of
their sovereign rights."'

In the same decision, the court develops this reasoning to its logical
consequence, which to say that no member state may assert that disposi-
tions of the internal legal order, whatever their nature may be, actually
prevail over community law. Therefore, according to the jurisprudence
of the court, community law predominates over both the constitutional
dispositions of the member states' and any later law contravening that
of the community."

3. As a rule, national courts follow the reasoning of the European
Court, with various shades and deviations, however. Except for the
Netherlands, whose constitution contains specific and expressive disposi-
tions of the supremacy of community law over the internal legal order,
it is interesting to note that the jurisprudence of the court is applied
more easily in those countries whose constitutions contain no provisions
concerning the hierarchical arrangement of international agreements and
internal law. Such are the cases of Belgium and Luxembourg, where na-
tional courts recognize the supremacy of community law on the basis
of its nature." In France and in Holland, national courts accept the
supremacy of community law by applying their relative constitutional
dispositions: Article 55 of the French constitution and Articles 65-67
of the Dutch constitution, which recognize the precedence of interna-
tional agreements over national law." The constitutions of Germany

"Direct applicability and direct effect: two distinct and different concepts in
Community law," in Common Market Law Review, 1972.

'See ECJ, 6/64, Costa V. Enel/15.7.64/Rec. Vol X, p. 1160, and ECJ, 11/70,
International Handels gesellschaft, Rec. Vol. XVI, p. 1135.

'See ECJ, 48/71, Commission v. Rep. Italienne/13.7.72/Rec. Vol. XVIII,
p. 535.

'See ECJ, 93/71, Dame Leonesio/17.5.72, Rec. Vol. XVIII, p. 296.
"See ECJ, 106/77, Administration des Finances de l'Etat v. S. A. Simmenthal/

9.3.78, Rec. 1978, p. 629 and the submissions of the Advocate-General G. Reischl,
in Revue Trimestrielle de Droit Europeen, N. 13, Juillet-Septembre 1978, p.
540s. See also, D. Carreau, "Droit communautaire et droits nationaux: concurrence
ou primautue? La contribution de l'arret Simmenthal," in ibid., p. 381s.

'See G. Behr, "How supreme ... ," op. cit., p. 34-35. See also the proceed-
ings of the 6th International Congress at European Law, Luxembourg, May 24-26,
1973, on the subject, "Jurisprudence sur les problèmes generaux de l'integration,"
and especially numerous judgments of the national courts on community matters,
mentioned in these proceedings,

"See J. V. Louis, "Le rang des normes ...," op. cit., p. 6s., and the judgments
mentioned in this article. The supremacy of community law in this context may
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and Italy establish the precedence of international custom over national
law, but not that of international agreements as well. This created some
difficulties concerning the recognition of the supremacy of community
law." In Italy in particular, the deep tradition of the dualist theory in
international law leads to the conclusion that the law ratifying the E.C.
treaty cannot have precedence over national law. That is to say, any
new law contrary to the provisions of the treaty annuls them. The same
applies to any previous disposition of secondary community law, on
the basis of the well-known principle, "lex posterior derogat priori."
In spite of the fact that this point of view is still being supported in
Italy today, Italian courts have changed their jurisprudence and accept—
however indirectly—the supremacy of community law."

In Germany, the Supreme Court refuses to apply dispositions of
community law which—according to its opinion—contravene fundamental
human rights that are safeguarded by the charter of the Federal Republic.
A similar situation exists in Italy, which has an analogous strict system
controlling the constitutionality of laws. The conformity of community
law to the human rights recognized by the constitutions of the member
states constitutes, by now, a part of the jurisprudential practice of the
European Court. It should also be noted that, on April 5, 1977, the
Presidents of the European Parliament, the Council of Ministers, and
the Commission signed a common declaration concerning the respect of
human rights and fundamental freedoms, while the accession of the B.C.
to the relative European Convention of 1950, as the compilation of a
special catalogue of human rights binding the E.C., is already being
discussed."

As for Britain, Denmark, and Ireland, the application of community
law there has not yet created any significant decisions. In spite of this
fact, the recognition of the supremacy of community law by the national
courts of these countries does not seem inclined to create any problems
since all three countries have provided for special constitutional disposi-
tions (Denmark, Ireland), or dispositions of a constitutional nature
(Great Britain), in anticipation of their accession to the European Com-

be compared to the self-executing dispositions of international treaties under the
jurisprudence of the Supreme Court in the United States; see A. E. Evans, "Self-
executive treaties in the United States of Amrica," in British Yearbook of In-
ternational Law, 1953, p. 178s.

"See G. Behr and J. V. Louis, op. cit., pp. 35-37 and p. 6s.
'4See G. Behr, ibid., pp. 36-37.
"See J. V. Louis, ibid., p. 175, and the numerous judgments reported there.

For the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms in the European Com-
munities, see J. Cohen, "La Cour des Communautes Europeennes et les droits de
l'homme," in Revue du Marchi Commun, 1978; H. G. Schermers, "The Com-
munities under the European Convention of Human Rights," in Legal Issues of
European Integration, 1978; and the Commission's Memorandum on the subject
of Communities' accession to this convention, in Bulettin of the European Com-
munities, supplement 2/79.
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munities." Not even the longstanding tradition of the sovereignty of the
British Parliament seems to create any difficulties, due to the introduc-
tion, by way of the law ratifying accession (the European Communities
Act), of certain very precise rules concerning the supremacy of com-
munity law."

In Greece, finally, after the introduction of Article 28 of the 1975
constitution, the supremacy of community law is expected to be recog-
nized by the national courts without any particular problems. This article
ensures the hierarchical superiority of international agreements to "any
contrary legal provision" (paragraph 1) ; "allows the recognition of cer-
tain powers provided by the Constitution to the organs of international
organizations" (paragraph 2); and accepts the possibility, under certain
conditions, "of Greece limiting the exercise of its national sovereignty"
(paragraph 3) .

Moreover, the law ratifying the accession treaty provides for special
clauses concerning adaptation of the internal legal order to community
law during the interim period (until 1/1/81), while regulatory measures
ensuring the smooth application of community law after the accession
have already been adopted."

4. Having briefly outlined the place that community law occupies in
the internal legal order, one can easily conclude that we are dealing with
a distinct legal reality which is externally imposed upon internal Iaw,
settles on the domestic legal order, and predominates over it. At a first
glance, it seems that such a situation would be sufficient to determine
without question the supranational character of European institutions,
leaving no room for dispute. The restriction in the exercise of national
sovereignty which is imposed by the recognition of certain jurisdictions
to bodies of international organizations, and the establishment of the
supremacy of the law enacted by these bodies, is explicitly allowed for
by the constitutional legislator and is subject to certain specific condi-
tions." Nonetheless, the supranational nature of the phenomenon derived

"See, for the three acceding countries, L. J. Brinkhorst and M. J. Kuiper,
"The integration of the new member States in the community legal order," in
Common Market Law Review, 1972. See also for Great Britain, J. B. Mitchell,
S. A. Kuipers, and B. Gall, "Constitutional aspects of the treaty and legislation
relating to British membership," ibid., 1972. For Denmark, 0. Due and C.
Gulmann, "Constitutional implications of the Danish accession to the European
Communities," ibid., 1972; and, for Ireland, J. Temple-Lang, "Legal and con-
stitutional implications for Ireland of adhesion to the EEC Treaty," ibid., 1972.

"See clause 3 (2) and its analysis by Mitchell, Kuipers, and Gall in the
above mentioned article, especially p. 141s: the supremacy of community law
and the sovereignty of parliament.

"See D. Evrigenis, "Aspects juridiques de l'adhesion de la Grece aux Com-
munautes Europeennes," and J. V. Louis, "L'adhesion de la Grece et les problemes
poses par la mise en oeuvre du droit derive," in the proceedings of the Col-
loquium of Brussels on the subject, "La Grece et la Communaute," May 1977.

"The Greek constitution of 1975 (Article 28, par. 3) defines the following
conditions: (a) to serve an essential national interest; (b) to promote coopera-
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from these provisions is more than evident. However, it is equally
obvious that the supranational nature of the European legal order, in
spite of its unquestionable existence, suffers from the following funda-
mental limitations: (a) it is limited in its scope, since, as we have
seen, it does not cover every single aspect of social life, but only those
restrictively defined in the treaties; and (b) the decisive criterion of the
supranationality of European institutions cannot be the restricted supra-
national nature of community law, but the existence or non-existence of
a supranational nature of those bodies which create the European legal
order.

This concerns the critical subject of the community decisionmaking
process which will be examined in the second part of this article. The
analysis of this process, as well as the answer to the question of whether
the institutions participating in it may indeed be considered supranational,
or, at least, whether the sovereignty of a member state can be seriously
limited by the way these institutions make their decisions, will be help-
ful to us for developing the concept of the final indicator of supra-
nationality, not only of the community legal order but also of European
institutions in general.

B. How are Community Decisions Made?

In the framework of this article, it is, of course, impossible to pursue
an extensive analysis of the decisionmaking mechanism of the European
Communities, as the subject is extremely complex." What interests us
here mainly is to find out who predominates in this mechanism, who has
the last say—the member states or the community. Thus, we will be able
to evaluate the supranational nature of European institutions.

I. A Description of the Community Institutional Framework

Article 4 of the Treaty of Rome stipulates that "the tasks entrusted
to the Community shall be carried out by an Assembly, a Council, a

tion with other countries; (c) to cause no harm to human rights; (d) to cause
no harm to the democratic regime; (e) to be based on the principle of equality;
(f) on the condition of reciprocity; and (g) it requires qualified majority of
3/5 of the total number of the M.P.s for the ratification of the accession treaty.

"See F.A.M. Alting von Gesau, "Problemes institutionnels des Communautes
Europeennes," in Cahiers de Droit Europeen, 1966. Ch. Sasse, Le processus de
decision dans la Communaute Europeenne. Les executifs nationaux dans la
Communaute Europeenne. Les Executifs nationaux an Conseil des Ministres,
Presses Universitaires de France, 1977. C. D. Ehlermann, "Legal status, function-
ing and probable evolution of the institutions of the European Communities," in
Common Market Law Review, 1973. P. Pescatore, "L'executif communautaire:
justification du quadripartisme institue par les trait& de Paris et de Rome," in
Cahiers de Droit Estropeen, 1978.
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Commission and a Court of Justice." These are the four institutional
bodies of the European Communities." The court, in spite of its sig-
nificant role, cannot be considered as part of the decisionmaking mecha-
nism in stricto sense. Having, of course, the exclusive competence for
the uniform and binding interpretation of community law, it has become—
with its jurisprudence—perhaps the most important factor in the process
of European integration. As we have previously seen, thanks to the
European Court, the principle of supremacy of community law over in-
ternal law has prevailed, and the principles of its direct applicability
and direct effect in the internal legal order has been established. Within
this framework, the court underlines the supranational nature of European
institutions and decisively contributes to the process of European integra-
tion. However, in spite of the significance of its jurisprudence,' and in
defiance of the fact that, in many cases, the interpretation it gives tran-
scends the limits of a simple jurisprudential practice and assumes the
dimensions of a veritable legislative act, the court is not a creator of
community decisions;" it simply interprets and applies them. In order,
therefore, to facilitate our analysis, as well as retain its purity, we will
only refer to the three other positive institutions of the community.

According to the general structure of the treaty, the elaboration and
enactment of the various acts of community law (mainly regulations and
directives) is the outcome of a triangular interaction between the council,
the commission, and the assembly.

The Council of Ministers consists of representatives of the govern-
ments of the member states." Owing to its composition, it is an inter-
governmental institution, similar to those of the standard international
organizations.' The commission is composed of distinguished personali-
ties, chosen by common consent of the member states, whose independ-

"These four institutions are common to the three communities after the
"Merger Treaty" of April 8, 1965. A fifth institution was added recently, the
Court of Auditory established by the treaty amending certain financial provisions
of July 22, 1975. See M. Sacchettini, "Un nouvel organe des Communautes
Europtzennes: La Cour des Comptes," in Revue du Marche Commun, No. 209,
1977.

"A parallelism is possible with the theory of the government of judges,
under the practice of the Supreme Court of the United States. Similar opinions
have been expressed in regard to the European Court. See J. P. Collin, "Le
gouvernement des juges dans les Communautes Europeennes," LGDJ, 1968.

"See J. Boulouis, R. M. Chevallier, Les grands arr'ets de la Cour de Justice
des Communautes Europeennes, Dalloz, Paris, 1974. For the role of the European
Court, see also A. M. Donner, "The constitutional powers of the Court of Justice
of the European Communities," in Common Market Law Review, 1974; A. W.
Green, Political integration by jurisprudence: The work of the Court of Justice
of the European Communities in European political integration, A. W. Sijthoff,
Leyden, 1969; H. G. Schermers, "The European Court of Justice: Promoter of
European Integration," in American Journal of Comparative Law, Berkeley, 1974.

24Article 2 of the merger treaty.
"See C. D. Ehlermann, op. cit., p. 195.
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ence is beyond doubt. The commission members, in the general interest
of the community, are completely independent in the performance of
their duties. They do not take instructions from any government or
organization." The commission is, therefore, a special institution which
expresses the interests of the community; it has a supranational character
which is not found in any of the other classic international organiza-
tions." The assembly, which, since 1962, has named itself the European
Parliament, consists of representatives of the member states. Its election
by direct and universal suffrage on June 10, 1979, has changed its com-
position as well as its character."

It can be said that the council has the power to make the final
decision on the overwhelming majority of the measures provided for in
the treaties." The council, of course, cannot make a decision except on
the basis of a proposal from the commission and—in a number of cases—
after the assembly has been consulted." The council can only amend
the commission proposal by a unanimous decision." It is precisely at
this point that we can locate the power of initiative of the commission,
which emerges from within this network as a mobilizing force and a
source of inspiration for the policy of the community." The second
paragraph of Article 149 ensures the power of censure on the activities
of the commission which is given to the assembly according to Article
144. However, the European Parliament, in spite of its name, is denied
the power of voting for legislative acts. It only has the right to express
its opinion. Today, the assembly's opinions cover the entire range of
community activity, and their political significance is indisputable. None-
theless, they have no binding power. The questions that parliamentarians
pose to the commission and council have greatly increased in number
recently and have played an important role in creating a kind of par-
liamentary control, which, however, cannot lead to a vote of censure
since the commission is not appointed by the parliament and, con-
sequently, cannot be regarded as accountable." The only substantial

"Article 10 of the merger treaty.
"See E. Wirsing, "'riches et position de la Commission dans la structure

constitutionnelle de la CEE," in Revue du Marche Commun, 1965.
"See, in French, J. P. Haber, L'Assemblee Europeenne, Paris, 1979; in

English, J. Fitzmaurice, The European Parliament, Saxon House, Oxford, 1978;
in German, R. Bieber, Organe der erweiterten Europiiischen Gemeinschaften:
Das Parlament, 1974; in Italian, E. Vinci, II Parlamento Europeo, Firenze,
1980.

"See Article 145 in relation to the other provisions of the EEC treaty.
"See Article 149 in relation to other provisions of the EEC treaty.
"See Article 149, par. 1, EEC treaty.
"See E. Noel, "The Commission's power of initiative," in Common Market

Law Review, 1973.
"In theory, according to Article 144, EEC treaty, the assembly has the power

to carry a motion of censure on the activities of the commission by a 2/3 majority
of the votes cast; in that case, the members of the commission shall resign as a
body. However, the assembly has failed so far successfully to use that weapon.
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power of the assembly (to a very limited extent) concerns voting for
the budget according to the provisions of the 1975 treaty."

The possibility of a gradual increase of the commission's powers
with the introduction of majority voting for the adoption of the council's
decisions, as well as the provisions enabling the council to confer cer-
tain powers to the commission," are undoubtedly in accordance with
the spirit of the founding fathers of the Treaty of Rome." The same
tendency has appeared in the case of the assembly's jurisdictions," while
its election has been interpreted by many as the beginning of a decisive
enlargement of its powers and of large changes concerning the whole
of the institutional mechanism of the community. Last December, in
fact, the parliament rejected the draft budget for 1980 in its entirety,
thus demonstrating its intention to make good use of the prestige that
it acquired faith ,. itt election by direct and universal suffrage. The par-
liament intended to ensure the full exercise of the powers given to it
by the existing legislative texts as a first step before proceeding to daim
some new jurisdictions not provided by the treaties, such as its par-
ticipation in tht conclusion of international agreements by the com-
munity, or the ratification of the acts of accession of new member states
to the E.C., and the enlargement of its role in relation to that of the
council and the commission mainly through institutionalizing and
broadening their mutual consultation procedure." But we will return to

For the powers of the European Parliament, see, indicatively, R. Jackson, The
powers of the European Parliament: The conservative group of Europe (without
date); M. J. Niblock, The consultative role of the European Parliament in the
decision making process of the EEC (1958-1965), London, Thesis, 1968; 3. F.
Picard, "Les pouvoirs du Parlement Europeen," in Pouvoirs, No, 2, 1977; J. J.
Schwed, "Les questions &rites du Parlement Europeen a la Commission," in
Revue du Marche Comma, April 1970; Ph. Ventujol, "La puissance tribunicienne
du Parlement Europeen," in Revue Trimestrielle de Droit Europeen, 1978.

"See D. Strasser, "La nouvelle procedure budgetaire des Communautes
Europeennes," in Revue du Marche Commun, 1975; C. D. Ehlermann, "Applying
the new budgetary procedure for the first time," in Common Market Law Review,
1975. However, the parliament had exercised last December its right to "reject
the draft budget and ask for a new draft to be submitted to it," according to
Article 203, par. 3, of the EEC treaty.

35See Article 155, EEC treaty.
"See F.A.M. Alting von Gesau, op. cit., p. 228.
"See, essentially, the report of the ad hoc group for the study of the problem

of the increasing powers of the European Parliament, better known as the "Vedel
Report," published in the Bulletin of the European Communities, Supplement
4/72.

"See G. Gaja, "L'ampiamento dei poteri del Parlament° Europeo nei progetti
dei programmi electorali," in Rivista di Diritto Internazionale, 1978. Now, after
the European elections, this question is found in the center of interest. See the
Blumenfeld Report on the "Institutional problems" and especially on the prob-
lem of association of the European Parliament at the elaboration and conclusion
of the community's international agreements, Doc. P.E. 63.175/80. See also
the "Rey Report" and Scott-Hopkins Draft Resolution treating the problem of
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this subject later on. We believe that this brief description is sufficient
to demonstrate that the institutional balance of the community is the
outcome of a compromise between the democratic principle of the con-
stitutional order of the member states and the oligarchic principle which
derives from traditional international law.'"

The democratic principle is expressed by the commission's power of
initiative and by the parliament's supervisory powers, while the oligarchic
principle is based mainly on the decisive power of the Council of Min-
isters, a power which reflects the exclusive jurisdiction of governments
to decide on matters of international relations. A broadening of the dem-
ocratic principle would diminish the powers of the council and reduce
it to a kind of senate consisting of representatives of the member states.
It would, at the same time, elevate the community's status into that of
a state organization with distinct characteristics of a federal structure.
On the contrary, the broadening of the oligarchic principle, by con-
centrating both legislative and executive powers in the hands of the
council, would make the community an international organization of a
classic kind. We may, therefore, note that the institutional mechanism
of the community is, from the outset, characterized by an endogenous
confrontation of the supranational and intergovernmental elements. As
has been correctly noted, it is certainly wrong to attempt to describe the
mechanism of community decisionmaking in terms of the well-known
models of constitutional or international law." Indeed, a more careful
analysis of the council's nature would bring forth the particularity of
this institution within the treaties. On the one hand, the council is the
representative institution of the member states. This representativeness
must be understood in all its extent according to international law. A
representative of a state, in international relations, is one who has been
given the power to express the will of the state and to accept obligations
that bind it. The council, therefore, expresses the genuine legal and
political will of the member states, as well as their capacity to be bound
by their participation in the creation of community law, whether by
voting, or by any other kind of consent." On the other hand, the council
is not a mere international conference. It is a collective body integrated
into a complex institutional structure. Its activities are determined by
special rules of community law, and not by the general rules of inter-
national law. Its decisions are taken according to special procedures and
qualified majorities which are interrelated to the rest of the community
institutions.

The commission, due to its composition and the way in which its
members are appointed, also tends toward the intergovernmental element.

enforcement of the European Parliament's vote, particularly as regards the rela-
tions between parliament and the commission, Doc. P.E. 64006/80.

"See Landher and others, Limits and Problems of European Integration, La
Haye, 1963.

'See P. Pescatore, "L'executif communautaire ," op. cit., p. 389.
41ibid., p. 391.
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However, due to its functioning and intervention in community policy,
it is a supranational institution which surpasses the national mandate
and supervises the implementation of the provisions of the treaties and
secondary law, and participates—in various ways—in the making of com-
munity decisions, particularly through its proposals. Within this duality
of council-commission, where the decisive community decisionmaking
process takes place, how can the respective jurisdictions be defined? Are
we, in fact, dealing with a dual executive power? As we have seen,
the assembly does not exercise any legislative power. It is the council,
therefore, which is charged with nearly all legislative activity in the com-
munity. As for the commission, it more closely resembles a bearer of
executive power, since its intervention is necessary for the enforcement
of community decisions. This arrangement is not readily intelligible in
terms of constitutional law reasoning, and immediately focuses on the
singularity of European institutions: the intergovernmental element,
represented by the council, which is a distinctly legislative institution;
a strictly community interest, represented by the commission, which is a
mainly executive institution; representation of popular forces at the
European Parliament; and, finally, materialization of legal values by
the court.' Any attempt to place the community institutional framework
into existing and well-known systems involves a retrenchment of the
singularity of each of the community institutions, and is, therefore,
equivalent to an undervaluation of their special role.

This singularity that we just described is based on a delicate balance
between the three political institutions (council, commission, assembly),
and its survival depends on the ability of these three institutions to
coexist without any one of them overwhelming the others. As we have
already seen, the conflict between the intergovernmental nature of the
council and the supranational nature of the commission derives from
the structure of the treaties themselves. We could, indeed, say that the
intergovernmental element of the Council is strongly emphasized, since
it remains the center of political decisionmaking and, at the same time,
the community's legislator. The treaties have been functioning for more
than twenty years now, but this innate conflict has never ceased to stimu-
late a very intense political and intellectual dialogue that is often called
"the quarrel over supranationality." The "federalists" on one side, and
the supporters of national sovereignty on the other, quarrel even today,
using just about the same arguments." However, the practice of the
application of the treaties has proved a factor more important than
theory. It has finally determined the correlation of forces between the
conflicting views.

42ibid., p. 394.
"See E. Vitta, "Le theorie des formes du Gouvernement et la structure des

Communautes Europeennes," in Miscellanea Gambol van der Meerscb, Vol.
II, p. 5745, and A. Marchal, "Le problême de la supranationalite dans I'Europe
des six," ibid., p. 2865.
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2. "The Luxembourg Compromise"

It is an established principle of the general theory of law that a
legislative text is never implemented in accordance with the letter of
its provisions. Social phenomena, political circumstances, and the tem-
perament of political leaders usually create a legal reality different from
that which the legislator would wish or had in mind. The institutional
mechanism of the community couldn't have escaped this rule. Indeed,
the community's decisionmaking mechanism has never been able to func-
tion according to the expectations of the treaties. From the first years,
the intergovernmental factor, and certain governments in particular,
obstructed the decisionmaking process and managed to lead it into real
stagnation during the crisis of 1965-1966. It was an attempt to inter-
nationalize the institutional mechanism of the community, having its
roots in the wariness of certain governments vis-a-vis the supranational
character of European institutions that could, in certain cases, bind their
national sovereignty, particularly in matters considered to be of vital in-
terest. The first attempt of this kind was the lowering of the status of
the Council of Ministers from that of a sui generis institution, function-
ing within the range of a broader set of institutional provisions, to a
simple intergovernmental conference. In order to achieve this, France
denounced the system of adoption of council decisions by majority vote
and demanded adoption of decisions by unanimous approval (a real
right of veto) in those cases where important interests of member states
were at stake. At the same time, France requested the reduction of the
role of the commission to that of a simple secretariat of an international
organization. For a long time, France abstained from the meetings of
the council (vacant-seat policy), and this great crisis ended with the
virtual introduction of the right to veto during adoption of council
decisions and with a seven-paragraph resolution aimed at undermining
the prestige of the commission." The conclusion of this crisis—otherwise
known as "the Luxembourg compromise"—was broadly criticized, and
continues to weigh heavily on community practice," in spite of the fact
that it tends to be overcome" in many areas. Whatever further develop-

"These texts can be consulted in the Appendix of the volume containing the
proceedings of the 2nd Colloque de Liege, on the subject, "La fusion des Corn-
munautes Europeennes au lendemain des accords de Luxembourg," Nijhof, La
Haye, 1966, p. 275s.

"See A. Jaumin-Ponsar, Essai d'interpretation d'une crise Bruylant-Vender,
Bruxelles, 1970. Text published in the collection, La capacite dicisionnelle du
systeme communautaire, edited by the Center for European Studies of Louvain
Catholic University under the direction of Prof. J. Buchmann.

" The increase in community membership from 6 to 9 members, and probably
to 12 by 1985, has shown that the current system of decisionmaking is extremely
inflexible and insufficient. Today, a return to the majority system is widely
recommended. See "Tindemans Report," Supplement of the Bulletin of the
European Communities, 1/76. On the other hand, the commission has steadily
defended its position vis-a-vis the council. See, among others, the Commission
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ments may show, however, it remains a fact that the "compromise" has
essentially rendered the discussion over the supranationality of European
institutions void. Indeed, the right of veto, which means that any mem-
ber state can decide by itself when its vital interests are being jeopar-
dized, ultimately aligns the E.C. with classic international organizations.
The will of the member states remains nonaligned, since only their
unanimous decision is valid. At the same time, the influence of the
commission's proposals is weakened for two reasons: (a) because the
commission knows that, in order to have a proposal accepted, it must
previously acquire the consent of the member states, thus acting ac-
cordingly; and (b) because now the decisions are adopted after suc-
cessive compromises on the basis of the lowest common denominator of
the various points of view of the member states. It is not among the
aims of this article to make value judgments concerning the desirability
or undesirability of this situation. However, the irrefutable conclusion
is that in 1965 the supranational character of community institutions
suffered such a strong -blow that its repercussions continue to be felt
today almost intact :Ica

3. The European Council

The European Council is, in reality, the summit conference of the
heads of government of the member states, which has been meeting
periodically since 1973 and has tended to become institutionalized.47 The
European Council could be described as a Council of Ministers of the
highest level. However, it is not provided for by any treaty provision,
or any other legal text, nor is it subject to any procedure. It occupies a
position parallel to the other bodies, and extends over all of them, in
the sense of being the one which determines the long-term orientations
of the community, as well as the one which makes the fundamental
political decisions (such as elections to the European Parliament, eco-
nomic and monetary union, etc.) . It is still too early to attempt a first
account of this recent body's performance. It obviously has the advantage
of involving the highest authorities of the member states in community
solidarity, thus vesting European matters with more prestige. It is also
to its credit that it resolved several problems that, until recently, had
been set aside. Some people hold that the functioning of the European
Council would be useful and constructive if it were incorporated within

v. Council, better known as the AETR case, concerning the commission's power to
negotiate international agreements. Rec. 1971, p. 263s.

"aI am referring to the recent facts concerning the British contributions to
the community budget and the establishment of agricultural prices for 1980.

"See C. Blumman, "Le Conseil Europ6en," in Revue Trimestrielle de Droit
Ettrophn, 1976; R. H. Lauwaars, "The European Council," in Common Market
Law Review, 1977; N. Parisi, "Conferenze al vertice e Consiglio Europeo," in
Rivista di Diritto Europeo, 1977.
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the institutional framework provided for by the treaties, as a council of
the highest level." But this has not happened so far. Furthermore, the
European Council often deals with matters of defense and foreign policy,
which are completely out of the scope of the community. It is self-
evident, therefore, that its decisions are made according to the inter-
governmental standard, with no obligation whatsoever to conform to the
procedures required by the treaties. It is clear that this intervention of
an intergovernmental body of the member states, even if, for the moment,
it seems to help the realization of the community's objectives, in the
long run endangers the functioning of the institutional mechanism and,
in any case, already emphasizes the weight that each member state's
choices carry for the progress of community affairs. The European
Council's way of functioning undoubtedly degrades the supranationality
indicator of European institutions even more.

4. Elections to the European Parliament

While the developments I have just described indicate that the dis-
cussion of supranationality has lost much of the interest it had in the
past, the subject returned to the headlines once more on the occasion
of the direct elections by universal suffrage to the European Parliament
that took place on June 10, 1979. The point of contestation this time
is the possibility of increasing the powers of the assembly, which is now
the only European institution representing the will of the people. The
consequent enhancement of the parliament's prestige will, according to
a widely-held view, be followed by an equal increase of its "specific
gravity" in the framework of the community's decisionmaking process."

It is very difficult to confine an elected European Parliament to the
marginal role it has played so far. Naturally, the area of competence
of the parliament is defined by the treaties and can be broadened only
by an amendment of the dispositions of primary community law, which
is not an easy matter because it requires the agreement of all member
states and the ratification of these amendments in accordance with the
relevant constitutional dispositions of the member states. However, in
its present form, the parliament has acquired certain rights not provided
by the treaties. Neither its competence on the community budget, nor
its right of opinion on the whole of the community's activities, have been

41̀ See P. Pescatore, "L'executif communautaire ," op. cit., p. 401.
'See, among others, H. J. Axt, "Direktwahl zum eurgraischen Parlament:

Ein Weg zu mein Demokratie?" in Maher fir Deutsche and Internationale
Politik, 1978; J. Fitzmaurice, "Direct elections and the future of the European
Parliament," in West European Politics, 1978; V. Hermand and J. Lodge,
"Democratic legitimacy and direct elections," in ibid.; L. A. Mulders, "Direct
election and the future of the European Parliament," in Common Market Law
Review, 1978; J. J. Schwed, "Le Parlement Europeen et son election au suffrage
universel direct," in Revue du Marchi Commun, 1976.
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put into writing. An elected parliament will demand and will acquire
further powers. This is the feeling that prevails today. For many, such
a development is not only possible but welcome. It would reduce the
democratic deficit of the community, rally European public opinion, and
increase the prestige of the commission by the control exerted both on
it and the council as well. For others, however, such a possibility is
dangerous and should, by all means, be avoided. It is this position that
unites, in an unnatural alliance, the French communists with the Gaullist
party of Mr. Chirac. The reasoning of the French Communist Party is,
in a few words, as follows: The European right, along with the social
democrats, want to find a way to impose their positions on the progressive
parties of the member states. By increasing the powers of the European
Parliament, they intend to create, with its conservative majority, a supra-
national body which would give a democratic confirmation to its un-
popular decisions, and would thus block any process of deep social change
that might be propelled in the member states by the national-popular
progressive movements. The European Parliament would hamper the
power relations that might be formed in national parliaments, thus im-
peding, with its conservative majority, the expression and implementation
of policies of progressive majorities that might prevail in one or more
of the national parliaments." Thus, according to the French communists,
popular sovereignty is fettered, national sovereignty is limited, and the
attachment of the people of Europe to the policies of conservative and
reactionary powers is realized."

Such reasoning is pure political fiction, but even if the competence
of the European Parliament were to be substantially increased, this kind
of argumentation seems to lack a firm base. Indeed, the increase of the
powers of the European Parliament will not be made to the detriment
of the national parliaments, nor of any other domestic institutions. On
the contrary, it is possible, under certain conditions, that the increase
of European Parliament powers may result in the strengthening of the
democratic functioning of European institutions. For what is the situa-
tion today? National parliaments were long ago deprived of a large
part of their powers. And this is not due to the implementation of
community law, nor to supranational institutions," but to a general
tendency of modern developed states to increase executive power to the

"See D. Debatisse, "L'Europe. Vingt ans aprês : la course des pays capi-
talistes vers la supranationalite," in Economie et Politique, 1977; C. Mills, "Les
projects supranationaux du pouvoir: enchainer les peuples dans la crise," in ibid.,
1976. The same attitude is adopted in Greece by the Panhellenic Socialist Move-
ment and the Moscow-oriented Communist Party.

'See the declaration of the French Communist Party, in l'Humanith, 15.7.76.

"See the interesting article of J. L. Burban, "Le Parlement Francais a-t-il
perdu des pouvoirs avec l'application du droit communautaire?" in Cabiers de
Droit Europêen, 1975, where the author comes to a negative conclusion. A parallel
study for Greece would prove that the government poses a delegate legislative
power in the quasi-totality of the community's policy fields.
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detriment of the jurisdictions of those institutions which more directly
reflect the will of the people."

Besides, an increasing number of decisions at the community level
are taken mainly by the Council of Ministers. Those decisions are not
subject to the national parliaments' control; nor are they subject to any
other democratic control. Gradual participation of the European Parlia-
ment in the decisionmaking process would put an end to the arrogance of
the Council of Ministers and would stop the galloping technocratization
of the European Commission. Such a development would also mean that
all those political forces which are not currently in power in the member
states would have easier access to, and a greater possibility of influenc-
ing, community affairs. Lastly, it would mean an open confrontation
between various attitudes concerning the prospects of European integra-
tion, as well as increased public awareness of those attitudes. The
European communist left (or, at least, a part of it) has got to realize
the challenge presented by Europe. It will be very difficult to see the
process of social change going through in individual states if those states
are on bad terms with their neighbors, including those with which they
share economic interests. Besides, individual European states are too
weak to face successfully the new problems posed by the modern era.
If they act individually, they are condemned to come to a state of subor-
dination vis-a-vis the Great Powers and the great economic zones. Ad-
mitting those realities, Enrico Berlinguer, the P.C.I.'s secretary, said, at
the recent Fifteenth Congress of the Party, that the progress of European
integration must be regarded as a condition for the real independence
of the community's member states and for their internal economic de-
velopment." For that reason, the P.C.I. was not opposed to direct elec-
tions to the European Parliament, or to an increase of its role in the
community's decisionmaking, believing that this marks the beginning of
a process which—with the active participation of popular forces—may
result in a better balance of power, which in turn will make the im-
position of substantial social changes easier."

An increase in the powers of the directly-elected European Parliament
won't transform it into a supranational institution in the hands of a
conservative majority. On the contrary, to a certain extent, it would have
the opposite effect, by bringing the people of Europe closer to the com-
munity's decisionmaking centers, and allowing them to control and in-
fluence them. The relative increase in the strength of the European
right-of-center parties in the direct elections of June 7 and 10, 1979,
in no way reverses the validity of the above-mentioned argument. Nat-
urally, if the balance of power in the European Parliament were dif-

53See "L'integration europeenne et l'avenir des Parlements en Europe," Re-
ports presented at the Symposium organized in Luxembourg, May 2 and 3, 1974.

54See Le Monde, 30.3.79.
'See the intervention of D'Angelosante in the European Parliament's session

of 14.1.75, published by the Secretariat of the Communist Group in the volume,
La sinistra e l'elezione diretta del Parlamento Europe°, Luxembourg, 1977.
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ferent, the speed and quality of the democratization process of European
institutions would be consequently affected. But the break between the
socialists and communists in France, the ambivalent attitude of the
British Labour Party, the extremist position of the Danish left and other
small groups, did not ease the way for such a development. However,
the situation is changing, and the recent initiatives for consultations
between socialists and communists (Berlinguer-Mitterand meeting) must
be seen as part of that process.

C. Conclusions

In this article, we followed the fluctuations of the supranationality
of European institutions. First, we dealt with community law, which is
imposed on the internal legal order of the member states. After that,
we looked at the institutions which formulate that law, and we saw
that, in the last analysis, those who have the dominant position are
the national governments. The ability to defend national interests is
unharmed and, in fact, is becoming greater, to the extent that the small
member states are seeking greater freedom of movement in international
affairs and trying to avoid the danger of being subjected to a super-
power. Of course, at this point, we shouldn't ignore the ability of the
big member states to put pressure on their small partners both at the level
of the Council of Ministers and the European Council and also within
the framework of political cooperation, where issues not covered by the
founding treaties are dealt with. The dangers of such pressures do exist
and must not be excluded; on the contrary, it should be worthwhile to
consider them carefully. Yet, I still believe that—no matter what the
conclusions of such an analysis—as long as unanimity remains the basic
rule of decisionmaking at the community level, it is much easier for a
smaller state to look for alliances and alternatives within the framework
of multilateral negotiations rather than the suffocating circumstances
created by bilateral dependence.

Consequently, the slogan, "as from 1/1/1981, our future will be
determined in Brussels" is ill-founded and is nothing but demagogic
propaganda. This is important because the problem will probably be
presented in a totally different light in the near future. I am talking of
the need to strengthen certain supranational aspects of European institu-
tions such as the increase in powers of the directly-elected European
Parliament, a process which will contribute to the democratization of the
community's decisionmaking machinery; in other words, a process which
will make that machinery more sensitive to the influence of various
social forces. It could be said that, in the last analysis, it is a matter of
a strategic choice about the way social change will develop in western
Europe. It is obvious that the basis of the thoughts expressed in my
article is the acceptance of international detente and internal democracy
as conditions for any social change in western Europe.
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When the European Communities were founded, the situation was
different: at that time, their creation was an effort to reestablish capitalism
after the wounds of the Second World War. It was a successful attempt
to unify and widen markets with the full support of the U.S.A., which,
in Cold War circumstances, was hoping to transform a unified and strong
Europe into a stronghold of its hegemony against the U.S.S.R., while,
at the same time, the legend of the liberating and revolutionary role of
the Red Army had not yet collapsed. For those reasons, the left, in its
entirety, opposed European integration in its early stages. However, to-
day's situation is totally different: the focus of the whole rationale for
European integration has tended to shift: the European Communities
are becoming a necessary condition of economic survival for the mem-
ber states; at the political level, the communities are suitable grounds
for the creation and development of the greater solidarity needed among
progressive and democratic forces; at the international level, they con-
tribute to the creation of an equilibrium between the two superpowers,
and help bypass polarization at the world level. At the same time, it
must be mentioned that the Soviet model of building socialism has lost
much of the attraction it had in the early 1950s.

All political and social forces of change in western Europe are urged
to accept, assess, and influence the new reality which is taking shape.
I am talking of the "European challenge," which is mainly addressed to
the left. The E.C. has been created without the participation of the left
and against its will. Today, the E.C. has become more than a reality.
The left can no longer afford to ignore it, or refuse to participate in it.
This condusion is of particular significance to the Greek left, which,
as represented by its two major political parties, limits itself to an easy
anti-E.C. propaganda. This has the additional disadvantage of leaving
all initiatives solely in government hands, and thus the people are
deprived of any means of claiming their rights, as they might accrue
from the accession treaty. These political forces should be aware that
they are not only committing a political mistake, but are also facing
a serious historical responsibility.
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Interest in George Seferis since his death in Evangelismos Hospital
in Athens on the twentieth of September 1971 has continued unabated.
It almost seems as if more of his work has been published posthumously
than during his lifetime. His widow Maro has worked indefatigably to
release works by the late poet and diplomat that help us see him whole.
She has vigorously sought out editors and publishers of the highest quality
to bring out his unpublished works and has generously made available to
perceptive critics materials that they need to provide a proper assessment
of Seferis's poetry and poetics. The political and the poetic diaries are
practically unparalleled as sources for assessing Seferis the poet and the
diplomat. 1

There will be no attempt here to be complete in surveying the books
and articles that continue to be poured out about Seferis. Special attention

1 1 January 1941-31 December 1944 (Athens: Ikaros, 1977); Days V-
1 January 1945 -19 April 1951 (Athens: Ikaros, 1977); and Political Diary 1-
1935-1944 (Athens: Ikaros, 1979).
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is being paid here to those books that this writer considers the most
significant to be published in Greece during the last three or four years.'

Certainly, one must begin with the most comprehensive bibliography
on Seferis to be published to date since George Katsimbalis's contribution
of 1961, and that is Demetres Daskalopoulos's Ergographia Sefere (1931-
1979): Bibliographike Dokime. The bibliographer has utilized three basic
sources: (1) the personal library of the poet; (2) the Seferis Archives in
the Gennadius Library in Athens; and (3) George K. Katsimbalis's bibli-
ography. But that is by no means all. Greek periodicals and newspapers
have been researched for Seferiana as never before. The bibliographer
sees his 297-page book as a first effort, and cites Seferis himself, who,
in another context, said "with the meaning of an attempt, of working for
a thing which we are not at all sure will end."'

Ergographia Sefere is organized into three mains sections. The first
is concerned with (1) Greek editions and reprints; (2) foreign bilingual
editions and reprints; and (3) "treasuring" texts of Seferis's works (by
"treasuring" Daskalopoulos means works of Seferis that have been pub-
lished but not included in his 91 annotated entries of Seferis's works) .
The second part is devoted to publications about Seferis, while the third
consists of ten appendixes and an index of proper names.

The entries in the first part are chronological and include the table
of contents of the original publication, followed by sub-entries that
chronologically identify reviews, notes, and notices pertaining to that
particular work of the poet in whatever language they were published.
Especially useful is the commentary of the bibliographer at the end of
each entry section that provides additional interpretation and clarification
of the poet's literary history. The second section of this first part consists
of thirteen entries of foreign editions without references to critical reviews,
notes, notices or commentaries, while the third section of this first main
part lists 56 items not included in the listings of Seferis's main works.

The second main section, whose entries are numbered from 652 to
1014, ranges over a wide variety of books and articles, mostly in Greek
but also in English, French, and Italian, that will give the reader an ex-
cellent idea of the fact that there is now extensive Seferis scholarship being
done, and some of it of very high quality.

There can be no doubt that all Seferis scholarship must henceforward
begin with Daskalopoulos's excellent bibliography, which, though not
complete, is the most substantial and most authoritative bibliography we
now have. The author has dedicated it to Maro Seferis and has had the
cooperation of George Savvides, Alexander Argyriou, Kyriakos Delopoulos,
and Manos Haritatos in bringing it to fruition.

Perhaps the latest publication to circulate within the past academic
year in Greece that presented new Seferis material to the reading public

2 Periodical literature is not included in this survey.
3 Cited by D. Daskalopoulos, p. 12.
4 /bid., p. 222.
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is Metagraphes . 5 Not only are we presented with poetic and prose texts
from classical authors such as Homer, Stesichorus, Anacreon, Simonides
of Keos, Aeschylus, Euripides, the Palatine Anthology, Heraclitus, Plato,
Marcus Aurelius, and Apuleius, that Seferis had translated into modern
Greek from their classical originals, but also with a long essay by the
editor George Yatromanolakis on the "Translation Theory and Practice of
Seferis," another on "The Metagraphes," plus appendixes on Marcus
Aurelius-Seferis, "Latin Translations," notes, and a short critical com-
mentary that are themselves important contributions to our understanding
of Seferis's translation work.

Seferis intentionally used the word metagraphe (transcription) rather
than metaphrasis (translation) to indicate translation from one form of
the same language to another form of that language, that is, in this case,
from ancient Greek and/or Latin to modern Greek. We know that he
objected strenuously to the use of expressions like "ancient Greek" and
"modern Greek." He insisted that Greek was Greek—thus bespeaking his
own strong belief in the historical continuity and integrity of the Greek
language.

The selections from Books VII and XXIV of the Odyssey, the excerpt
from the Ion of Euripides, and fragment #940 of Heraclitus are reprinted
from Essays; the selections from Odyssey III are from Days of 1945-1951;
three epigrams of the Palatine Anthology are from Days III; the selec-
tions from Book II of Apuleius' Golden Ass are reprinted from Days La
All other selections are published here for the first time. The ancient
texts on which the translations are based are contained in Kranz-Diels
for Heraclitus, J. M. Edmonds's Loeb edition for the lyric poets, and the
Les Belles Lettres series for the rest. The editor stresses that for Seferis
the translations were worked over and over again and the best (and latest)
readings selected for publications. The footnotes are Seferis's. Corrections
by the editor are indicated in brackets, and spelling and punctuation have
been made consistent throughout.

The editor's two essays are significant contributions to Seferis schol-
arship that concentrate on Seferis as a translator. The first, "Translation
Theory and Practice of Seferis," is a substantial survey of Seferis's work
in this area. Yatromanolakis points out that Seferis's theory and practice
are consistent to the end of his life. Seferis saw the problem of the Greek
language and the practice of translation as closely related. Experimentation
and practice in translation would test and develop the capabilities of the
Greek language. He believed that the Greek language needed to be purified
of foreign idioms and that such a purified language could be enriched by
returning to a deep study of genuine demotic Greek folk texts. The distinc-
tion Seferis made between copying (antigraphe) and translation (meta-
phrase) caused him to remark, "When we translate from a foreign lan-
guage which we know a little or a great deal to a language—our own-

5 Metagraphes is the full title. George Yatromanolakis is the editor.
5 See note 1 above.
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which is inborn in us and which we love more, we are doing something,
it seems to me, like those people whom we see in museums, concentrating
with great attention, copying, either for exercise or because someone re-
quested them, to sketch the pictures of different artists.' Seferis is cited
as also saying that "I think that when I translate Greek texts into our
contemporary language and when I translate from foreign languages, I am
doing two different things. Therefore I needed two different words to
indicate that difference. Until a more adequate word can be found, I have
adopted the word metagraphe for the transference of the ancient texts to
contemporary language."'

George Yatromanolakis provides us with a detailed survey of Seferis's
lifelong efforts at antigraphe and metagraphe, tracing the history of this
effort from his earliest years and relating it closely to his concern for
molding the modern Greek language into a viable literary language. His
translations of the Apology of Plato, The Golden Ass of Apuleius, Homer,
the Greek tragedians (especially Aeschylus and Euripides), and Heraclitus
are analyzed at some length and Seferis's preference for poetry over prose
is clearly noted and interpreted. The search for a "natural" accommodation
between ancient and modern expression is crucially tested and especially
illustrated in his Biblical translations of The Song of Songs and The Book
of Revelation. Seferis's interest in the myths in Plato is vividly demonstrated
(Seferis's special area of study during his time at the Institute for Ad-
vanced Study at Princeton in 1968 was devoted to Plato). In the shorter
and, in many ways, more technical essay called "Metagraphes," Yatro-
manolakis deals with the archival and manuscript sources of our knowledge
of Seferis's work in translation development. Particularly interesting is the
tracing of his Platonic sources in the Phaedo, Gorgias, Republic, Politicus,
Laws, Protagoras, Phaedrus, Symposium, Critias, and Timaeus. Yatroma-
nolakis provides us with an indispensable guide in helping us understand
Seferis's interest in translation and its relation to the development of the
Greek language and literature. He rightly concludes:

This language Seferis served, as long as he lived, in poetry,
in his essays, and in his translations, always avoiding any easy
solutions. He sought, in his lengthy translation preoccupation, to
intone his discourses in rhythms which he liked and to provide
practice for himself amid the difficulties he encountered. He
made theoretical and practical contributions to the solution of
our language problem, and is shown both in his work and espe-
cially in his Metagraphes as the great master of his mother
tongue.'

We are grateful to Mrs. Seferis and George Yatromanolakis for this very

Cited by Yatromanolakis, p. 234.
8 Cited by Yatromanolakis, p. 238.

Yatromanolakis, p. 308.
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important addition of original and interpretative material on Seferis as a
translator.

Nasos Vayenas's 0 Poietes kai o Choreutes: Mia Exetase tes Poietikes
kai tes Poietes ton Sefere" was originally submitted as a doctoral disserta-
tion to Cambridge University in England. It is a formidable attempt to
provide a comprehensive and critical examination of Seferis's poetics and
poetry. It probably constitutes at this point in time the best critical study
of Seferis published in any language. Its four basic chapters are extensive
and intensive- (1) the poet and the dancer; (2) Seferis, Valery, Eliot;
(3) Seferis, Sikelianos, Cavafy; (4) the genealogy of "Thrush." These
chapters are heavily documented, with extensive use made of the Seferis
Archives in the Gennadius Library in Athens. The whole European literary
world springs to life in Vayenas's study and is convincingly related to
Seferis's own emergence as a significant literary and critical figure in
modern Greek and European literature.

Vayenas is quick to point out that Seferis did not develop or write
a systematic theory of poetry, although he was well-read in the arts and
literature. Seferis saw it as the function of the poet to offer poetic purifica-
tion with the feelings and thoughts which he feels inside himself and
around him. For Seferis, the creation of a poem was an expression of the
poet in the material of his art, which is the language of verse, and for
Seferis, as for I. A. Richards, poetry was the highest form of use of
emotional language. Through sensitivity and the language of the poet,
there must emerge an indivisible entity we call the poem, in which present
and past coexist at the same moment. Seferis himself looked downward
into the psychologcial depths of man because he believed that the basic
factor of the poetic experience was the subconscious, the inner "I." There
was recreation of thought into feeling. The symbolist Valery had dis-
tinguished between poetic emotion and "worldly" emotion. For Valery,
the recreation of poetic emotion, independent of the natural conditions
from which it came, was the purpose of poetry. Seferis said that poetry
was a kind of dance, a naturally more efficacious way for the transmission
of emotion. He described prose as a step which leads somewhere. The
ideal symbol of the poet for Seferis was the dancer Nijinsky. Seferis saw
that language functions (1) to express thought and logical interpretation
and (2) to express emotion. Poetic language serves a different purpose
from the language of thought. Seferis categorically rejected the idea that
the world of a work of art is an autonomous world, separate from everyday
life. Seferis's poetics mark an end to the era of Palamas, in which the
chief esthetic principle proposed was that a poem cannot exist if it did
not contain a rational coherence. For Seferis, the mind had to understand
first with power, and then the heart had to feel what the mind had com-
prehended. The extent and depth of sensitivity is, thus, what made a great
poet. The greatest weakness in Seferis's poetic theory, as Vayenas points

"The Poet and Dancer: An Examination of the Poetics and Poetry of Seferis.
I have not had access to the original Cambridge dissertation.
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out, is that it makes no distinction between the experience of the poet and
the experience of the reader. Seferis opposed those who would reject
"foreign influences" and argued that the artist-poet should be open to all
influences and assimilate them in his own distinct way. He viewed Greece
as a filter of ideas that had to recognize the ancient Greek, Biblical, and
European traditions, and separate the living from the dead elements in
these traditions. Vayenas notes relevantly that "Seferis's entire work is
one uninterrupted conversation with tradition, especially with those poets
whom he saw as expressing or trying to express his own poetic ideal"
(p. 195).

One of Vayenas's most original contributions in this book is the
way in which he demonstrates Seferis's debt to Sikelianos and the con-
tinuity of Greek myth in the two authors and also Seferis's rather deep
communication with the poetry of Cavafy when Seferis finally realized
the full importance of that Alexandrian Greek poet; finally, Vayenas
does not fail to relate Seferis's poetic experience to historical experiences
(the Smyrna disaster, World War II, the Greek Civil War) and personal
experiences (Poros, the various books that he read). Through all of this,
the ultimate experience is that moment of the inner light or illumination
that Seferis called the "final redemption," which, unlike the Christian
mystics, he saw as achievable only through the experience of the emotions.
The Poet and the Dancer is a wonderfully rich source of illumination for
understanding Seferis the critic and Seferis the man. No modern Greek
studies library should be without it, and no modern student of Seferis
can afford to be ignorant of it.

Some may wonder why Mario Vitti's book, Phthora kai Logos:
Eisagoge ste Poiese ton Giorgou Sefere," should be included in a survey
of Greek critics of Seferis. Mario Vitti is Professor of Modern Greek at
the University of Palermo, writes eloquently in a rich demotic Greek, is
one of the most prolific historians of modern Greek literature of our day,
writing in both Greek and Italian, and is Greek on his mother's side. His
Decay and Expression: An Introduction to the Poetry of George Seferis
is certainly a book that every student of Seferis should own. The multi-
lingual bibliography, the biographical section, and index of passages at
the end of the volume are particularly handy. The body of the work
contains a prologue, an introduction ("One Begins However He Can"),
chapters on Strophe, Mythistorema, "Poetic Situation and Agreed Upon
Understandings," Hemerologio Katastromatos, Kichle, an epilogue, and
notes. It is clear from a reading of this book that Vitti is not strongest
in the analysis of Seferis's poetic techniques but, in the words of another
critic, Byron Raizis of the University of Athens, "Vitti excels as a literary
historian of the poems, of the circumstances under which they were in-
spired and composed and of the opinions and comments they have elicited
since their first appearance!" 1E Vitti's book provides us with considerable

11 Decay and Expression: Introduction to the Poetry of George Seferis is one
possible translation of the title. Another possible translation is Ruin and Speech.

19 World Literature Today, 54.1 (Winter 1980), 150,
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but not always revealing details about certain particulars, but one does
not emerge from the reading of his Introduction (it is really much more
than an introduction because it does presuppose a dose reading of Seferis's
poetry) with a clear, comprehensive view of Seferis's poetry as a whole.
There is a concern with such themes as justice, light, redemption, purifica-
tion, the sea, and death. Vitti himself says, "My study is basically tradi-
tional. It keeps its distance from unjustified biographical curiosities, yet
it is concerned, where it considers it indispensable, with the facts of life
which constitute an unbreakable reference to the text. It is based on the
configuration of the poem, yet it cannot ignore the thought, where it is
understood. Likewise I should declare from now another restriction also
which comes as a natural result of the tactic I have followed. Seferis did
not like easy work; he set high goals for his work" (p. 9). Seferis con-
tinued to set high goals for himself, which interest Vitti as a literary his-
torian. Vitti would not want to describe Seferis as a cerebral poet but as
one who begins with the proposition that the poet should carry out with
systematic result an integrated totality of ideas. He has certain things that
distress him and some of these are of an intellectual nature. Seferis saw
his task as being one of listening to what the things of the world were
saying to him; to see how they were interwoven in his soul and body and
to give them poetic expression."

It would not be amiss to cite Byron Raizis's recent comments on Vitti's
now widely circulated (at least in Greece) book:

As one may infer from this title, Seferis's recurrent theme was
the indirect expression of his angst while musing on the effects
of the passing of time on animate beings, on inanimate objects
and on himself. Most of his poems are records of memories
(often from several points in time) simultaneously brought to
bear with observations and impressions from the present of the
poet. Of course Greece's past (mythic and historic) and cul-
tural legacy enabled Seferis to weave personal elements into a
rich fabric as sophisticated and "highbrow" as these ethnic
treasures could make. At the same time Seferis employed with
consummate skill the "objective correlative" of Eliot, the allusion
formula of Valery, the persona of Pound, and Pirandello and
other Westernized compositional methods which enabled his
utterance to achieve an international poetic idiom—something
that Palamas and Sikelianos both failed to achieve despite their
tremendous artistic power and breadth.""

Vitti's book on Seferis must be confronted because of the author's really
extensive knowledge of Seferis, his poetry and his life, but also because

'Cited by Vitti, p. 97, from Seferis, Essays, 2, p. 50.
14 M. Byron Raizis in his review of Vitti in World Literature Today, 54.1

(Winter 1980), 150.
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of his wide knowledge of European literary history and the bibliography
related thereto.

The Greek critic who "discovered" Seferis, and who wrote the first
book on Seferis when he was in his youthful and daring twenties, is still
one of the principal authorities on the poet and perhaps still the leading
literary critic in Greece when it comes to poetry. His The Poet George
Seferis (0 Poietes Giorgos Seferis) was originally published in 1931 and
has gone through four editions, each enlarged over the previous issue.
From 1935-1940 and from 1941-1945, he was editor of T a Nea Grammata,
which was the literary instrument of "The Generation of the Thirties."
A devotee and authority on Palamas, Andreas Karandonis was quick to
see that with the publication of Seferis's Strophe ("Turning Point") in
1931, there was a turning point in modern Greek poetry, a poem unlike
anything previously produced in Greek. Karandonis saw first that Seferis
was "perhaps the first new poet who formatively bridges over modern
poetry and the living tradition of Demoticism and of the Demotic Song"
(pp. 66-67). In his original 97-page book, Karandonis, in a detailed
literary analysis that dealt closely with the metrical, literary, and intel-
lectual content and form of Strophe, tried "to place the effort and the
work of Seferis in the center of our and foreign influences, demonstrat-
ing the balance that he maintained" (p. 94). The major part of Karan-
donis's long essay is a detailed examination of the new poetic elements
and forms of the lyricism of the Strophe and especially an esthetic
analysis of Erotikos Logos, which Karandonis describes as "one of the
most perfect and most lyric poems written in our language" (p. 100).
The question of the renewal of lyricism is duly dealt with since Seferis
had to confront it in terms of what existed in traditional Greek poetry
and what he had learned from British and Continental poetry. Karandonis
sees Sterna as esthetically part of Seferis's early period and as a lyrical
verification of his recollection of the Erotikos Logos, a dramatic and
philosophic reflection of that poem, an esthetic and moral demand of his
soul as it confronts its destiny. In his paper on the award of the Palamas
Poetry Prize to Seferis in 1947 (published in Nea Hestia), Karandonis
indicates that three criteria were set by the committee: artistic, intellec-
tual, and Greek, and, in his introductory presentation, he shows how
Seferis eminently met those requirements and was now officially acknowl-
edged as a significant poet in Greek literary circles.

On the occasion of the Nobel Prize, Karandonis saw justification of
his own lifetime's confidence in and work with Seferis's poetry. Karan-
donis had previously acknowledged Seferis's "very profound knowledge
of foreign literary life in its various continuations, its organic connection
with demoticism, fitness to the significance of his effort for the con-
sciousness of his responsibility, a responsibility which we would describe:
yearning (xccrip,60 for the realization of a European Hellenization" (p.
202) with the publication of Tetradio Gymnasmaton (1940), Hemerologio
Katastromatos A' (1940), Hemerologio Katastromatos B' (1944), Kichle
(1947), and Kypron ou m'ethespisen (1955). Seferis did not change
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his position, in pure and direct demotic, always compact, unforced, eco-
nomical, substantive in his use of language, precise in his profound intel-
lectuality, he continued to utilize Greek mythology to express completely
modern modes of life. Even in Three Secret Poems, Karandonis sees the
continuation of Seferis's lifetime concern—a renewal of his psychology of
permanent "dissatisfaction" (dysareskeia), which always characterized him
and which he summarized and immortalized in his verse "Wherever I go,
Greece wounds me." Karandonis finds that this "dissatisfaction" with a
thousand and one things in public and private life takes on breadth and
catholicity in Three Secret Poems and is expressed as disapprobation of
contemporary technocracy. The antidote for Seferis is nature—eternal
beauty, salvation, and memory which redeems—but it were better that
even that not exist. Three Secret Poems still needs analysis, being among
his last poems to be published (1969).

Karandonis's fourth edition of The Poet George Seferis contains
eight new studies. It opens with a letter of Kostes Palamas to Karandonis
of March 1, 1932. It incorporates the original The Poet George Seferis
of 1931, but adds essays from Ta Nea Grammata (1936) and Kainouria
Epoche (1956). It reproduces "The Introductory Exposition at the Award
of the Palamas Prize" that the author delivered on February 26, 1947,
and was reproduced in Nea Hestia in 1947. It adds his overview of Seferis
in "The Occasion of the Nobel Prize," published in Kathemerine in 1963,
plus another article dated 1964, and The Three Secret Poems (1966-
1976). It includes "A Letter to Seferis about The Thrush" (Athens, Jan-
uary 1950) and its interpretation. It provides a general assessment simply
called "George Seferis" that was a talk at the Hellenic-American Union
in Athens on February 26, 1968, on the occasion of that institution's
tenth anniversary and the Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard bilingual
edition of Seferis's Collected Poems: 1924-1955. It contains a review
article on "The Translator" George Seferis that surveys Seferis's transla-
tion of T. S. Eliot's Wasteland, his Antigraphes (translations of various
British, American, and European authors), and his translation of The
Revelation of St. John. Seferis's concern for the continuity of the Greek
language is encapsulated in his famous remark to Karandonis in a letter
to him from London in 1932: "It is time for us to get rid of the terms,
katharevousa, demotic, modern Greek. The language is one—GREEK and
it should be alive and heard in prose and in poetry" (p. 287). No matter
how much Seferis practiced the art of translation, his ultimate goal was
the perfection of Greek linguistic and literary expression. Karandonis's
almost half century of familiarity with the work of Seferis and his ability
to place him within a Greek and European literary context still make
his work an absolute "must" on the reading lists of students and scholars
of Seferis.

Much remains to be done, and a great deal is being done, to make
George Seferis's work more understood, more appreciated, and more ac-
cessible. There is no doubt in this reviewer's mind that in Greece now
there has developed a substantial body of first-rate scholarship on Greece's
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first Nobel Prize winner. We might conclude with another Greek critic's
remark that "through his manner as an artist and a social thinker, George
Seferis has achieved a unique place in the Hellenic and international poetic
Pantheon."" Consequently, he deserves wide scholarly attention as well as
general appreciation and interpretation.

15 Byron Raizis, "The Poetic Manner of George Seferis," in Podia Neohellenika,
Band II (Amsterdam: Verlag Adolf M. Hakkert, 1977), p. 126.
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